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FOREWORD 

In mid-2009, a multi-national research team was formed to undertake research as part of 
IARPA's Reynard program. VERUS, the chosen group name, is Latin for “true” and stands for 
Virtual Environment Real User Study. We sought to form an eclectic group that could apply a 
comprehensive fusion of quantitative and qualitative research methods and analytical techniques 
to the study of online gameplay. Over the three years of the program, we have grown to 
understand and appreciate each other's theoretical approaches and investigative methodologies. 
We have profited significantly from the opportunity to learn from each other while we jointly 
explored the exciting world of online gaming environments and the players who inhabit those 
virtual spaces.  

The culmination of our collaboration is this final report, which documents our investigative 
methods, analytical results, and research insights, as seen through the specialized lenses of our 
respective academic disciplines. The report is an integrated product that merges contributions 
from various different authors over the life of the VERUS project. As the work has progressed, it 
has helped to advance our professional careers, and several of our colleagues have transitioned to 
new roles in new organizations. The overall contributor list below indicates the institutional 
affiliations of VERUS team members at the time of their principal participation in our work.  
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1 SUMMARY 

In Apr 2009, IARPA released the Reynard Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) 09-05, 
describing its interest in studying the relationships between player activities in virtual worlds 
(VWs), and massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) and their real-world (RW) 
characteristics. The underlying premise was that certain RW qualities of individuals, such as 
their demographics, are reflected in their behaviors in virtual environments. Reynard researchers 
were asked to examine VW behaviors that could identify the RW characteristics of individuals or 
groups. The program was split into two 18-month phases.  

In response to this solicitation, SRI International (SRI) proposed a multi-national team under the 
group name VERUS (Latin for “true”), which stands for Virtual Environment Real User Study. 
The goal was to draw upon the expertise of a multi-disciplinary group of specialists spanning a 
broad variety of academic disciplines, which would introduce a variety of quantitative and 
qualitative techniques to the research and analysis of online gameplay.  

VERUS research leadership and project management were handled at SRI International 
headquarters in Silicon Valley, California. The team membership included data analysts, 
statisticians, and research scientists from SRI in California and Virginia; education researchers at 
Simon Fraser University (SFU), British Columbia and York University (YU), Ontario; and 
experimental economists at Nottingham University Business School (NUBS), United Kingdom. 
The project drew upon gaming platform development resources at Multiverse Network Inc. in 
California. Philip Zimmermann acted as an independent user privacy advocate. 

The project began in Oct 2009. At the beginning of Phase One, we embarked upon a broad set of 
preliminary studies, both to survey the overall exploratory research, and to understand which 
approaches and techniques were likely to be the most fruitful for further investigation in Phase 
Two.  

From the outset, we adopted a guiding principle of using international research laboratory and 
RW field settings for our data collection activities, where we emphasized the recruitment of 
study candidates to participate in-person in this work, rather than relying on virtual or ‘remote’ 
interaction techniques. This face-to-face approach allowed VERUS researchers to more closely 
verify the gamers’ identities, so that their RW demographics could be more accurately linked to 
clearly measurable VW behavioral indicators. 

A second guiding principle was to examine behavioral attributes among the gamer population 
that were likely to transfer across virtual worlds, rather than restricting ourselves to exploring a 
single, highly specific environment. Thus, in Phase One of the project, we studied gameplay in 
several popular VWs, including World of Warcraft, Guild Wars, and Maple Story. We also used 
some specially designed VWs, enabling us to gather much more extensive data about our 
participants’ behaviors in a controlled context.  

Drawing upon our data collection experience and analytical findings in Phase One, we adjusted 
the breadth of our work in Phase Two, to concentrate on specific areas of interest in several 
complementary ways. For example, we expanded our participant pool to encompass a broader 
range of minors – i.e. players aged under 18. We also developed a more comprehensive 
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investigation of player activities using Guardian Academy (GA), one of our internal dedicated 
VWs. Our external data collection activities focused on two MMOGs of particular interest – Rift 
and EVE Online; we set other VWs aside during this phase. In Phase Two, we also modified our 
demographic surveys and questionnaires to address usability challenges and technical 
performance issues encountered in Phase One.  

Our fieldwork activities during Phase One included exploration of opportunities for player 
observation and data collection in a variety of real-world contexts in several countries. For a 
variety of cultural, practical, and regulatory reasons, we determined that locations such as 
Internet cafés and game parlors were likely to be less productive for these purposes. On the other 
hand, our access to adult gamers through Local Area Network (LAN) events, and to minors 
through our fieldwork in schools, showed particular promise, and we therefore expanded those 
activities during Phase Two.  

In our transition to Phase Two, we adjusted our analysis strategy to address several lessons 
learned during Phase One. For example, we coordinated our processes around the sequence of 
hypothesis-driven feature identification, correlation analysis for significance thresholding and 
down-selection, and machine learning techniques to determine plausible and reliable association 
rules. At each stage, the relevance of the ‘best’ features was confirmed both statistically and 
theoretically, in consultation with our laboratory and field researchers as subject matter experts, 
before forwarding to the next step in the process.  

Phase One Results. Our modeling and data analyses from VWs achieved or exceeded the 
Reynard Phase One performance objectives for six RW characteristics in one or more of the 
worlds. These characteristics (in terms of maximum achieved accuracy) were gender (86%), 
approximate age group (76%), ethnicity (77%), household income (60%), social values 
orientation (65%), and gamer expertise (66%). We also achieved or exceeded these metrics for 
six RW characteristics in our integrated cross-world modeling and analyses of data combined 
from multiple VWs. These characteristics were gender (88%), approximate age group (82%), 
ethnicity (78%), urban background (82%), native English speaker (70%), and gamer expertise 
(62%). Further information on these results may be found in Reynard VERUS Interim Report (SRI 
International, Jun 2011). 

Phase Two Results. In Phase Two, we continued gathering data in several real-world settings 
while at the same time narrowing our focus to a smaller selection of virtual worlds. We 
standardized our analysis strategy to utilize an association rules methodology, which provided a 
consistent way to describe our hypotheses and to express our findings.  

A summary of the main results for seven RW characteristics of interest is shown in Table 1. The 
number of our participants who played in each of the VWs studied varied and the worlds 
themselves offered differing selections of affordances. This resulted in a variation in the number 
of participants (N) who were covered by each of our analyses. For full details of our findings, see 
Section 4.  

We adjusted our reporting techniques in Phase Two to reflect precision and recall (rather than 
overall accuracy) as the measure of performance objective metrics. In these analyses, our 
association rules methodology focused primarily on precision, since the project goal emphasizes 
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finding useful rules about in-game features that predict players' real-world attributes (rule precision), 
rather than discovering a priori the proportion of players with a given real-world attribute to which a 
particular rule might apply (rule recall). In developing combinations of rules for our hypotheses and 
analyses, we aimed to maximize the recall of the combination while still meeting or exceeding the 
target threshold for precision. Full details of this approach can be found in Section 3.5.3. 

Table 1. Summary of Achieved Program Metrics 

n 
Value 

RW 
Characteristic 

[Objective 
Metric] 

Value Precision Recall Accuracy1 Behavioral 
Indicators 

380 Player Gender 
[90%] 

Male 98% 45% 58% avatar features + 
movement 

 Female 89% 58% 87% avatar features + 
movement 

250 Approximate 
Age Group 

[85%] 

<18 92% 12% 67% names + text chat 
 18-24 80% 13% 56% text chat 
 24+ 83% 14% 87% text chat 

91 Socio-
Economic 

Status  
[75%] 

High 81% 94% 79% GA names + events 
(Minors) 

 Low 83% 40% 81% GA names + events 
(Minors) 

78 Ethnicity 
[75%] 

Asian 76% 41% 64% Rift events 
 Caucasian 83% 32% 71% Rift events 

37 Education 
[75%] 

HS/CC 64% 50% 62% EVE economic 
activity 

 UG/GR 67% 53% 62% EVE economic 
activity 

106 Income Level 
[75%] 

Low 83% 28% 87% GA risk aversion 
 Mid 67% 47% 63% GA risk aversion 
 High 85% 30% 74% GA risk aversion 

540 English Native 
Language 

[75%] 

Text Chat 77% 22% 55% text chat 

_______________ 
1 The association rules developed in Phase Two were not optimized for accuracy. See discussion 
in Section 3.5.5. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Background: Online Games and Virtual Environments  

Computer games have existed since shortly after the first computers were designed and built. 
The first computer games were usable by one person on one machine, but during the 1970s, 
networks of computers became more sophisticated, and games could be played by several people 
across networked computers; these games were rapidly developed during the 70s and 80s. Real-
world fantasy role-playing games, such as Dungeons and Dragons, invented by Gygax and 
Arneson and published in 1974, were among the earliest games adapted to networked computers, 
and the first multiuser dungeon (MUD) game was developed by Richard Bartle at Essex 
University in England in 1979.  

During the 1980s, as computer capabilities increased and as local area networks (LANs) became 
interconnected through the ARPANet, AlohaNet, and other inter-networks, MUDs also 
expanded, becoming ‘persistent worlds’ where players could enter or leave at will using personal 
computers or other devices. Persistent worlds allowed game strategies, duties, quests, and roles 
to be created; these games in turn morphed into massively multiplayer online role playing games 
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Early MMORPGs included Ultima Online, Everquest, and 
Nexus. Multiplayer games continue to be very popular, with many hundreds in existence today; 
some, such as World of Warcraft, have millions of players worldwide. In the US alone, it is 
estimated that approximately 26 million hours per day are spent in online environments. 
Globally, the industry had a turnover of US$15B in 20112. A key characteristic of these 
persistent virtual worlds is the development of online communities, which vary from loosely 
linked networks of casual enthusiasts to well-organized guilds that have elaborate initiation 
procedures and highly structured roles and responsibilities. The pervasive and ubiquitous nature 
of these communities offers the underlying framework for entirely different forms of inter-
communication and social networking.  

In addition to role-playing games, several other multiplayer games and worlds exist; these 
include racing and sports, strategy games, first-person shooter (FPS) games, and flight 
simulations. Social virtual worlds are another genre of interactive environment, where 
participants use avatars to interact and socialize, travel, engage in commerce, and indulge in 
individual and group activities other than games. Second Life, which was launched in 2003, is an 
example of this form of environment.  

With the intense worldwide interest in playing virtual games and interacting socially in VWs, it 
was natural for social scientists and others to begin studying the players and their interactions in 
these worlds. Researchers began to study how players express themselves through avatars; how 
people of different ages, genders, and cultures differ in their VW roles and activities; and 
whether anything about a person’s real-world (RW) persona can be gleaned by studying that 
person’s gameplay.  

_______________ 
2 Sources: www.newzoo.com, news.sevrugin.com.  
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2.2 The Reynard Program 

In Apr 2009, IARPA announced the Reynard research program (BAA 09-05 dated Apr 21, 
2009), with a focus on exploring behavioral indicators (BIs) in VWs and MMOGs and their 
relationships to RW characteristics of players. The guiding premise of Reynard is that certain 
demographic features of RW individuals are reflected in specific aspects of their VW activities 
and behavior. Thus, it should be possible to determine virtual world BIs that could serve to 
identify RW characteristics of individuals or groups. 

This premise is not unique; the Social Science Research Network, for instance, identifies many 
studies of VW activities whose goal is to predict RW characteristics. However, since most of 
those studies have been qualitative, as noted in the IARPA solicitation, high-quality peer-
reviewed research is sparse, with a distinct paucity of published research with quantitatively 
supported conclusions.  

Thus, the vision for the Reynard program is to meld social science research and quantitative 
analyses, so as to develop conclusions that are provably predictable, in a probabilistic sense. 
These quantitatively-supported conclusions will allow future observers to predict, with some 
measure of confidence, the RW characteristics of VW participants, based upon their gameplay in 
multiplayer environments. 

Reynard is structured as a three-year program, with two 18-month phases. Table 2 shows the 
required target probability values to be attained at the end of Phases One and Two of the 
program, as stated in the IARPA solicitation. 

Table 2. Reynard Required Prediction Probabilities 

RW Characteristic Phase One Target  
Minimum Probability 

Phase Two Target  
Minimum Probability 

Gender 0.75 0.90 

Approx. Age 0.70 0.85 

All other RW 
Characteristics 0.60 0.75 

 

2.3 VERUS 

In response to the Reynard BAA, SRI International formed a team under the name VERUS, the 
Latin word for “true,” and standing for Virtual Environments Real User Study. Our overall 
strategy has been to apply multiple methods for examining the play of stable groups of known 
VW players, allowing us to link their RW identities with clearly measurable indicators of their 
in-game activities. 
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The structure of our studies is shown in Figure 1. An initial set of hypotheses, designed to 
identify a suite of RW characteristics, draw upon an integrated set of VW BIs. These preliminary 
hypotheses focused primarily on answering challenges in three broad categories: individual, 
group, and culture. The figure summarizes our objective RW characteristics and shows how the 
hypotheses are used to establish these using the main VW BIs. 

 

Figure 1: VERUS Research Strategy 

The VERUS team was composed of an international partnership of researchers and organizations, 
with expertise in the study of gaming, gamers, and VW behaviors, and accomplishments in the 
social and behavioral sciences, experimental economics, educational research, linguistics, 
cognitive engineering, and artificial intelligence.  

The team members include: 
• Analysts and scientists at SRI International in California and Virginia 
• Education researchers at Simon Fraser and York Universities in Canada 
• Experimental economists at Nottingham University in the United Kingdom 
• Gaming platform developers at Multiverse Network Inc. in California 
• Philip Zimmermann, consultant and independent User Privacy Advocate 
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Figure 2 depicts the VERUS project architecture design, and indicates the core rationale of our 
teaming structure. There are four major elements in this architecture:  
• The VERUS Gamer Studies element, which represents the ‘ground truth’ experiments that were 

carried out by our collaborating field investigators 
• The VERUS Tool Chest, our suite of advanced analytical tools managed by SRI research 

specialists 
• The VERUS VW Infrastructure, which provided the instrumented gaming platform supporting 

multiple types of virtual worlds 
• The VERUS secure data repository at SRI, used by all VERUS team members to exchange and 

share data for exploration and analysis  

 

 

Figure 2: VERUS Project Architecture 

Controlled access to virtual environments was particularly important for several of our studies. 
We needed to capture avatar movements and interactions, both with nonplayer characters (NPCs) 
and with other players. Also, because minors made up a significant portion of our participant 
pool, extra care was needed to protect that segment of the population. Thus, we required 
dedicated virtual worlds, where only authorized players and engaged researchers were permitted 
access. It was particularly important to exclude involvement or access by individuals who were 
not part of our study. 
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For this purpose, we used two dedicated VWs designed by our VERUS partner, Multiverse: 
• Sherwood, a social networking virtual environment adapted primarily for our economic 

decision-making studies  
• Guardian Academy, an adaptation of a Flash-based fantasy questing world, for use in several 

of our study environments  

Our overall strategy was to establish a pool of player accounts in these VWs, with each account 
used by just one participant.  

During Phase One of VERUS, we also undertook some preliminary investigations using two 
dedicated islands in Second Life. One was equipped with a Virtual Morris Water Maze 
(VMWM), where participants used a specialized avatar to carry out certain in-world movement 
tasks. The other island was a ‘neutral’ territory, to which Second Life gamers were temporarily 
invited, while they participated in in-world interviews and demonstrations related to social 
signaling indicators. 

The VERUS analysis process drew upon the strengths and limitations of several methodological 
approaches and capabilities, with different techniques applied to subsets of the full suite of RW 
variables. During Phase One, our analytical team developed several predictive models for player 
RW characteristics that exceeded the initial phase metrics, in particular those for gamer gender 
and approximate age group. Thus, for Phase Two, we continued this successful cross-
disciplinary strategy for multimodal data collection and hypothesis-driven analyses. 
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3 METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROCEDURES 

3.1 Introduction 

From the outset of the VERUS project in Oct 2009, we structured our work around a suite of in-
laboratory and field-situated studies spanning several countries and population mixes. These 
studies examined gamer behavior in several MMOGs. We met almost all of our participants 
face-to-face during this work (N=1367; Phase One N=569, Phase Two N=798).3 Participant 
demographics are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Demographics of Participants in VERUS Project (n = 1367) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age 
Category 

No Answer 2% 
Youth (< 18 years) 28% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 46% 
Adult (over 24 years) 24% 

Gender 
No Answer 1% 
Female 34% 
Male 66% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 25% 
Caucasian 45% 
Indian 15% 
Other 16% 

Education 

No Answer 3% 
No formal education 1% 
Primary/Elementary education 13% 
Secondary/High School education 29% 
Trade school, technical college, or community college 
education 11% 

Undergraduate education 30% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 11% 
Other 2% 

Native 
Language English  60% 

 

  

_______________ 
3 An exception was the small Social Signaling study (N=28), which was conducted entirely using 
virtual world interactions in Second Life. 
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Our opening strategy for the overall project was to examine gamer activities in multiple virtual 
worlds, where possible. We believed that it was important to emphasize an initial exploration of 
broad gamer behaviors that could transcend virtual worlds, rather than prematurely focusing on 
activities enabled by the basic affordances of one specific environment. Thus, during Phase One, 
most of our participants were invited to play in two VWs: an MMORPG of their choice and one 
of our specially instrumented worlds. This enabled us to observe gameplay in a more naturalistic 
context, and to benefit from the richer in-world data logging that was provided by our dedicated 
environments.  

From the start of Phase One, we theorized that participants would carry their text chat 
characteristics into any virtual worlds they encountered. The first phase of chat analysis work 
suggested that this was probably true, since our integrated text chat models performed well in 
predicting several key RW characteristics. Thus, we continued to emphasize that part of our data 
collection in Phase Two.  

In Phase One, we also observed that gamers’ decisions about the appearance and design of their 
avatars seemed to be good predictors of their RW gender. These design decisions were obviously 
limited – or possibly amplified – by the affordances of each game. This finding resonated with 
the work of other Reynard research teams, who also observed a consistency of gender mapping 
in their avatar design analyses. However, we also noted that this relationship appears to travel 
across worlds – a result that enhances the basic theory and extends beyond the other teams’ 
studies of individual VWs.  

Another topic of interest that we encountered early on concerned how best to characterize the 
levels and types of game expertise that players may develop. For example, studying player 
expertise in their preferred games can pose a challenge for researchers, since experience with 
particular environments may be confounded with some demographic factors of interest, such as 
age and gender. There is also the question of what actually constitutes game expertise, which 
may be measured along several different, game-agnostic dimensions. A further issue concerns 
the influence of in-game affordances, such that expertise gained in one game environment may – 
or may not – map or translate easily to another one.  

Thus, in several parts of our work, we found it appropriate to differentiate novices and experts 
for a specific game from ‘pure’ novices and expert gamers who lacked familiarity with the game 
in question. Our two dedicated VWs, Guardian Academy and Sherwood, were useful research 
environments in this regard. As they were previously unknown to all our participants, everyone 
started off as a newcomer to these worlds, despite any possible previous experience with other 
games. Furthermore, in Phase Two, we took advantage of the fact that Rift had been recently 
released, and was thus a new ‘real gaming environment’ for all players. This opportunity also 
helped us clarify some of the concepts of gamer expertise, which are discussed further in 
Appendix B. 

In Phase Two of our economic decision-making study, we extended our analyses of risk-related 
behaviors in our Sherwood data from Phase One. We also transitioned our data collection 
activities to examine behaviors in Guardian Academy and EVE Online. Both of these worlds 
offered our participants a more realistic, goal-oriented gaming experience, and EVE in particular 
uses a very liberal, free-form in-game economy, with few restrictions on player behaviors. 
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The central unifying feature of our study was the VERUS Core Survey, which was administered 
on-line to all participants. This web-browser-based survey identified each person’s demographic 
details, as well as their general experience and engagement with digital media and video games. 
The demographic data was used as the source for the detailed RW characteristics that were the 
objectives of our analyses.  

Some of the original material in this survey was revised for Phase Two to address content 
limitations. For example, we removed the opportunity to select multiple responses to ethnicity 
and the option to skip major questions, modified the descriptions associated with education level 
options for clarification, adapted the original self-efficacy questions to address leadership 
characteristics in both RW and VW contexts more directly, removed questions related to 
household income from the youth version of the Phase Two survey, and added a set of player-
handedness questions.  

The Phase Two survey redesign enabled us to modify the user interface presentation code and 
the backend database server, to address technical performance challenges related to network 
connectivity and browser compatibility issues. Supplementary survey items were also 
administered to groups who participated in specific elements of our project. For example, those 
partaking in the economic decision-making study completed an additional questionnaire to 
determine their tolerance to risk behaviors. 

3.2 Data Collection and Gamer Studies 

VERUS data collection was accomplished by means of five complementary studies, each of which 
includes varying groups of participants and work in more than one location. One of the studies 
was performed by NUBS researchers, and the other four studies were performed by researchers 
at SFU and YU. The primary Canadian researchers have worked together for several years, and 
they also integrated their efforts for the VERUS studies. 

The five studies performed include: 
• Economic Decision-Making Studies (NUBS) 
• Laboratory Studies at SFU 
• Laboratory Studies at YU (including studies of minors) 
• LAN Events and Internet Café Studies by SFU and YU 
• Social Signaling Studies by SFU (Phase One only) 

Game activity data was collected using a variety of techniques, including coded video recording, 
keystroke logging, participant interviews and travelogues, and in-game telemetry data capture. In 
addition to observing gameplay in several public VWs (e.g., World of Warcraft, Maple Story, 
EVE Online, etc.), we also used two specially instrumented virtual worlds, Sherwood and 
Guardian Academy. Each of these dedicated environments was used in several of our studies; 
both of them are described in the next section. The subsequent sections provide a discussion of 
the scope, goals, methods, and general results for each of our five complementary studies. In all 
cases, please see Sections 4 and 5 of this report for quantitative details regarding the study 
findings. 
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3.2.1 VERUS Dedicated Virtual Worlds  

During the project, we deployed two dedicated virtual worlds, which were equipped with 
extensive in-game instrumentation and event logging capabilities. Each world was used for 
gathering player activity data in several of our studies. Guardian Academy (GA), a multi-player 
sword-and-sorcery fantasy game, was used during both phases of our project for a number of 
different experimental purposes. Sherwood, a social interaction environment, was used during 
Phase One primarily to gather economic behavior and decision-making information, as well as 
social exchange and text chat data. 

Guardian Academy 
Guardian Academy was developed by VERUS’ game development partner, Multiverse, based on 
their public Battle: Realms at War offering. GA is a 2.5-dimension web-centered, Flash-based, 
multi-player game (Figure 3). Players are given quests from non-player characters, which they 
complete to earn points. Players can form groups with each other to complete quests or to 
explore the world together. The interface allows text chat only (no audio chat). The world 
features a store where health potions and other items can be bought and sold. It also features a 
player-versus-player (PvP) arena where players can challenge each other to a duel; outside of this 
arena, players are unable to fight each other.  

 

Figure 3: Guardian Academy 
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VERUS research using GA started in Phase One using a single dedicated server. In Phase Two, 
two identical shards were established, which enabled us to segregate our youth participants from 
adult ones. Most participants in VERUS studies were provided with individual GA logins, which 
they could use to play multiple sessions, if desired. Since GA was browser-based, with no special 
software or hardware requirements, data collection activity could be undertaken in a variety of 
settings beyond our laboratories, including schools, LAN events, etc. In addition, our participants 
could continue to play at home or elsewhere, after their original signup was established. The GA 
servers recorded a range of telemetry information including avatar movement and avatar 
characteristics such as health level, battle data, chat, and trading information.  

Sherwood 
Sherwood (Figure 4), also developed by VERUS’ partner Multiverse, was a dedicated socializing 
environment, which used an aesthetic of modern-day New York. Several different group 
interaction areas were provided, including individual apartment spaces that participants could 
customize with specific decor choices, and a virtual Times Square environment for socializing 
and exploration. The world allowed text chat and a variety of avatar gestures and expressions of 
emotion. The game server recorded a range of telemetry information including chat, avatar 
movement, and the environmental choices that participants made. Sherwood provided scope for 
personalizing one’s avatar, and making choices of favorite art, music, and video selections. A 
specialized street fair was also included, which supported a suite of in-world decision-making 
tasks for our economic behavior studies. Four in-world fair booths were provided: Duck Shoot, 
Charity Booth, Bust, and Dare.  

 

Figure 4: Sherwood 
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Duck Shoot 
Duck Shoot (Figure 5) was based on a standard behavioral economics public good game, and was 
designed to measure cooperation in groups. Participants played in a computer-assigned group of 
four, with no knowledge of group composition. For each of ten rounds, each participant was 
required to load a ten-shooter gun with any combination of red or blue bullets and then position 
the gun to fire one bullet at a time at a moving target. Hitting a duck with a red bullet earned one 
gold coin for the subject’s private fund; hitting a duck with a blue bullet earned two gold coins 
for the public (group) fund. At the end of each round, the public fund was evenly split among the 
group members, and each subject was presented with a screen showing the number of gold coins 
won by the subject in that round, the size of the public fund, and the number of blue bullets 
contributed to the public fund by each of the other players (named only Player 1, 2, and 3).  

 

Figure 5: Duck Shoot 

Charity Booth 
The Charity Booth was designed to measure altruism. It simply asked participants how much of 
their winnings they want to donate, if any, to a specified well-known charity. 
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Bust 
Bust (Figure 6), was designed to measure 
parametric risk. In the game of Bust, the 
participant decides when to stop a computer-
controlled counter which moves from 1-10. At a 
random point the game goes ‘bust’ and the player 
wins nothing. If the player stops the counter 
before this happens, the player wins gold coins 
equal in number to the level of the counter. This 
is repeated through ten rounds to make up one 
game. A person’s average (mean) winnings, 
discounting the rounds in which the game went 
bust, are a measure of risk aversion. Bust is very 
similar to the Balloon Analogue Risk Task, which 
is known to measure risk (Lejuez, 2002). 

Dare 
Dare (Figure 7) was designed to measure 
strategic risk. Dare is a two-player game where 
players decide how to split a stake of 100 gold 
coins. The game is essentially a version of the 
‘chicken game,’ where players drive toward each 
other until one of the individuals chooses either to 
swerve or not swerve. A player who swerves does 
not win, but gets to walk away alive, that is, they don't lose everything. The fate of the player 
who does not swerve is in the hands of the opponent. If the opponent swerves, the player wins, if 
not, then both players die and both lose everything. 

In Dare, a slowly-rising counter is used 
to simulate the chicken-game process. 
The payoff split depends on who 
‘swerves’ first, and both players lose if 
neither backs down. The game is played 
only once, to control against effects 
where one player learns how the 
opponent behaves. Dare is designed to 
simulate an ‘escalation’ type of scenario 
where each player tries to force the other 
to give way first. The length of time a 
player waits is an indicator of their risk 
attitudes in strategic situations. 

 

Figure 6: Bust 

 

Figure 7: Dare 
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3.2.2 NUBS Economic Decision-Making Study  

Goals 
NUBS researchers studied three virtual worlds, Sherwood, Guardian Academy, and EVE Online, 
with the aim of predicting the real-world attributes gender, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, 
and social values orientation. Our approach was guided throughout by the literature and methods 
of experimental economics. Having found a relationship in this literature between these target 
attributes and risk taking behavior and cooperative behavior, we measured these aspects of 
behavior inside the worlds, and use these measures or ‘metrics’ to build our predictive models. 

Experimental Economics offers around twenty years of theory, literature, and general empirical 
results regarding behavior in economic laboratory games, specifically designed to assess 
underlying decision-making processes in RW situations. In an attempt to control for some of 
these individual differences, experimental economists often elicit demographic variables from 
participants in their experiments. While it is difficult to determine exactly what influences might 
affect an individual’s decision making, the inclusion of demographic factors in the analysis 
sometimes makes it possible to identify areas where personal characteristics and upbringing 
seem to have similar effects across the whole population. However, some of these effects have 
been found only from the behavior within a few experimental games, and evidence is mixed in 
the case of others. 

An extensive survey of the literature identified a range of prior research of relevance to this 
component of VERUS (see for example: Hofstede, 1994, 2001; Inglehart, 1997; Carpenter et al., 
2009; Dohmen et al., 2011; Hartog et al., 2002; Helbok et al., 2006). In our review, we 
particularly aimed to find links between the demographics of interest to our study and suitable 
tasks that measure behavior commonly observed in virtual worlds. Almost all of these 
relationships were based on four widely used laboratory tasks; from these tasks the researchers 
formed a number of hypotheses to be tested in Sherwood, the custom-built Multiverse 
environment. The tasks measured parametric risk (which has been linked with gender, age, 
income, education, and community type), strategic risk (income, education, social values 
orientation), cooperativeness (age, community type, ethnicity, social values orientation), and 
altruism (gender, age, social values orientation).  

Based on this background, NUBS researchers pursued the following goals in the study design: 

• Construct hypotheses regarding the link between demographic characteristics and game 
behavior 

• Design and implement games or decision tasks that would allow the best prediction of 
gender, age, ethnicity, and income level 

• Extend the findings from these games in tightly controlled virtual worlds to commercial 
virtual worlds, where the researchers had little control. 
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Methods 
We examined subject behavior in three virtual worlds: Sherwood, Guardian Academy, and EVE 
Online. (Demographics are detailed in Table 4 through Table 7.) 

Sherwood 
As discussed above, Sherwood was a virtual world set in modern day New York and 
incorporated a street fair that contained four decision tasks: Duck Shoot, Charity Booth, Bust, 
and Dare. Participants, a mix of gamers and non-gamers, were asked to complete a survey and 
then attend one experiment session in a university computer lab. The sessions involved either 8 
or 12 participants who were held in silence and positioned so that they could not clearly see each 
other’s screens. They stayed in the virtual world for about 90 minutes. No real-world 
announcements were made after participants were logged in, although two researchers were in-
world and made chat text announcements from there. After an hour of socializing, including an 
icebreaker game led by in-world researchers, participants were provided access to the four 
decision task activities. 

These decision-making experiments took place in two physical locations, in the UK and in Dubai. 

Table 4. Demographics of Sherwood Participants from the UK (n = 120) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 2% 
Youth (< 18 years) 7% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 82% 
Adult (over 24 years) 10% 

Gender 
No Answer 0% 
Female 51% 
Male 49% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 48% 
Caucasian 35% 
Indian 11% 
Other 5% 

Education 

No Answer 1% 
Secondary/High School education 28% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 3% 

Undergraduate education 58% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 10% 
Other 2% 

Native 
Language English  33% 
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Table 5. Demographics of Sherwood Participants from Dubai (n = 79) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 3% 
Youth (< 18 years) 24% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 72% 
Adult (over 24 years) 1% 

Gender 
No Answer 0% 
Female 37% 
Male 63% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 22% 
Caucasian 7% 
Indian 55% 
Other 16% 

Education 

No Answer 3% 
Secondary/High School education 59% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 3% 

Undergraduate education 34% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 1% 

Native 
Language English  20% 
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Guardian Academy 
Guardian Academy provided us with an experimental environment that was different from 
Sherwood in that the decision tasks were not explicitly induced by the researchers. In this study, 
participants were recruited from a population of individuals with some prior experience of online 
game-playing. As they played in GA, the following features and metrics were extracted to 
measure risk-taking behavior, group cooperation, and altruism: 

• Measures of Parametric Risk 
− Level difference between an avatar and monsters fought. For each battle an avatar 

fights, this metric is the average of the differences between Avatar Level and Monster 
Level across all battles. When an avatar engages multiple monsters, the highest level 
monster is used. 

− Health level of the avatar when entering a battle. This metric averages the values of 
AvatarCurrentHealth/AvatarMaxHealth across all battles. 

− Number of health potions used. Each time a health potion is used, this metric 
averages AvatarCurrentHealth/AvatarMaxHealth across all potion uses. 

• Number of health potions bought. 
− Number of monsters fought simultaneously. This measure, averages across all 

battles, the number of monsters engaged before the avatar leaves each combat. 

• Number of deaths before level 2, 3, 5, 7, 10. 
− Inconclusive battles. Number of battles that end with neither the monster nor the 

player dying. 

• Measure of Strategic Risk.  
− Total time spent in PvP arenas 

• Measures of Group Behavior 
− Total time spent in a group 
− Damage dealt by this group member 
− Total damage dealt by group 

• Measures of Trading Behavior 
− Number of items bought 
− Number of items sold 
− Total amount spent on items 
− Total amount received from selling items 
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Table 6. Demographics of UK Participants who Played Guardian Academy  
in the Economic Decision-Making Study (n = 243) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 1% 
Youth (< 18 years) 4% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 62% 
Adult (over 24 years) 33% 

Gender 
No Answer 0% 
Female 29% 
Male 71% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 17% 
Caucasian 63% 
Indian 18% 
Other 2% 

Education 

No Answer 1% 
Primary/Elementary education 0% 
Secondary/High School education 15% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 13% 

Undergraduate education 53% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 18% 

Native 
Language English 68% 

Family Income 

No Answer 2% 
Bottom Fifth 18% 
Lower Middle 14% 
Middle 44% 
Upper Middle 16% 

Upper Fifth 6% 
 

A subset of GA participants in this study was also asked to perform standard real-world activities 
involving risk-taking and cooperation to validate the accuracy of the extracted metrics. 
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EVE Online 
EVE Online is a “sandbox” MMOG based around a sci-fi world in which players spend most of 
their time either flying in spaceships or docked in space-stations. Game play involves PvP 
spaceship combat against other players; running missions to destroy NPC foes in combat; trading 
in player-run markets; producing spaceships, weapons, or other modules (and their sub-
components); and transportation of goods and commodities around the game universe. 

Table 7. Demographics of EVE Online Participants (n = 58) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 0% 
Youth (< 18 years) 7% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 28% 
Adult (over 24 years) 66% 

Gender 
No Answer 0% 
Female 2% 
Male 98% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 2% 
Caucasian 97% 
Indian 2% 
Other 0% 

Education 

Secondary/High School education 16% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 33% 

Undergraduate education 33% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 19% 

Native 
Language English  98% 

 

In Phase Two, data was collected from 58 participants by a researcher who interacted directly 
with the players at several player meet-ups in the UK. Individuals who agreed to participate in 
the study completed an informed consent document and provided the name of an in-game 
character through whom they could be contacted. Researchers contacted the players through the 
in-game equivalent of email and asked them to complete the VERUS Phase Two survey and to 
provide an application programming interface (API) key, which allowed the researchers to obtain 
information about all economic transactions undertaken by all EVE Online avatars belonging to 
the participants in May 2012. Participants were paid in-game currency for completing the survey 
and submitting their API keys. The APIs received allowed researchers to collect the following 
data: 
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• All Transactions Involving Buying and Selling of Goods. Players trade goods in the 
in-game market by placing orders, which are offers to buy or sell a good at a certain price. 
The transaction is then completed when another player chooses to fill that order by agreeing to 
sell or buy the good at that price. Regardless of whether the player made or responded to the 
offer, the server recorded the transaction, including data on what was bought or sold, the price 
and quantity for this trade, the location where the interaction took place, and the names of the 
buyer and seller. 

• Current Buy and Sell Offers Made by Each Player. The server recorded all orders 
placed by a player, and at each data collection point (8:00 server time every day), collected 
data on all current orders in the market placed by that player. Data collected for each order 
included the name of the good being bought or sold, the price offered, the location where the 
order was made, and when the order expired. 

• Wallet Journal. This is a record of every monetary transaction conducted by a player, 
including commodity trades through buy/sell orders, tax payments, and broker fees. The 
Wallet Journal also contains information on bounties paid to a player (indicating PvE 
opponents defeated and missions completed), corporation taxes paid, direct trades and gifts 
between players, and fees paid for using industrial facilities such as public factories and 
laboratories.  

• Contracts Signed or Offered. Contracts are an in-game means to structure more complex 
transactions, such as trading one good for another, or buying multiple goods at the same time 
(such as a spaceship with all its fittings). Data was collected on all contracts a player offered, 
accepted, and completed. 

• Character Information. This includes an avatar’s name, current corporation, alliance, 
employment history, in-game security status, and the amount of time since character creation. 

Participants were invited to partake in two additional tasks. In the first, they met a researcher in-
game and performed standard behavioral economic laboratory tasks, which were slightly adapted 
to simplify the data collection process in the virtual world. These tasks were designed to measure 
risk attitudes (Eckel’s Risk Task), bargaining behavior (Ultimatum Game), altruistic behavior 
(Dictator Game), and trust and trustworthiness (Trust Game). In the second task, participants 
were invited to play in the Guardian Academy world. 

3.2.3 Laboratory Studies at SFU and YU, Canada 

Scope  
Throughout both phases of the VERUS project, the purpose of the lab-based studies at SFU and 
YU has been to examine participants’ VW interactions, primarily in small co-situated groups, in 
a setting that incorporated multiple, multimodal forms of complementary data collection. In 
particular, the researchers investigated the relationship between gamers’ RW attributes, including 
gender, age, education, ethnicity, family income, and level of expertise, via a survey, and their 
corresponding VW activities through lab-based recordings and observations of their play.  

Phase One involved exploratory studies of participants’ play across multiple VWs (primarily 
Maple Story, Guild Wars, World of Warcraft, Second Life, and EVE Online), which enabled 
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researchers to gain a broad understanding of the kinds of players different VWs attract (in the 
context of the university-based populations we were working with), as well as how different 
VWs structure communicative action. Moving from Phase One to Phase Two, research 
procedures were refined to focus on specific recruitment priorities – including wider ethnicity 
and age representation, more intermediate and expert players, situating multiple players in 
groups (two to four) to elicit more sociality and generate discursive data.  

During both phases, data was collected in a coordinated fashion at two separate locations – the 
Multimodal Analysis of Real/Virtual Environments Laboratory (MARVEL) lab at Simon Fraser 
University in Vancouver and the Play in Computer Environments Studio (Play:CES) lab at York 
University in Toronto.  

Both in scope and in methods, this type of lab study is the first of its kind: an “on the ground” 
exploration of the complex relationships between VWs and the localized practices of players in 
different cities, and in different contexts of play. The theoretical framework that the researchers 
deployed in these lab-based studies was Actor Network Theory (ANT), as developed and 
articulated in the field of Science and Technology Studies by Bruno Latour (1992, 2005), John 
Law (2004), and Michel Callon (1995). According to ANT, social interactions, institutions, and 
practices arise from and are reproduced through relationships between humans and non-humans. 
To the extent that technologies are delegated to carry out tasks, enable or disable particular 
courses of action, prescribe behaviors, and generally “frame” human activity, they must be 
treated as full “actors” by social scientists (Latour, 1992).  

The task ANT sets out for social science researchers is therefore to “reassemble” the connections 
between human and non-human actors within a given context so as to better understand how a 
network functions and how actors within that network are shaped (Latour, 2005). In the case of 
the YU and SFU lab studies, this meant using multiple and multimodal data collection tools, in 
sessions where each participant played in at least two separate VWs, to reassemble, through 
study design and analysis, the most complete range of associations between embodied players 
and their virtual behaviors and interactions. 

Recruitment 
Phase One lab studies participants were recruited on both SFU and YU campuses using posters 
displayed in high-traffic areas (student center, transportation hubs, cafeterias, libraries, etc.). The 
posters described the purpose of the research and specifically targeted players of World of 
Warcraft and Second Life. A recruitment email address was provided to allow the potential 
participant to contact the research team for more information or to schedule an appointment for a 
research session. When potential participants contacted their research team, a generic response 
email was sent, describing the study in more detail, what participants could expect from the 
session, reimbursement information, and potential dates and times for the appointment. Potential 
participants were also encouraged to bring in a friend or co-player as a “snowball’ technique for 
reaching additional prospective participants as well as to create conditions for observing co-
situated, VW play among friends and acquaintances.  

In Phase Two, an amendment to our local and central IRB ethics approvals allowed us to use 
additional recruitment methods, such as a dedicated Facebook page, as well as posting to online 
game discussion boards in addition to using posters. In all manners of participant recruitment, 
standardized research information was used with one central email address provided for further 
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information and scheduling. In this phase we specifically targeted Rift and EVE Online players 
and emphasized group sessions and multiple (up to three) return sessions. Phase Two marked a 
move toward specific recruitment targets, as well as a more refined and standardized research 
design. Because we identified sociality and interactions between players as a key factor in 
understanding relationships between RW identity and VW behavior, we exclusively targeted 
groups of two to four players for the second phase.  

While our hypothesis in Phase Two remained that expert play ‘flattens’ RW differences to a 
large degree, hence the need to study novice players, we also recognized the limitations of using 
non-gamer participants alone. Precisely, to test out our hypothesis that expertise plays a part in 
the expression of RW characteristics, we needed an empirical basis for comparing players of 
different expertise levels. Since so much of our population sample in Phase One comprised 
novices, we prioritized recruitment of more intermediate and expert players (in addition to 
novices) in Phase Two laboratory studies to generate larger representative samples of each 
‘expertise level’ group. 

Procedure 
Moving from Phase One’s exploratory study of multiple VWs to a standardized Rift-based study 
protocol in Phase Two enabled the VERUS team to analyze and compare VW behaviors that 
could be more accurately attributed to differences between individual players rather than to the 
design of different virtual environments. The following overview of study procedures highlights 
these differences between Phase One study design and the updated Phase Two research protocol. 

Data Sources. A full inventory of data captured in both phases during a typical session 
included: 
• Interview data 
• The online VERUS survey 
• A video-recorded gameplay session in a commercial MMORPG 
• A keystroke log of the keyboard and mouse activity during gameplay4 
• The game’s own generated chat log and combat log (anonymized for analysis) 
• An audio-visually recorded gameplay session in a specially-designed instrumented Multiverse 

environment 
• An informal post-session debrief 
• Researcher notes compiled and completed during or shortly following each session.  

As a general practice across both phases, after an appointment was scheduled for a participant, 
he or she was assigned a ‘token,’ an identifier that made possible the compilation of data sources 
(which included a survey, lab-based video, screen-captured video, travelogues, etc.) on each 
participant while preserving participant anonymity, as well as tracking data as it moved through 
different stages (anonymization, coding, and analysis) and between sites, including the 
MARVEL lab at SFU, Play:CES at YU, and SRI.  

_______________ 
4 Keystroke and mouse data was collected in the SFU and YU lab studies using the self-
contained program RUI (http://acs.ist.psu.edu/projects/RUI/). The resulting logs were 
transformed into a Noldus-recognized format, then re-imported into Noldus as external data and 
synced for analysis to observation logs.  
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Informed Consent, Interview, and Survey. Upon arriving at the lab, participants were 
invited to read and sign the informed consent form, at which time the researchers were available 
to answer questions. Following this, and before playing, participants were invited to complete the 
online VERUS survey at their computer station. During Phase Two, participants were also invited 
to take part in a brief, individual intake interview, where researchers asked questions about their 
gaming experience and expertise with and across game genres, their leadership roles (if any) in 
online play, their regular gaming habits, whether they played with a romantic partner, and their 
most memorable moment in a VW. 

Free Play. After signing the informed consent form and completing the survey (and, for Phase 
Two, taking part in an intake interview), participants were invited to play VWs on research 
computers. In Phase One, participants could play in the VW of their choice, either individually or 
in small groups, and using either their own pre-existing accounts (in which case their avatar 
names were anonymized) or accounts provided by the research team. This free play session, in 
Phase One, was between 30 and 75 minutes in length, during which participants were invited to 
“do what they would normally do” when playing at home (if playing on their own accounts) or to 
navigate through the starting area and complete the first few series of quests (if playing on a 
research account). In Phase One, a subsection of SFU participants (22) also went through the 
five-minute Virtual Morris Water Maze experiment, created in Second Life. 

In Phase Two, to generate more comparable data, all participants (with a few exceptions due to 
technical issues) played the newly-released game, Rift, using research accounts to create a new 
avatar and go through the starting areas associated with either the Guardians or Defiant factions 
(their choice). Only the first 45 minutes of participants’ Rift play was recorded and observed. 
With all participants essentially completing the same gameplay tasks, our analyses could hone in 
on RW characteristics that informed their player behavior.  

In situations where the research team was approached by an existing EVE Online player, that 
individual was invited to play EVE using their own account, instead of another game. Across 
both Phase One and Phase Two, this only occurred seven times at YU and once at SFU. As noted 
above, to preserve anonymity and confidentiality, recording initiated only after participants had 
logged in, and all avatar and account names were scrubbed from the data prior to analysis. The 
reason we invited EVE Online players to use their own accounts is that the game’s tutorial and 
avatar creation process is too long and convoluted for the constraints of our lab-based free play 
session. 

With a focus on group dynamics and co-situated play as a source of rich data about RW 
relationships and their trajectory of transfer to VW behaviors, Phase Two brought to light several 
important concepts that were identified as prominent factors of gameplay. Because participants 
played in groups, researchers could observe leadership, interpersonal relationships (romantic vs. 
non-romantic), and expertise.  

Multiverse Play. In addition to their play in a commercial VW, participants were invited to 
play in a specially designed, instrumented environment built by Multiverse. In Phase One, YU 
participants played Multiverse Places and SFU participants played Battle: Realms at War; these 
play sessions typically lasted 15-20 minutes. In Phase Two, with the release of a more broadly 
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instrumented version of Guardian Academy with a comprehensive tutorial section, participants in 
both labs played Guardian Academy for 45 minutes.  

Travelogue. Experienced participants in both phases (those with an existing VW account) were 
also invited to complete the online travelogue, a web-based data collection instrument that 
enabled anonymized participants to upload screenshots of, and comments on, their VW activities 
to a password-protected server. In this process, participants, on their own time, were asked to 
prepare an illustrated account of their normal gameplay that represented their typical gaming 
activity separate from researcher interaction/intervention (i.e. outside labs or public settings). No 
records captured during this process – neither video, screen capture, nor chatlog – involved non-
participants. In preparing travelogues for analysis, all personally identifying information was 
removed. Across both phases of the research any participant who articulated that they currently 
play or have recently played an MMORPG were invited to submit a Travelogue by emailing the 
respective recruitment email address (N=80). The total number of completed Travelogues at the 
end of the study was 69. 

Participants  
In Phase One, participants in both labs were recruited over a 12-week period between May 2010 
and Sep 2010 (see Table 3 for participant and demographic breakdowns). Approximately half the 
participants had some experience with VWs and had existing accounts for either Maple Story, 
Second Life, Guild Wars, EVE Online, or WoW – the last being the most popular VW played 
among our participant population. The majority of participants (62%) played WoW for their free-
play session.  

In Phase Two, participants in both labs were recruited over two three-month periods (May 2011 
to Sep 2011 and Jan 2012 to May 2012; see table below for participant and demographic 
breakdowns). Almost all Phase Two participants had some prior gaming experience, whether 
RPG, FPS, RTS, or other online gaming platforms. As well, most participants had some 
exposure to MMOGs and around half were experienced MMOG players, having played WoW, 
Starcraft, and other multiplayer online RPGs.  

While expertise differences between players remain (categorized as novice, intermediate, or 
expert), our use of Rift – a brand new title on the market – as a research platform afforded a 
unique opportunity to observe player’s game interactions and behaviors from a consistent 
starting point (the very beginning of the game) and over a consistent time duration (45 minutes, 
as determined by session length), thus highlighting not merely the existing differences in 
expertise, but also the potential expression of RW characteristics as mitigated by expertise. 

Table 8 below details the core demographic indicators for each participant population in each 
phase of the research. It is important to note that these numbers reflect self-reported data from 
the online VERUS survey, and do not reflect instances where participants did not answer (unlike 
the Phase Two survey, the Phase One survey allowed participants to skip questions).  
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Table 8. Demographics of Canadian Lab Studies (n = 272) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 3% 
Youth (< 18 years) 11% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 56% 
Adult (over 24 years) 30% 

Gender 
No Answer 0% 
Female 31% 
Male 69% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 37% 
Caucasian 41% 
Indian 12% 
Other 10% 

Education 

No Answer 1% 
Primary/Elementary education 1% 
Secondary/High School education 40% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 11% 

Undergraduate education 33% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 13% 
Other 1% 

Native 
Language English  53% 

 

Limitations 
• Recruitment. Despite the expanded recruitment opportunities available in Phase Two, 

posters placed around both campuses remained the most effective way of recruiting 
throughout the study. Because of this, the majority of participants were post-secondary 
students under the age of 30. Although this is considered to be gaming culture’s ‘core’ 
demographic, gamers that participated in our lab-based studies represent a relatively 
homogenous group in terms of age, occupation (students), and educational level.  

• Time. The limited amount of time allocated for the ‘free-play’ sessions (45-60 minutes) 
meant that participants might not have been able to demonstrate their typical VW activities 
(e.g., raiding in WoW can take hours to complete). 
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• Free-play constraints. Unlike Phase One participants, who could use their own avatars 
and accounts if they wished, all Phase Two participants performed the same task: playing 
through the starting areas of Rift. While this afforded analytical consistency, it also produced a 
limitation: researchers were not able to observe any complex authentic expert play in the 
broader game world (as opposed to starting areas), which would have included high-level 
questing, PvP, participating in server-wide events, equipping gear, and trading. 

• Surveillance. Because observations of participants’ play took place in a lab with the full 
understanding that they were being observed by researchers, these conditions of surveillance 
could have affected participants’ actions. For instance, players may have created avatars that 
were the same sex, similar in appearance, and for the most part dressed in respectable clothing 
because they did not want to appear ‘deviant’ in front of researchers.  

General Discussion 
This application of ANT has produced a series of matrices that the researchers can use to map 
and clarify the complex relationships between RW users and the configurations of technological 
agents mobilized in a given VW, and document how these networks enable and constrain VW 
performance. ANT allows the researchers to chart and read VW behaviors as the product of a 
technological network eliciting these behaviors. VW studies have, to date, typically read the 
avatar/user relationship as the product of a binary between virtual environments and real contexts 
– for instance, ANT reads both avatars and users as nodes in a network of agencies in which both 
are acted upon by, and are acting together with, other human and non-human actors: other 
players, game geographies, co-situated individuals disrupting a user’s VW access, rules for 
player-to-player combat or trade, etc. However, in the current study, we learn that connecting 
VW behavior to RW identities is not simply a matter of “reading back” onto a “real” person the 
actions or characteristics of an avatar, but of reading VW behaviors as the product and 
expression of a complex choreography between RW users and the game technologies.  

Throughout both phases of research, conducting interviews with players and observing them in 
lab-based settings afforded extensive opportunities for drilling down through players’ 
understandings of and experiences within VWs. As a result, the researchers have generated 
significant insights into the ranges and kinds of anomalous/idiosyncratic practices associated 
with VW play that are rarely picked up on in studies relying more heavily on self-reported 
survey data. The ability to identify and analyze this range of non-normative behavior in players 
is a strength of our methodology, because these outlying, anomalous, or even rule-breaking in-
game practices enrich and expand our understanding of who plays VWs, and how. With that in 
mind, and informed by the methodological perspective of ANT, we developed and refined a 
number of conceptual and analytical techniques for data analysis.  

Our ANT-informed methodology also provided insight into behaviors that are challenging to 
document through in-game observation. For example, we were able to examine the account-
sharing that many players professed to, which is consistent with prior work on character- and 
account-sharing in World of Warcraft (Wong et al., 2009). In addition, ANT also allowed us to 
study the ways in which the game induced and supported player behavior – these were 
documented in our work on affordances (Wong et al., 2009) and influenced the way in which we 
theorized in-game leadership (see Appendix A). 
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Video Annotation. In Phase One, researchers began iteratively developing an annotation 
scheme using an inductive process similar to, but not strictly following, the methods laid out by 
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Through initial observations 
and later refinement using pilot participant data, we came up with a list of just over 200 codes 
across two major code categories (relating to in-game and out- of-game events), trying to stay 
open to the richness of interaction between identity, technology, and play as prescribed by ANT. 
The result of this process was the deployment of two separate but overlapping schemas: the 
“event” scheme, a taxonomy of in-game events applied consistently to each video gameplay 
session, and the “intensive” scheme, a set of more interpretive codes that were applied to 
significant moments of play, to map!connections between players’ real-world subjectivities and 
their in-game behaviors and interactions. Both schemes were manually implemented and the 
codes were time-stamped to chronologically describe salient events, characteristics, and 
relationships.  

In the second phase, to standardize and refine coding procedures and to produce reliable and 
empirically sound quantitative results, we acquired video annotation software – Noldus The 
Observer (www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/the-observer-xt) – which was 
implemented as the primary tool for coding and analyzing gameplay videos. The iterative coding 
structure development process from Phase One allowed three schemes to emerge in Phase Two, 
to address concepts that we identified as salient to player behavior: these “mini-schemas” 
focused on leadership, expertise, and interpersonal relationships. Both the event chart scheme 
and the new, theoretically driven mini-schemas were refocused and reduced into closed coding 
structures to use in Noldus. Through this process, we reduced the event chart scheme from 133 to 
66 codes, and the intensive scheme from 235 to 22 (couples), 55 (expertise) and 47 (leadership) 
codes. Trained undergraduate students coded using the event chart scheme, while graduate 
research assistants, who also ran the participant sessions, coded for the intensive mini-schemas. 
All coders first underwent a rigorous inter-coder reliability process using Cohen’s kappa measure 
for agreement, where 2 to 4 coders were assigned to each scheme, and began coding only after a 
coefficient of at least 0.7 was met. In most cases, an agreement coefficient of over 0.8 was met 
before full-scale coding. By coding in Noldus, the researchers produced event charts, mini-
schema observations, and audiovisual data observations, and exported all of these in comma 
separated value (CSV) format, which SRI analysts used to develop quantitatively driven 
predictive models. 

Jumps. In addition, as part of the conceptual analysis of Phase One, research assistants in both 
labs were asked to take part in a series of hypotheses-generation exercises that required them to 
“jump” from the virtual back to the real. This meant asking them as ground truth experts to 
examine a blinded limited data set from the other lab (i.e. no information on the gender of the 
participant, nor any other identifying features, other than those available through small pieces in 
game play and in the survey). The researchers then had to read off RW characteristics from that 
data set to give us a portrait of the “mystery” participant, first using their everyday knowledge of 
the game and gamers, then gradually using a wider set of evidence, including related literature, to 
explain their choices. Phase Two also included the “jump” exercises; however, they focused on 
generating working hypotheses that could predict RW characteristics about players from their 
VW interactions and behavior. 
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Theory building. Throughout both phases of the project, our team developed and refined 
theoretical profiles of several constructs of MMORPG play that impact the relationship between 
real and virtual characteristics and behaviors: leadership, romantic partner gaming, values 
orientation, and expertise. Using a combination of iterative analytical observation notes and 
Noldus-coded gameplay sessions, the team generated dimensions of these constructs elaborated 
more fully in the appendices to this report..  

3.2.4 Studies of Minors 

The Minors Study at York University (YU) included two populations and study designs. In 
Part 1 (Aug 2010), researchers worked with a summer camp held at YU for students aged 10-14, 
and invited participants in groups of 15-20 to complete the VERUS survey and play a one-hour 
session of Battle: Realms at War, the earlier iteration of Guardian Academy. The second part of 
the study, from Dec 2010 to May 2012, took place in several elementary and secondary schools 
in the Greater Toronto area, where York University’s Dr. Jenson had developed collaborative 
relationships with library, teaching, and administrative staff on other school-based research 
projects. These relationships made it possible to secure approval from two school boards to 
conduct research, allowing VERUS researchers to recruit students in school-based settings. 
Participants aged 8 to 17 were invited to fill out the VERUS survey and play Guardian Academy 
in three to five sessions of 40 minutes to one hour, over the course of a two-week period.  

Goals. The primary goal of the Minors Study was to recruit participants under the age of 18 to 
fill out the survey and play Guardian Academy. This enabled the VERUS team to identify salient 
differences between the in-game activities and to compare the interactions of minors with those 
of other age groups. 

Methods and recruitment: 2010 summer-camp-based study. Informed consent 
documents and an additional information sheet explaining the study in plain language were 
distributed to all summer camp participants. All participants were asked to complete the VERUS 
survey and were then given a course in “cyber citizenship” that outlined acceptable and 
unacceptable conduct when interacting with others online, and how to stay safe (not providing 
any indicators of their real identities to others). Participants then played the game for the 
remainder of the session (approximately one hour).  

Methods and recruitment: School-based studies. We recruited participants at each of 
the schools by canvassing classrooms and through discussions with teachers who volunteered to 
have their students participate in the study. Interested students were given an informed consent 
document for their parents to sign, accompanied by a plain-language letter explaining the 
purpose of the research.  

On the first day of the study, all participants were asked to complete the 87-point VERUS survey. 
When finished, participants worked through an instructional exercise about Internet safety and 
cyber-bullying. Minors then played Guardian Academy with one another on a separate server 
from the one used by adult participants. Participants played three to five sessions, each lasting 40 
minutes to one hour, over a two-week period. Some participants played during class time, while 
others played during their lunch hour. Guardian Academy recorded gamer communications and 
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actions for use in VERUS analysis, supplemented by researcher field notes.Table 9 summarizes 
minors' participation in the VERUS studies. 

Table 9. Minors’ Study Participants 

Phase One 
Site n Age Location SES Time Setup 

1 44 9-12 Urban Low Lunch Cell router;  
project laptop 

2 37 12-13 Urban Low Summer camp Cell router; 
project laptop 

 

Phase Two 
Site n Age Location SES Time Setup 

3 9 8-9 Urban Low Lunch Cell router;  
project laptops 

4 15 16-17 Suburban High Afterschool Cell router;  
student laptops 

5 14 12-13 Suburban High Lunch School wi-fi;  
project laptops 

6 18 9 Suburban Low Lunch Lab 

7 20 9 Suburban High Class Lab 

8 29 9-10 Suburban High Class Lab 
 

In comparison to adult study participants who predominantly self-identified as Asian or 
Caucasian (see Table 8), the minors were more ethnically diverse. The population was also split 
almost evenly between genders: 53% female and 45% male. The minors did not represent a 
typical gaming demographic (  
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Table 10). Few participants had extensive experience with VWs, and most of them ranked 
themselves as novice or casual players. Only a handful from higher socioeconomic status (SES) 
backgrounds at sites 4 and 5 considered themselves experts. 
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Table 10. Demographics of Minor Participants (n = 253) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 3% 
Youth (< 18 years) 95% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 1% 
Adult (over 24 years) 1% 

Gender 
No Answer 2% 
Female 53% 
Male 45% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 20% 
Caucasian 12% 
Indian 20% 
Other 48% 

Education5 

No Answer 11% 
No formal education 4% 
Primary/Elementary education 63% 
Secondary/High School education 17% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 2% 

Graduate school or Professional school education 2% 
Other 0% 

Native 
Language English  58% 

 

Limitations and Constraints. The primary challenge was limiting participants’ 
communication with each other to the typed in-game text chat rather than talking out loud. The 
logistical and technological constraints of using a cellular-based wireless network and the use of 
school computer labs where students played in close physical proximity made it easier and more 
efficient for them to talk about strategies and in-game accomplishments instead of typing them 
into the chat log. No more than ten participants were able to play at a time, limiting the amount 
of data that could be gathered in any one session. Also, the Internet security protocols required 
each school to place a request with the school board to unblock the Guardian Academy website. 
In some cases, the requests were not processed in time, so some students were not able to play 
for all five scheduled sessions.  

_______________ 
5 From the survey responses, it was evident that some participants made facetious claims about 
their educational achievements. For our analyses, we mapped this RW characteristic directly to 
their school grade. 
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Finally, we saw the summer camp participants only once for two hours, precluding any 
opportunities for extended play. At the time of the 2010 data collection, Battle: Realms at War 
was not fully instrumented, so the full range of player data was not automatically recorded. 
Therefore, we excluded that participant data from analyses that require in-game behavior.  

Observations. In general, the minor participants were enthusiastic about participating in the 
study and playing Guardian Academy in a school-based context. This excitement was observed 
across all sites and took the form of boisterous and animated communication, a willingness to 
stay in the game rather than wander to other websites, and requests to the researchers for the 
game’s URL so they could continue to play at home. Because the minors were in the same room, 
they talked back and forth while they figured out what avatar names other players had used, 
announced their achievements, and attempted to create or join groups. There was also a fair 
amount of collaboration and troubleshooting among peers. The participants who were unfamiliar 
with beginner-area training sequences requested assistance, and in many cases, a peer talked 
them through the steps or took control of the keyboard and played through the sequence for 
them. School staff were eager to see how the students enjoyed the game, and visited the 
computer lab or classrooms to observe play. 

The minor studies provided valuable information about the ways young people interact and 
collaborate in online gameplay environments, and demonstrated that MMOGs are not a typical 
play space for young people, especially in lower SES contexts. Compared with more mature 
players, younger players communicated and behaved less cautiously. These studies of minors 
made it possible to identify chat-based and game-performance-based criteria to distinguish them 
from adults.  

Chat. Participants who did not play MMOGs primarily used the chat function as a kind of 
subtext for entertainment, including using it for taunts and insults and to uncover the identity of 
other players. Many more young players than adults used their real names when creating avatars. 
This was especially interesting given that the researchers had conducted an instructional session 
on identity protection in online settings just before the play session. It is likely that minors’ 
familiarity with online media, and not unfamiliarity, induces them to engage in this practice. 

Digital Naifs. Despite the much-repeated, but unsubstantiated, claim that this generation of 
youth are “digitally native,” researchers observed that low-SES participants lacked everyday 
technical proficiencies (typing a URL into a browser, using a mouse and keypad in combination) 
and were initially less adept with the game (its controls, graphical user interface, and 
environments) than medium- to high-SES minor participants and adult participants in the VERUS 
study.  

Learning through PvP. Researchers observed that most minor players in Phase One learned 
to navigate Guardian Academy (and Battle: Realms at War) primarily by engaging in PvP, an 
activity that is culturally associated with and performed by MMORPG players, who are 
achievement-oriented experts, instead of by completing low-level beginner quests. We noticed 
from watching Phase One school-based participants play over time, however, that these 
behaviors changed as participants became more proficient at the game. Behaviors we first 
thought were indicators of minors’ play had to be re-conceptualized as indicators of novice 
minors’ play. This highlighted the importance of observing play over multiple sessions, 
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especially with participants who are MMORPG novices, and prompted us to conduct multiple-
play sessions in Phase Two (each minor participant in Phase Two played multiple sessions).  

In comparison with Phase One participants, Phase Two participants represented a broader 
spectrum of socioeconomic backgrounds, from low to high SES. Compared to children from 
low-SES backgrounds, high-SES participants had more familiarity with and played more 
MMORPGs, and were more likely to engage in questing and exploring the game world (player-
versus-environment, or PvE), rather than PvP. This difference between high- and low-SES 
minors further demonstrates that engaging in PvP is not a feature of minors in general, but of 
minors with little to no experience playing in MMOGs.  

We interpret novices’ use of the PvP environments in two complementary ways. First, we 
observed that novice players drew on existing gaming familiarity with console-based games to 
learn how to navigate this new environment. Minor participants had very little experience with 
MMOG play, but 92% self-identified as console gamers. Typical console games familiar to this 
population include Mario Party, Rock Band, and Halo, where direct competition is a common 
form of play.  

Second, we observed that the decision to begin playing Guardian Academy through PvP was 
primarily informed by local context and depended on the behaviors and choices of the MMOG 
experts in the group (who preferred and primarily used quest-driven play to learn about the 
game). In other words, novice minors viewed PvP as a relatively low-stakes training ground to 
attain some fluency with controls, GUI, and game mechanics before quest-driven play, which 
they regarded as a more advanced and riskier activity. Observing and tracking how minor 
participants learned to play Guardian Academy (multiple sessions over a period of time) not only 
contradicts popular conceptions about who engages in what kind of play (e.g. PvP is the domain 
of hard-core players), it also illustrates that these in-game observables are not static behaviors, 
but shift according to players’ competencies and priorities. 

3.2.5 Internet Cafés and LAN Events Study 
Scope 
To solicit surveys and interviews and collect observational data from VW users in typical 
settings, research teams at YU and SFU developed, tested, and implemented a protocol for 
conducting VERUS research in public contexts for VW play. In Phase One, these contexts 
included: 

• Public gaming centers and Internet cafés in Canadian urban centers (specifically Toronto and 
Vancouver) across a range of socioeconomically, linguistically, and culturally diverse 
neighborhoods 

• Public LAN (local area network) gaming events held in Toronto, Vancouver, and the U.K., 
where participants bring their own personal computers to a rented venue for two to four days 
of intensive play and socializing. 

We also performed a preliminary feasibility study on conducting this research in broader 
international contexts, with exploratory visits to Bangalore, India; Guadalajara, Mexico; Seoul, 
South Korea; Tokyo, Japan; Dubai, UAE; and Singapore. This preliminary study outlined the 
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feasibility of potential locations, as well as the associated difficulties (travel, translation, local 
cultures and conditions) of conducting VERUS-related fieldwork in international public sites.  

In Phase Two, the research team focused fieldwork and recruitment efforts away from Internet 
cafés and towards large-scale gaming events in Toronto, Vancouver, and the U.K. These LAN 
events were more amenable to fieldwork and data collection for the following reasons: MMOG 
players could be recruited in greater numbers (often in groups of 5-15 at once), researchers could 
spend more time interacting with and observing attendees, and attendees could use their own 
personal computers to participate in the research. This enabled more consistent and widespread 
use of the browser-based Guardian Academy environment among Phase Two LAN study 
participants. Researchers also visited fan culture events in Toronto and Vancouver, and a series 
of semi-regular gaming-focused pub nights held by a community of people who self-identify as 
“queer gamers” in Toronto. 

Goals 
This study asks the following questions about the interaction of gaming technology and culture:  

• What does public VW use look like in and across national/cultural contexts?  

• Which VWs do participants play in public gaming events in different regions and countries?  

• How do the material contexts and infrastructures of public gaming sites influence attendees’ 
interactions?  

• Who uses these public sites for their VW play, and which demographics and user 
characteristics, if any, remain stable across cultural and national boundaries?  

By addressing these questions through surveys and observations of VW use in public sites, this 
study examined the complex relationships between VWs, the technological infrastructure 
required for networked play, and the localized practices of players in a variety of cultural 
contexts. The resulting map of VW use in public sites gave a preliminary understanding of VW 
play in public across a diverse range of national and international contexts:  

• Who can and does participate 

• Which VWs are used (or not used) in these settings 

• What kinds of in-world activities players prefer in public settings 

• What other sorts of practices are associated with these sites, where online gaming forms only 
a part of what goes on 

Field-based researchers for this study included senior graduate students with backgrounds in 
ethnographic fieldwork and a post-doctoral researcher who also carried out training for graduate 
students in the methods and tools used for the study. 
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The following chronological overview discusses the sites visited over the course of the VERUS 
project. 

International site studies. In winter-spring 2010, we conducted preliminary fieldwork in 
several international locales to assess the feasibility of on-site gamer studies outside North 
America. In this initial work, field researchers visited public Internet cafés and gaming sites, 
coordinated by local contacts. Researchers identified several practical challenges that precluded 
further on-site LAN studies during this assessment; those challenges are documented in detail in 
a technical report available at http://summit.sfu.ca/item/495.  

The Internet café population was overwhelmingly male, particularly in Dubai. In some locations, 
cafés are often in rather seedy entertainment districts that cater primarily to a population of low-
skilled male émigrés. Weak English language skills in this population would have proven 
problematic for our work, introducing the added complexities of translation, and requiring 
multilingual field workers. This form of fieldwork would have also made it difficult for us to 
access the local female gamer populations, which was one of our goals. Finally, we encountered 
several obstacles to IRB approvals for some of the international elements of our work; these 
obstacles are further discussed in Section 5.4.  

Internet cafés. In summer-fall 2010, VERUS researchers conducted observations at 18 Internet 
cafés in Toronto and Vancouver. Researchers visited each site, either alone or in pairs, on a 
weekly basis at varying times of day and on varying days of the week. After gaining the approval 
of the café manager, they occupied (and paid for) a computer station, then conducted qualitative, 
written observations of the site and leveraged opportunities to interact with and recruit attendees.  

Although these investigations led to an understanding, from a qualitative and comparative 
standpoint, of what Internet cafés are used for and who frequents them, there were only limited 
opportunities to recruit VERUS study participants at these sites. Generally, patrons in Internet 
cafés are not using their time at these sites to play in VWs. Those who are gaming are generally 
playing first-person shooter (FPS) or real-time strategy (RTS) games. Furthermore, patrons in 
these locations are largely involved in private, personal computing applications for work or 
leisure, and are mostly reluctant to interact with researchers.  

Canadian LAN events. Researchers attended two LAN events in Canada: one in Toronto 
(ZeroPing, Jul 2010) and one in Vancouver (LANcouver, Jul 2011). These events were much 
smaller in scale than the Insomnia events in England (detailed below), but similarly featured 
attendees playing on their own machines in a large event space. We recruited 57 participants 
from these events. 

UK LAN events. Between Aug 2010 and Nov 2011, researchers attended four large-scale LAN 
events in England. The first two (Aug and Nov, 2010) were held at a horse-racing venue in 
Newbury, and the last two (Aug and Nov, 2011) were held in a convention center in Telford. 
These events were run by the Multiplay organization as part of their “Insomnia” series of gaming 
festivals, which take place three times a year in spring, late summer, and late fall.  
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Of the four events we attended, the least-attended event (Nov 2010) attracted approximately 
1000 attendees, while the best-attended event (Aug 2011) attracted over 2500. Each event 
involved a mix of activities in addition to playing in the Bring Your Own Computer (BYOC) 
area:  
• Competitive tournaments for first-person shooter (FPS) and real-time strategy (RTS) titles 
• Informal meetings for EVE Online players 
• Exhibitor booths 

In total, across all four events, researchers were able to recruit 182 participants, 114 of whom 
played Guardian Academy. The most valuable aspect of this work, and unique to large-scale 
studies of VWs, was the longitudinal perspective researchers developed by observing a large 
gaming community, organized around a series of events rather than a specific game, over 18 
months. We were able to see, for example, how players’ involvement in a particular VW can 
change from one event to the next. 

FanExpo Events. FanExpo events in Toronto (Aug 2010) and Vancouver (Apr 2012) provided 
an opportunity to conduct fieldwork among more diverse communities than those encountered at 
LAN events in Canada or the UK. These fan culture events featured promotional booths for 
comic, manga, and graphic novel creators; video game manufacturers; and sci-fi, fantasy, and 
horror television productions. At the Toronto event, researchers recruited 14 participants for the 
survey, mostly through circulating on foot through the crowd. Data collection efforts were 
expanded for the Vancouver event, where researchers booked a promotional booth and invited 
attendees to fill out the survey (40 respondents); of these, 20 played Guardian Academy on 
research laptops.  

LGBTQ Gaming Community. Between Sep 2011 and Feb 2012, we attended three gaming 
events put together by an association of LGBTQ gamers in Toronto. These events were primarily 
focused around console games, but we were able to invite attendees to participate in the VERUS 
study (play together in Guardian Academy and fill out the survey) using research laptops 
stationed at a corner of the pub. We recruited 40 participants at these events, 38 of whom played 
Guardian Academy . 

Recruitment  
Means for recruiting potential participants stayed consistent across all the sites visited for the 
North American and UK-based fieldwork. Potential participants were approached either upon 
entering the site or at their computer stations, provided a verbal description of the project goals 
and background, and asked to participate in the study. Participants were informed at the outset 
that they would receive remuneration in the form of payment in local currency (equivalent to $10 
USD) if they agreed to participate. If interested, participants were invited to read and then, if 
they agreed, sign the informed consent document before completing the online survey, which 
took approximately 30 minutes. A photograph was taken of each participant, both to assure 
ground truth by confirming the RW identity of the participant, and to enable comparative 
analysis of participant/avatar appearance.  

Participants were also asked to record their VW activity in the form of a travelogue, similar to 
the travelogue used in the laboratory studies, where participants showed the researcher salient 
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features of their VW use, such as where they liked to go, their typical preferences in game 
activities and avatars, and who they usually played with. This task took between 60 to 90 
minutes, for which participants were paid another $10 USD (or equivalent). From fall 2010 on, 
participants were also invited to play Guardian Academy, either on their own machines or on 
laptops provided by the researchers, for 45 minutes to one hour. The total time commitment from 
participants was no more than two hours. 

Methods 
Each participant in the LAN studies filled out the VERUS survey. In addition, the majority of 
participants recruited from summer 2010 on played Guardian Academy. A smaller number of 
LAN studies participants (30) also completed a virtual world travelogue of their regular VW 
play. 

At each event, in addition to the survey, Guardian Academy, and travelogues, researchers used a 
standardized observational protocol to take note of the following:  

• The time of day and day of week 

• Type and location of the event, its surroundings, and its accessibility via different modes of 
transportation 

• The physical characteristics of the site, including the condition, layout, and number of 
computers, the size of the space, lighting, cleanliness, and wall adornments (gaming posters, 
advertisements) 

• An estimate, updated regularly, of how many attendees were present, and approximate 
breakdown of the population by age, gender, and race/ethnicity 

• A description of the games attendees were playing and any other activities going on 
(tournaments, tabletop gaming, etc.) 

• A chronological account of the researchers’ activities over the course of the event 

Participants 
In total, the researchers conducted observations of 18 Canadian Internet cafés and twelve gaming 
events (six in Toronto, two in Vancouver, and four in the UK). This resulted in 333 respondents 
to the survey (150 in Canada, and 183 in the UK), 120 of whom also played Guardian Academy 
for at least 20 minutes.  

Across the LAN studies populations, only 18% of participants were female, compared to just 
under 30% female participation in the SFU and YU laboratory-based studies, which involved a 
more selective, less ‘naturalistic’ recruitment process. Clearly, gaming in public sites remains a 
male-dominated activity. The majority of participants had at least some experience with VWs. 
Researchers met far more EVE Online players at LAN events (particularly in the UK) than in 
lab-based studies. LAN fieldwork secured the most diverse population from the standpoint of 
educational levels/kinds: in contrast to the lab-based studies (62%), only 29% of LAN 
participants are currently enrolled in post-secondary education at the time of study. As well, 
LAN events gave us access to a more experienced and ‘dedicated’ gamer population than did our 
lab-based studies. Demographics are detailed in Table 11. 
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Table 11:  Demographics of LAN Participants (n = 339) 

Variable Values Percentage 

Age Category 

No Answer 1% 
Youth (< 18 years) 21% 
Young Adult (18-24 years) 46% 
Adult (over 24 years) 32% 

Gender 
No Answer 1% 
Female 13% 
Male 86% 

Ethnicity 

Asian 16% 
Caucasian 69% 
Indian 3% 
Other 12% 

Education 

No Answer 2% 
No formal education 0% 
Primary/Elementary education 2% 
Secondary/High school education 37% 
Trade school, technical college, or community 
college education 21% 

Undergraduate education 22% 
Graduate school or Professional school education 9% 
Other 4% 

Native 
Language English  82% 

 

Limitations and Constraints 
While we gathered much more extensive data at public gaming events in Phase Two than in 
Phase One by attending sites that were more amenable to recruitment and to participants’ use of 
Guardian Academy, we were unable to obtain audiovisual data of participants’ VW play in LAN 
studies sites. As well, all of the sites we visited were overwhelmingly attended by male 
participants.  

In addition to these methodological limitations, we were unable to obtain full IRB approval for 
research in compelling international locations, including sites in Mexico, Asia, and the Middle 
East, where we conducted preliminary Phase One protocol development, and in Iceland, where a 
researcher was able to do fieldwork at the annual EVE Online Fan Fest.  
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Conclusions 
Conducting research at public gaming events, both in Canada and the UK, proved much more 
productive than at Internet cafés. Participants are at these events for longer periods of time, are 
typically dedicated and enthusiastic gamers (including many VW gamers), and normally attend 
with small groups of friends. 

The large-scale LAN events that the researchers attended offered players opportunities for far 
more interpersonal play, sustained over longer sessions than in Internet cafés or lab-based 
studies. These events gave researchers access to a collective engagement, in close physical 
proximity, in forms of play and sociality that are normally only digitally mediated. The ongoing 
popularity of these LAN events suggests that for many gamers, opportunities to play together in 
close proximity are highly valued; this is particularly true among committed MMO and FPS 
gamers involved in stable clans or guilds. LAN events give players the chance to cultivate 
relationships with other players independent of their involvement in a particular game or VW, 
and enable researchers to directly observe highly social co-situated play in naturalistic settings.  

Despite these differences between what the researchers were able to accomplish at Internet cafés 
and LAN events, the venues share some limitations/characteristics: 

• Public play is mostly the domain of intensive and highly competent players. 

• Public gaming contexts are overwhelmingly male-dominated. Among the sub-populations 
from gaming events, the combined Toronto and Vancouver FanExpo groups had the highest 
rates of participation from women (25% female, compared to an overall average of 18% 
across all LAN study sites). The FanExpo festivals are not dedicated gaming events. 

• At both types of event, the researchers were unable to audio-visually record participants’ play 
in their game of choice, giving researchers less access to the rich, multi-modal qualitative 
data that was collected for lab-based participants. 

3.2.6 Social Signaling Study 

During Phase One, we undertook a small pilot study to move beyond the “traditional” range of 
inter-avatar communicative affordances, such as text and voice chat, to examine a range of 
nonverbal communication (NVC) behaviors and non-linguistic social signaling options. This 
work drew upon prior real-world NVC research in the areas of proxemics and kinesics. 
Proxemics deals with the relationships between human bodies in space, including positional 
arrangements and mutual orientations, as well as gaze directions (Hall, 1968). Kinesics is the 
aspect of NVC that deals with posture and gesture, in other words “body language” 
(Birdwhistell, 1952). Two RW techniques from these fields were considered promising for our 
work in VWs. These are the “equilibrium theory” of proxemics (Argyle and Dean, 1965), which 
uses gaze and distance as a measure of interpersonal comfort, and the “repertoire of nonverbal 
behavior” in kinesics (Ekman and Friesen, 1981), which categorizes NVC in terms of a 
behavior’s usage, origin, and coding.  

Twenty-eight participants took part in our study, which was conducted using a private island in 
Second Life. All were members of communities that foster performance and visual arts in Second 
Life, including traditional theatrical arts, experimental and participatory performance, music 
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composition, role play, and building avatars and avatar animation (performance arts support). 
They were invited in small groups to the neutral Second Life private location, where they joined 
a facilitator in a semi-structured virtual “focus group” interview protocol, which lasted about 1.5 
hours. They first completed the informed consent and survey/questionnaire material, and then 
were encouraged to demonstrate and “show and tell” their conscious signaling behavior. 
Participants and the facilitator predominantly used text chat during the session, although 
animated gesture and voice (for participants with microphones) were collected in the video 
recordings.  

During each session, a script was attached to each avatar to continuously collect quantitative 
proximity data and chat strings. Video and audio recordings were also captured from the 
facilitator’s point of view. A coding schema for avatar appearance was developed, which 
included perceived gender, hairstyle, weight, height, body type, apparent age, skin type, 
anthropomorphism, clothing, props/toys used, accessories worn, and pets/secondary avatar used.  

We used Nvivo 8 software for qualitative video coding of avatar physical appearance and 
perceived gaze. Perceived gaze direction proved to be difficult to assess, because of the influence 
of several affordances in Second Life. For example, the animation override feature influences 
fluid and naturalistic movements of the avatar head and body joints. While this allows more 
flexibility and believability in avatar movement, it is difficult to determine whether the gaze 
direction is actually under the control of the participant. Also, the participant may not necessarily 
be looking where his or her avatar head is pointing, since the player’s camera can be detached 
from the avatar to look in any desired direction within the world.  

Another challenge in the data collection protocol was a noticeable “chat room” side effect, where 
avatars remained in a fixed position and textually or verbally participated in the group discussions. 
Thus, useful proxemics and kinesics data was difficult to collect. The interviewers sometimes 
inadvertently cued behaviors, creating confusion about which behaviors occurred naturally. Given 
these challenges, as well as some other procedural and technical issues associated with this pilot, 
we terminated support for the social signaling work at the end of Phase One.  

3.3 Feature Derivation 

Results from empirical studies, theoretical frameworks, and observations from working within 
the gaming community helped the VERUS research team identity features of interest.  

Features consist of both raw measurements recorded from gameplay, and derived features 
calculated from these raw observations. There are categorical features such as avatar race; 
Boolean (binary) features that register a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer; and numeric features, either 
discrete or continuous. Features can be grouped into a number of broad classes: 
• Avatar selection features 
• Text chat features 
• Avatar name features 
• In-game activity features 
• Movement features in Guardian Academy 
• Economic features in EVE Online 
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For each feature, we conducted an initial exploratory study to better understand the variable and 
to confirm that the feature was properly derived. We performed a univariate analysis to 
understand the feature’s central tendencies (e.g., mean, median, and mode), variability (i.e., the 
spread of the data), and the distribution of the data. We then calculated and examined the 
bivariate relationship between the feature and the target real-world attributes. 

3.3.1 Avatar Selection Features 

Most virtual worlds permit a fair amount of avatar customization. We initially limited our avatar 
selection features to two dimensions of customization commonly available across virtual worlds: 
gender and race. Avatar gender yields a single, highly predictive, feature. The specific races 
available vary by virtual world; for example, Rift has six (Bahmi, Eth, Kelari, Dwarf, High Elf, 
and Mathosian) while World of Warcraft has twelve. 

It requires some care to derive features from avatar race. Such features must carry predictive 
content, but to be maximally useful must be portable from one world to the next. Converting 
each race into Boolean indicators is not useful because the races are typically unique to the 
universe from which they originate. Similarly, races are often locked into factions (in Rift, 
Guardian vs. Defiant), but again these factions cannot be mapped into other virtual worlds. We 
created groupings of races, whose characteristics were meaningful in other worlds, and which 
were either observed or hypothesized to correlate with real-world demographic attributes. 
Boolean indicator variables corresponding to each of these groupings served as our avatar race 
features. Table 12 depicts the groupings and their realization in Rift and World of Warcraft. 

Table 12. Features Derived from Avatar Race 

Grouping Rift Races WoW Races 
Elven races High Elf, Kelari Blood Elf, Night Elf 
Dwarf races Dwarf Dwarf 
Human races Eth, Mathosian Human 
Conventionally ‘beautiful’ races High Elf, Kelari, Mathosian Blood Elf, Draenei, 

Night Elf, Human 
Unconventionally ‘beautiful’ 
races (‘ugly’ races) 

Bahmi, Dwarf Orc, Tauren, Troll, 
Undead, Goblin, Dwarf 

 

Players also had the ability to choose classes for their avatars. The choice of class (or calling), 
which is independent of the choice of race, defines the avatar’s role and style of play: for 
example, fighter vs. healer or ranged vs. melee damage dealing. Our experience in Phase One 
with World of Warcraft was that class-based features were not strong predictors; this was also 
observed Phase Two with Guardian Academy. Moreover, we could not discern a clear 
correspondence in class taxonomies between virtual worlds: in some worlds players can acquire 
or enhance attributes; in others, the capabilities are innate, which renders class-based features 
less generalizable. 
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3.3.2 Text Chat Features 

Our participants' text chat activity was logged using client-side scripts for public games (Rift, 
WoW, and Second Life) and server-side logging for the dedicated Verus game environments 
(Sherwood and Guardian Academy). 

Language and chat characteristics derived for each player include lexical features, such as term 
frequencies and probabilities calculated from both raw and normalized text, and discourse 
features obtained from conversation analysis. These are proposed not only from empirical 
observation but also motivated by hypotheses from the theoretical socio-linguistics literature and 
semantics and discourse analysis. 

All of our language and chat features are numeric. To aid comprehension of these features, it is 
helpful to present examples of chat along with the associated feature value. With this kind of 
calibration, one can be trained to recognize ‘high use of articles,’ or ‘infrequent use of extremely 
active words.’  

The long history of language and gender studies in the field of socio-linguistics is widely 
credited as having begun with Robin Lakoff (1975), and continues today with research by 
Deborah Tannen (1984, 1994), Deborah Cameron (2006), and, specifically in computer-mediated 
language use, by Susan Herring (1994, 2006). Of particular interest for this study, this research 
makes empirical claims about the differences between male and female speech at the lexical and 
discourse levels, and provides a testable starting point for features that can be used to distinguish 
male versus female participants in virtual-world chat. 

Early research focused on observing the role of gender in speech as a way of characterizing 
men’s versus women’s behavior, be it innate or learned. Later work has come to see many of 
these linguistic differences in speech as manifestations of power, status, or role differences, 
rather than as purely gender-based ones. An important early study on language and gender was 
Lakoff’s Language and Women’s Place (1975). This work lays out specific features of women’s 
speech as observed by Lakoff in her analysis of conversation, and provides several empirical 
claims about gender and use of language. Chief among the characteristics associated with female 
speech are: 

• Hedging, hesitation, greater uncertainty, and expressions of uncertainty 

• Greater use of polite forms and expressions associated with politeness 

• More use of question forms and intonational prosody 

• Frequent use of apologies, even in cases when no fault could be found 

• Greater use of modal verbs (can, could, would, should). 

• Avoidance of insults or cursing 

Lakoff’s work points out general conversational strategies in women’s speech, such as 
indirectness, avoiding confrontation, and avoiding absolute statements that underlie these 
observations.  
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O’Barr and Atkins (1980) examined language use in courtroom settings, and specifically 
investigated Lakoff’s conclusions about characteristics identified as “women’s language.” They 
found that the evidence did not support a taxonomy of traits that could be unequivocally 
associated with women. Rather, they found that these traits were not confined to women, but 
more reflected power differences and status in a given situation, rather than gender. Likewise, 
Tannen, a student of Lakoff who follows a similar methodology in her work (Tannen 1984, 
1994) came to slightly different conclusions from those of Lakoff. For Tannen, the factors that 
Lakoff generally associated with gender are best described in terms of dominance in 
conversation, and not necessarily gender per se, although they may manifest along gendered 
lines in conversations where males tend to be dominant. 

Shuttleworth and Keith summarize traits more common to women and traits more common to 
men in Living Language (2000). They associate women’s speech with more talk (this differs 
from Lakoff), polite language, asking questions, and providing supportive statements and 
expressions of empathy. In male language use, they noted more swearing, more insults, and the 
tendency to give commands. Susan Herring, who works more specifically in the area of online 
discourse, chat, and bulletin boards (1994, 2006), characterizes male speech in these arenas as 
revolving around adversariality and women’s speech as being associated with attenuation. 

Male Online Discussions 
• Put-downs 
• Strong, often contentious assertions 
• Lengthy and/or frequent online postings 
• Self-promotion and sarcasm 
• Name-calling and personal insults 
• Challenging an interlocutor’s “face” 

Female Online Discussions 
• Hedging 
• Apologizing 
• Asking questions rather than making assertions 
• Thanking 
• Agreeing 

The work of Herring demonstrates that many of the features first identified by Lakoff are also at 
play in online communications that do not involve face-to-face interactions. Based on the latest 
research, this study hypothesizes that some of the features identified by researchers as indicative 
of gender, age, or social status in conversational speech also apply to online discourse in virtual- 
world environments.  
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Text normalization. We conducted text normalization to get the raw text into a cleaner 
“canonical” form. The effect of normalization is to remove noise, yielding output quite close to 
clean text and enabling more reliable generation of discourse features. The normalization process 
involves the following steps: 
• Map words in Internet slang to their spelled-out format. 
• Map spelling variations, non-standard formats, and shorthands to their standard format. 
• Remove emoticons. 
• Remove foreign characters. 
• Correct typos. 
• Normalize common abbreviations such as company names. 
• Standardize colloquialisms, e.g., map “cos” to “because.” 
• Standardize disfluencies, e.g., remove “uh.” 

Lexical features. From the raw and normalized text chat, we computed features that reflect the 
word choices that users make. Of interest are elements indicative of gender such as swearing, 
insults, taunting words, apologies, and expressions of uncertainty; and indicators of age or 
education such as usage of ellipsis, punctuation, contractions, and personal pronouns. We also 
identified within raw text the incidence of special phenomena such as Internet/chat slang, 
emoticons, idiosyncratic spelling variations, other non-standard words and shorthands, and 
foreign characters, which are potentially indicative of real-world demographic attributes such as 
age group, socioeconomic status, or native language. 

A comprehensive approach to characterizing users’ word choices entails the use of the 
Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) and the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) 
databases. The Dictionary of Affect in Language, an instrument designed to measure the 
emotional meaning of words and text, provides numeric scores for a lexicon of several thousand 
words according to three dimensions: “pleasantness,” “activity,” and “imagery.” Our DAL 
features include averages of these scores for the words seen in the (normalized) utterances 
contributed by each player, and the rate of occurrence of words belonging to various DAL 
categories. Similarly, the LIWC dictionary classifies words into categories such as articles, 
pronouns, tentative language, positive or negative emotions, self-references, and social words. 
Our LIWC features describe for each user the rate of occurrence of words belonging to various 
LIWC categories. 

Discourse features. From the normalized text chat, we identified discourse features related to 
the grammaticality and style of individual users’ utterances. These discourse features are 
hypothesized to correlate with real-world characteristics. Such features note the presence and 
rate of occurrence of linguistic elements such as: 

• Discourse markers. A discourse marker is a word or phrase that functions primarily as a 
structuring unit of spoken language and shows a link between two utterances, without 
carrying much additional meaning. Discourse markers usually appear at the beginning or end 
of a turn or sentence. To the listener, a discourse marker signals the speaker’s intention to 
mark a boundary in discourse, such as a change of speaker, the beginning of a new topic, or 
the expression of a response. Discourse markers such as “well,” can also serve to indicate a 
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speaker’s attitude toward the discourse: for instance, a speaker may use a discourse marker to 
indicate a stance contrary to that of another speaker. 

• Extreme case formulations (ECFs). An ECF describes something in an extreme way 
relative to other ways the same thing could have been described. A description placing 
something at an extreme point along some scale (“it’s the best,” “every time”) is an extreme 
case formulation, as is a description that asserts high placement on that scale or makes a 
strong case (“it’s one of the best,” “it’s pretty much the best I’ve seen,” “that’s the argument 
of the year”). Also extreme are statements placing something not at the extreme, because the 
extreme case is still being referred to and invoked as a standard (“he’s not the brightest bulb 
on the tree,” “she’s not going to be employee of the year”). 

• Disfluencies. Disfluencies occur frequently in spontaneous speech and in conversational-
style text, such as newsgroup responses and chat. These are phrases and words that when 
removed will yield the originally intended, more fluent utterances. Disfluencies include 
pauses (e.g., “uh,” “um”), repetitions, corrections, and false starts. Corrections denote cases 
when a speaker modifies the original utterance with a similar syntactic structure, e.g., “we 
have two action items, sorry three action items, from the meeting.” False starts denote cases 
where a speaker abandons an utterance or a constituent and begins anew, e.g., “He I like this 
idea.” 

• Dialog acts. We categorized dialog acts into statements, questions, backchannels, and 
incomplete sentences. Statements are descriptive and narrative. Questions include yes-no 
questions, declarative questions, and wh-questions (who, what, why, and when). 
Backchannels are short utterances that play a discourse-structuring role, e.g., indicating that 
the speaker should go on talking (“Uh-huh”). Incomplete sentences are sentences that have 
incomplete structures. 

• Person address. Person address terms are terms that a speaker uses to address another 
person (e.g., “Jack, come on”). 

• Grammaticality. Grammatical sentences and ungrammatical sentences, or “good” English 
and “bad” English sentences, are identified using a threshold on the parse likelihood returned 
from a state-of-the-art statistical syntactic parser adapted to conversational-style English text. 
Utterances exceeding the threshold for grammaticality are deemed to conform to ‘good 
syntax’. 

Feature selection. Once these features were generated and augmented with the class labels 
from the Core survey data, we conducted supervised training of support vector machines (SVMs) 
and AdaBoost classifiers. Prediction performance was measured via leave-one-out cross-
validation, which entailed training models on all data except data from one player, testing the 
resulting model on the held-out data, and calculating the overall classification accuracies. (We 
found that AdaBoost yielded better cross-validated accuracy than SVM.) By inspecting the 
weights assigned by the optimal classifier, we identified the most significant (contributing) 
features for predicting each real-world attribute. This process yielded a reduced set of features 
that we forwarded to the final rules generation step. 
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3.3.3 Avatar Name Features 
Features derived from avatar names were largely based on observations from the linguistic 
literature on sound symbolism. Sound symbolism refers to the relationship between linguistic 
units of sound, either on the phonemic level, feature level, or acoustic trait level, and an extra-
linguistic quality such as gender or size. An example is the common relationship between high 
front vowels (such as /i/) and words dealing with small size or female gender. This relationship, 
is hypothesized to revolve around the high frequency of the second formant in high front vowels, 
the perception that the second formant is higher in frequency, and the association of children’s 
and women’s voices with higher frequency . Sibilant and strident consonants, such as /sh/, are 
characterized by very high-frequency noise due to small and focused frication, and hence are 
associated with female gender. 

The field of sound symbolism has a long history in the study of language. Jespersen (1922) provides 
a summary of the earliest research and theories, while Ohala et al. (1994) present late 20th-century 
views on the phenomenon. Current debates on sound symbolism deal with the notion of whether 
most sound symbolic trends are due to physical, biological, or ‘innate’ factors, or whether they are a 
function of cultural promulgation. For this study, the core difference is not important and is 
probably based on a combination of acoustic, auditory, articulatory, and cultural factors.  

Gender and sound have been the focus of significant research. Jakobson (1990) looked at the 
origin of sound symbolism in child language learning and in the early association of mothers 
with nursing, and hence the frequency of maternal terms cross-linguistically containing the 
bilabial nasal /m/, the sound made by babies when nursing, and its association with enjoyable 
food, as in the expression “mmm.” Romaine (1999) details findings about the relationship 
between gender and certain vowels and consonants, in particular noting that both the manner and 
place of articulation are relevant, not in themselves but in the way they impact the acoustic 
perception of the sound. She cites back vowels and back consonants as being associated with 
masculinity and labial consonants as being associated with femininity, among other trends.  
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Table 13 depicts Boolean indicator features developed from avatar names. The first 13, intended 
for identifying gender, include rules motivated by research from sound symbolism, such as male 
names containing ‘x’ or ‘z’, and female names containing ‘sh’. The frequency of female 
grammatical endings in both Semitic and Indo-European languages suggests an association 
between female names and words ending in ‘a’. We also included more basic rules, such as the 
use of female names for female players and male names for male players, on the hypothesis that 
names in the virtual world follow similar conventions to the real world, even if these conventions 
are not necessarily part of participants’ conscious knowledge. 
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Table 13. Indicators Derived from Avatar Name 

Indicator # Formulation: Avatar name… 
1 ends in "a"  
2 ends in back vowel 
3 ends in "y"  
4 ends in "er"  
5 ends in back or alveolar stop  
6 ends in any consonant  
7 ends with fricative consonant 
8 begins with capital letter 
9 contains 'x' or 'z'  

10 contains palatal fricative (sh) 
11 contains a title of nobility  
12 is a male Census name  
13 is a female Census name  
14 contains a number 
15 is a Census name 
16 begins with lowercase letter 
17 contains space or dot 
18 contains a lowercase+uppercase sequence 
19 is all caps 
20 contains a non-word character 
21 contains ‘lol’ 
22 contains an English dictionary word 

 

For predicting real-world age, we investigated features based on an examination of the patterns 
seen in avatar names. The notion was that younger avatars would be more innovative and more 
likely to break the conventions of standard naming or typography, while older users would create 
names that conformed more to traditional conventions. Indicator 14 looks at whether a number is 
used anywhere in the name. Indicator 15 checks whether an avatar name is also a name listed in 
the US Census report of 1,000 most common names for 2010. Indicator 17 checks whether a 
name is divided into a “first name” and “last name” form, which one would associate with 
canonical names. 

Some avatar names were excluded from analysis. On some occasions, players were unable to 
choose an avatar name and were assigned their survey tokens as names; such instances of 
unimaginative avatar name selection are straightforward to detect and remove. We also exclude 
Rift from the avatar names data set, because Rift provides the option to adopt a plausible avatar 
name generated randomly by the computer. 
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3.3.4 In-game Activity Features 
In-game activity features pertain to behaviors and interactions observed during gameplay, such 
as kills, deaths, jumping, and quests. The raw material for these features was provided by human 
annotation of screen captures of gameplay, with and without aid from the Noldus The Observer 
video annotation software package. The output of annotation was a log file that recorded for each 
player the incidence and duration of in-game behaviors coded according to the event chart 
schema, a coding protocol for a taxonomy of several dozen event types. These log files yield a 
chronological sequence of the point events and state events experienced by each player that can 
be parsed and developed into features reflecting characteristics such as expertise, leadership, 
risk-taking, level of education and so on. Examples of in-game features include: 

• Number of quests accepted 

• Number of quests completed 

• Highest level attained 

• Ratio of number of player deaths to number of combat episodes 

• Duration of player-vs.-player combat 

• Number of instances of: 
− Jumping during combat 
− Fleeing combat 
− Mob avoidance 

• Time spent standing still 

• Time spent in a group 

• Time spent in PvP arenas 

• Average across all battles of: 
− Number of monsters fought simultaneously 
− Level difference between avatar and monster fought 
− Health level when entering battle 

• Ratio of damage dealt by player to total damage dealt by group 

• Number of deaths before levels 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 

• Number of battles that end with neither monster nor player death 

• Number of health potions purchased 

• Number of health potions used 

• Trading behavior: 
− Number of items bought 
− Number of items sold 
− Total amount spent on items 
− Total amount received from selling items 
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To remove the dependence on the duration of the observation period, we express these features 
relative to the amount of time that gameplay was observed, or we require all players in a specific 
virtual world to be observed for the same amount of time. 

We use only features based on ‘in-game observable’ events; we do not consider ‘out-of-game’ 
features that require external information such as keyboard vs. mouse use, or verbal 
communication with research assistants or other players. 

Unlike text chat features, in-game activity features tend to have a scale that is world-specific: the 
same feature value has different meaning in different virtual worlds. One way to normalize 
features across worlds is to convert values to percentile terms. The map from a feature value to 
its percentile rank is essentially a transformation of the variable space to a uniform distribution 
via the inverse cumulative distribution function. The benefit of such a transformation is 
discussed further in Section 3.5.3, Association Rules Methodology.  

3.3.5 Movement Features in Guardian Academy 

From Guardian Academy we obtained log files that detail the two-dimensional position versus 
time of each avatar as gameplay progresses. These log files furnish data for an important class of 
motion-derived features. These features encapsulate behavior associated with the position and 
velocity of avatars as they move in the virtual world. 

For each user, the gaming logs supply records that detail a location identifier along with the 
avatar’s timestamped x, y position expressed in a location-specific coordinate frame. Although 
the coordinate frames are generally distinct between locations, it is possible to group locations 
that possess the same layout (e.g., dueling and dungeon locations), and for our purposes can be 
treated as single locations. Grouping locations in this manner yields eleven location classes. 
While most of these classes represent static geometry within which all avatars can enter and act, 
two of them represent dynamically generated areas, created on a per-player basis from a 
geometric template. An example of the latter is the Duel class, which collects together thousands 
of location IDs generated for in-game combat between pairs of players; these dynamically 
generated Duel locations nonetheless share a common geometry. 

Temporal sorting. For each user and location visited by the user, we arrange the gaming log 
position data into curvilinear trajectories (tracks) sorted by time. Tracks represent avatar motion 
in one region of the virtual world without teleporting. Some post-processing is required before 
these tracks can be used. In Guardian Academy, location data is timestamped at a relatively 
coarse resolution (one second), whereas the in-game location sampling is performed several 
times per second. This places several observations within the same temporal bucket, imparting 
an ambiguity to the location information obtained from the gaming logs. There is no completely 
reliable way to resolve the timestamps of individual observations, but we attempt to correct this 
by making some assumptions about the likely movement of avatars within the game. 
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Our correction algorithm starts by assuming that motion within a small time interval can be 
mapped onto a line. We examine three adjacent one-second buckets, and compute the position 
centroids for each bucket. A parametric line of the form: 

! ! = !!! + !! (1) 

is fit to these centroids, and each point in the center bucket is projected onto that line. The line 
parameter ! allows us to sort the points within the bucket. The sampling is assumed to be 
isochronous, so that each point is assumed to occur at a fixed time interval after the previous 
point. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of the sorting process. 

 

Figure 8: Spatiotemporal Sorting of Out-of-order Points 

While this is only a heuristic, it is effective for creating a smoother and more realistic set of 
trajectories, while improving the quality of velocity computations. The method is inaccurate 
when the avatar is meandering near a point. In this case, velocity computations are likely to be 
noisy regardless of correction. 

Histograms. Once the location data are extracted and spatiotemporally sorted, it is possible to 
compute spatial and velocity histograms. These histograms can be computed over all 
observations in the data set, or they can be segregated by other properties like location ID and 
avatar or user.  

Position histograms that are computed over all data set points are useful for ascertaining the 
geometry of each location class. Figure 9 depicts, for several location classes, heat maps derived 
from position histograms taken over all users. The colors indicate the total number of visits to the 
corresponding positions, where black is 0, blue indicates a low number of visits, and red 
indicates a high number. The Duels and Dungeons location classes are derived from many 
different location IDs, all of which share the same geometric structure, as defined by the limits of 
the blue area in each heat map. 

Metrics that distinguish the movement of different players can be distilled from position 
histograms of individual users. To compare movement between users, it is important to ensure 
that all position histograms are commensurate. The first step for motion analysis of a data set is 
the computation of global minimum and maximum coordinates for each location class, taken 
over all observations in the data set. A resolution is chosen for the location class histogram (in 
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our case, 64x64), and a mapping is constructed to transform x, y data set coordinates into i, j 
histogram bins (pixels). All subsequent position histograms for a given location class are mapped 
consistently using this discretization scheme.  

The following features can be computed from position histograms of individual users: 

1. Extent of motion (area covered): This is computed by counting the number of histogram bins 
that were visited by a given user. 

2. Distance travelled: This is the sum of the path length represented by consecutive positions in 
time. 

3. Place entropy: This is the Shannon entropy of the position histogram. 

 

Figure 9: Heat Maps Illustrating the Physical Layout of Location 
Classes within GA 

 

While the first two features are useful, they each provide only limited information when 
compared to the third. The extent of motion says nothing about frequency of visits to certain 
locations, and even very simple trajectories can give rise to arbitrary values for distance 
travelled. Shannon entropy (defined below) takes into account the frequency as well as the extent 
of travel. 

  

 

Arcadia Duels Dungeons 

Goblin-2 Jungle Open-PvP-1 
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We can also compute step histograms and velocity histograms to capture the change of user 
movement at each time step. We ignore transitions between locations, but in general, these 
histograms can be computed either by location class, or over all observations for a particular 
avatar or user. We experimented with several variations of this general idea. Among the most 
promising were: 
1. Speed histograms: one-dimensional histograms of the speed with which a player moved. This 

measure ignores the direction of movement. Figure 10 depicts a speed histogram for a user. 

 

Figure 10: Example Speed Histogram for One Player  
Speed is expressed in game distance units per second (X axis). 

2. Step histograms: two-dimensional histograms of the difference between the next position and 
the current position, i.e., the relative displacement from one point to the next. 

3. Velocity histograms: Using a three-point approximation to the derivative of smoothed 
motion, construct the velocity vector and accumulate that within a two-dimensional 
histogram.  

In Figure 11, the step histogram accumulates the relative displacement over time for a particular 
user. The step histogram is displayed as a heat map, with black representing zero mass, blue 
indicating rarely occurring step values, and red corresponding to the most frequently occurring 
step values. The histogram is centered at the ‘zero step’ corresponding to no movement between 
time stamps. If one imagines a polar coordinate system with origin at this standing-still point, 
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then the point (!,!) represents a step of size ! taken in direction !. The movement most 
commonly observed between time stamps is travel at constant speed without changing direction; 
the distance traveled in such a step will be constant and the totality of such displacements will be 
manifested in the histogram as a circle centered at the origin.  

   

Figure 11: Example Step Histogram for Two Players 
Left histogram has high entropy, while right histogram has low entropy. X and Y axes 

represent distance. 

Entropies. Of the numeric features that were considered, entropy seems to do the best job of 
capturing the qualities of interest in the movement data set. Entropy of a distribution gives us a 
measure of the “spread” or “randomness” of the distribution. It accounts for the frequency of 
appearance of certain features (e.g., frequency of visits to specific positions), as well as the degree 
of variety of features (e.g., how many different positions were visited). Our computations were 
based on Shannon entropy. If ! is a random variable, the Shannon entropy !(!) is defined as: 

! ! = !− !(!!) log!(!!)!
!!!  (2) 

where !(!!) is the normalized frequency for value !!. In our context, !(!!) is the fraction of the 
total histogram mass corresponding to bin !. The Shannon entropy can be seen as the minimum 
number of bits needed to encode the distribution of !. The qualitative effect of different 
entropies can be seen in Figure 12, where the green, concentrated histogram has lower entropy 
and can be more easily encoded than the red histogram, which has higher entropy.  

Entropy measures provide a way to assess exploratory behavior. We define the propensity to 
explore as the extent to which a player travels throughout the overall environment, and we 
quantify this concept via the entropy of the position histogram. This represents not just the area 
travelled, but also frequency of visits to specific places within the game. Together with this, we 
define the propensity to wander as the variability in the player’s direction, and magnitude of 
movement from one time point to the next. This behavior is quantified by the entropy of the step 
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histogram. Formally, for a given player, we calculate the propensity to explore using Equation 
(2) with !! ranging over the possible positions observed at each time step and !(!!) the observed 
frequency of position !!. Similarly, for a given player we calculate the propensity to wander 
using Equation (2) with !! ranging over the possible displacements observed from one time step 
to the next and !(!!) the observed frequency of displacement !!. 

 

Figure 12: Example of the Effect of Histogram Shape on Entropy 

While these entropy quantities are difficult for a human observer to calculate numerically, one 
can argue that they capture concepts that can be perceived rather readily: place entropy captures 
the tendency to fully explore one’s surroundings, while step entropy measures the tendency to 
wander in undirected, irregular paths. It is nonetheless possible to train an analyst to assess place 
entropy and step entropy by presenting examples of player movement and the associated entropy 
values. Given exemplars illustrating the range of movement, one can gain a sense of the 
distribution of propensity, or, at minimum, what a 70th percentile or a 90th percentile propensity 
looks like. 
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3.3.6 Economic Features from EVE Online 

The EVE Online study yielded large amounts of data. The process of reducing economic transaction 
data into useful features was guided by both previous experimental economics literature and the 
experience and results gained from our study of player behavior in Sherwood during Phase One. 
Many previous results showing relationships between demographic characteristics and economic 
behavior relate to constructs similar to those used in our laboratory tasks; this led us to formulate 
indicators of risk, altruism, and trust or coordination between players. 

For risk, we looked at: 

• Market exposure: the amount of an individual’s wealth that is currently invested in in-
game markets. We had two metrics to measure this. The first was simply the average total 
value of buy and sell orders across the period for which we had data. The second was a ratio 
of the above value to the total value of known assets (essentially the sum of buy and sell 
orders plus wallet balance; we had no information on the value of other assets).  

• Speculation: the percentage of transactions where an individual bought an item and later 
tried to sell it at a higher price. We looked for cases where an item was bought in large 
quantities (buy/sell orders with quantities higher than 10, or a value of more than 100 million 
Inter Stellar Kredit (ISK), and then sold later at a higher price. 

• Market trading: The mechanisms of EVE markets mean that players can buy or sell items 
by simply accepting a buy or sell offer from another player, or by making an offer of their 
own, hoping that another player will accept it. Simply accepting an existing offer provides an 
advantage in that the transaction is completed immediately, but usually at a cost to the player. 
Sell offers are generally at least 5% (sometimes as much as 200%) higher than buy offers, so 
making an offer (instead of accepting one) usually results in a significant advantage, but the 
player risks markets shifting against them (meaning their offer will be left unfilled), or 
competition from other players who will undercut them. It seems likely that risk-averse 
players typically avoid making offers, so this metric is simply the average number of offers a 
player has running each day over the course of data collection. 

To assess trust, we looked at: 

• Market engagement: Previous literature has found a correlation between trust and the 
degree to which individuals rely on the market for items as opposed to being self-sufficient. 
It was difficult to find a suitable proxy for this, so in the end we went with the total number 
of transactions made over the data collection period. This measure can be refined by 
combining it with one or more of the transaction metrics above, to control for speculative 
market behavior. 

• Scamming behavior: “Scam” contracts seek to “con” other players into purchasing goods 
that appear valuable but are in fact worthless. We used a count of the number of scam 
contracts that were offered/accepted by an individual; a subject matter expert looked through 
the data set to classify contracts as likely scam attempts.  
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3.4 Data Handling 

The VERUS Data Repository. We established a central and secure data repository that stitches 
together data collected and analyzed through the Ground Truth studies, the VW Infrastructure, 
and the Analysis Tool Chest. All personally identifiable information (except avatar names) was 
removed from datasets before they were uploaded to the repository, and only members of the 
research team had access to the repository. At the end of Phase Two, over 100 GB of data was 
contained within the VERUS data repository. 

Data submitted to and housed within the repository includes survey responses, data collected 
from the in-game sessions, and data produced from post-processing routines. The repository was 
designed with a simple interface, to contain a large number of files, handle very large file sizes 
(on the order of 1 gigabyte for video files), store a wide variety of file types, be accessible to the 
internationally dispersed VERUS team, provide secure access, and be easy to set up and maintain.  

To meet these requirements, we set up a web-based server at SRI in Menlo Park, California. All 
transactions were conducted over an encrypted secure socket layer (SSL) protocol using HTTPS 
(hypertext transmission protocol, secure) on an Apache web server. Access to the server was 
authenticated through the Apache htaccess authentication scheme, whereby every individual on 
the VERUS project was given a separate account. A simple file upload interface was created, and 
files were grouped on the server in folders.  

Due to the abundance of different file formats (text log files, video files, audio files, keystroke 
logs, Word files, Excel files, XML files, and Noldus files), we decided not to create a large SQL-
style database to encompass all features from all of the various games. Instead, we created a flat-
file database centered on the comma separated value (CSV) format. This format could be directly 
imported by all software suites used by the VERUS researchers. CSV files were created from a 
series of scripts executed on raw data formats such as log files and XML files. The desired 
information, which could span multiple games and play sessions, was extracted and cross-
referenced for each player. The data for each participant was also associated with the 
demographic data collected from the survey. However, a SQL database was created specifically 
for the movement data extracted from the Guardian Academy game, generated from the CSV 
movement files. Finally, the normalized data collected from in-game activities was further 
separated into categories including (1) text chat and communication, (2) behaviors and actions, 
and (3) decisions and choices. 

The in-game text chat and communication data required different collection strategies for the 
different VWs. Some public games allowed for client-side scripts for client logging (Rift, WoW, 
and Second Life), while our dedicated environments had server-side logging (Sherwood and 
Guardian Academy). In certain lab sessions, player text-chat was extracted from client-side 
keystroke loggers that were installed on the laboratory machines. All of the text-chat data in 
various data formats were then normalized to a single format for easier processing by the SRI 
Speech Technology and Research (STAR) Laboratory analysis team. 

In-game behavior and action data included avatar movement data, in-game camera movement, and 
activity data (kills, deaths, gestures, jumping, quests). Some of this data was created by human 
annotations/coding of screen captures, with and without aid from the Noldus software package. 
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The rest of the data was collected by either client-side or server-side logging, depending on VW. 
Unlike the text-chat data, this data was largely game-specific and was not normalized across the 
full VERUS study. For example, a SQL database stored all Guardian Academy movement data for 
over 500 participants. The EVE Online economic transaction data was gathered from May to 
September 2012, covering at least a month for each participant. 

The decisions and choices data products include avatar customization and selection, economic 
decision game choices, economic transactions, virtual apartment decoration, and WoW armory 
data. This data was also largely game-specific; however, some data, such as avatar gender, were 
normalized across the full VERUS study. The data were collected through a combination of 
server-side logging, client-side logging, human annotations/coding of video screen captures, and 
the WoW armory.  

3.5 Integrated Analysis Methodology 
3.5.1 Data Preparation and Integration 
The VERUS project generated multiple data streams corresponding to different virtual worlds 
(Rift, Guardian Academy, EVE Online), and to different aspects of gameplay (avatar selection 
features, avatar names, chat, in-game activity, movement). Various team members were 
responsible for collection and cleansing and maintenance of these different streams. Others were 
tasked with feature creation and selection.  

Each instance of play is identified by the survey token, a short string of characters that has a 
one-to-one correspondence to a real-world participant and his or her responses to the VERUS 
online survey. The survey token permits multiple data streams to be identified with the same 
individual while preserving participant anonymity.  

Where a participant engages in gameplay over multiple sessions with different avatars, we retain 
only the first session for which gameplay exceeds 20 minutes. This ensures that all players are 
observed in the same context and begin their play equipped with the same amount of game 
knowledge. We analyzed up to the first 45 minutes of data, beginning from the moment the 
participant has completed the game tutorial and has selected his or her avatar.  

Keying each data set by survey token permits us to create multimodal data sets that combine 
multiple data streams. In these combined data sets, we require each data stream to provide 
nonmissing data; we drop survey tokens for which any data stream (including the target attribute 
of interest) is unavailable, which often results in multimodal data sets possessing fewer records 
than each of the constituent data streams. When combining data streams where a survey token 
may furnish more than one record (e.g., data on avatar features or avatar names), we take care to 
match up corresponding instances of gameplay. 

In general, our data sets are rectangular; that is, they contain one row per survey token and one 
column per feature. For certain data sets that we deem independent of amount of gameplay, such 
as those consisting of features derived from avatar names or avatar characteristics, we relax the 
requirement of uniqueness on survey token and allow each survey token to furnish up to two 
records, randomly chosen, from the available instances of gameplay.  
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3.5.2 Feature Selection 

The large number of in-game features available for analysis presents a computational challenge. To 
reduce the number of features worthy of consideration for predicting a real-world attribute, we 
performed a Spearman (nonparametric) correlation analysis to identify features with statistically 
significant correlation with the real-world target attribute. Spearman correlational measures are 
preferable to the classic Pearson correlation measures when variables are not normally distributed, 
or when the variables under study are measured at the ordinal level (e.g., age group).  

We found that correlation coefficients of at least 0.20 in absolute value, with p-value less than 
0.01, were required to have any predictive value in a model, and in many cases much larger 
correlation coefficients were required. Features meeting the correlation and significance 
threshold were candidates for the final rules generation process. The correlation coefficients 
themselves were not formally used except to guide feature selection. 

Correlation analysis also identified groups of features that were themselves highly correlated 
with each other. This knowledge helped further reduce the feature set by enabling us to select 
one member from each such group of correlated features. 

The ‘best’ features, whose relevance was confirmed both statistically and theoretically after 
consultation with subject matter experts, were forwarded on to the data integration step and 
development of association rules. 

3.5.3 Association Rules Methodology 
We seek association rules of the form IF PREMISE, THEN CONCLUSION, where the premise 
is a conjunction of assertions on features, and the conclusion is a statement about a real-world 
characteristic. For example, in the rule “IF Avatar gender is male AND Avatar race is not Elf, 
THEN real-world gender is male,” the premise consists of two assertions (“Avatar gender is 
male” and “Avatar race is not Elf”). We aim for at most two assertions per rule. 

Our association rules are produced using the Weka6 workbench of machine learning tools, via 
the Tertius extension, which implements a rule discovery algorithm developed by Flach and 
Lachiche (2001).  

Our rule learning methodology is as follows. The data set provided to Tertius consists of all 
features under consideration (possibly merging multiple data streams), adjoined with the binary 
(Boolean) target of interest. For real-world characteristics that are multivalent, i.e., possessing 
more than two class values, we convert these RW characteristics into the requisite number of 
binary targets7, and seek rules to predict each class value of interest. We submit only records for 
which every feature and target value is nonmissing; hence, participants will not be represented if 
a relevant feature was not captured from them, or if they opted not to answer a relevant survey 
question. Tertius then returns a list of rules that predict the target. 
_______________ 
6 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 
7 This conversion to binary targets is generally unnecessary, as Tertius allows multivalent 
targets; the rules returned are the same whether we convert or not. However, for RW 
characteristics such as Ethnicity, where individuals can specify more than one response, the 
multivalent target is ambiguous and should be resolved into individual binary targets. 
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From the returned list we eliminate rules whose precision is not high enough, and sort the 
remainder to allow review in order from high precision to low. This reduced list is reviewed by 
subject matter experts, who retain only the ‘best’ rules: those with high enough precision that, in 
their opinion, also pass the test of validity and defensibility. 

Whenever we report association rules aimed at a specific real-world characteristic, we also 
devise the union rule that combines the premises of the component rules. The rules selected for 
combination are chosen to maximize the recall of the union rule, while meeting or exceeding the 
target threshold for precision. It is important to report the performance of this union rule, since 
presenting a list of rules is tantamount to proffering the union of those rules. In this regard, it is 
worth remarking that precision almost always goes down when rules are united, while coverage 
and recall can only improve. 

An important methodological decision was spurred by a limitation of the Tertius module. Tertius 
expects all input features to be categorical, and moreover returns only assertions of the form 
‘Feature = value’. While this form of assertion is acceptable for features with few possible 
values, it yields rules that are far too specific (with low recall) if continuous numeric variables 
are involved. Our solution is to explode numeric variables into a number of binary features of 
the form ‘feature > value’, for various cutoff values chosen from the observed range of the 
variable.8 We limit the number of features derived from each continuous variable, essentially 
coarsening the original variable, not only to reduce computation time, but also to prevent the 
rule-mining software from overfitting. 

Specifically, we discretize each continuous variable into quantiles, such as ‘feature exceeds the 
90th percentile’. Why discretize into quantile form? By reporting the feature cutoff in quantile 
form, we obtain an assertion that is scale- and distribution- independent: the assertion is directly 
portable to another world where units of measurement are different. The cutoffs are now equally 
spaced along the distribution of the feature of interest, yielding a maximally discriminating list of 
assertions. Reporting cutoffs in quantile form also enables a human to perceive what is being 
asserted: is the player at the extreme end of the feature distribution, or middling? To determine 
the truth of such an assertion for a particular game player, one must sort all players according to 
the feature value, and place the player of interest along that continuum. The quantile 
specification puts the assertion in proper context. 

It is possible to report the raw cut point that corresponds to the quantile named in the assertion. 
This often enables observers of the original world to easily determine whether an assertion holds. 
Of course the cut points are not portable across worlds—they need not carry the same 
interpretation from one world to the next. The quantile form of the assertion, on the other hand, 
is immediately portable to any new world where the feature in question is meaningful. In a cross-
world analysis, the quantile form can be easily deployed as is, or one can conduct an empirical 
exercise to translate quantile values back to cut points according to the new world’s scaling of 
the feature of interest. 

_______________ 
8 Formally, the variable ! is replaced by ! indicator variables !(! > !!), !(! > !!),… , !(! >!!) for selected cutoffs !!,… , !!. 
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We apply a consistent policy of discretizing every continuous variable into a fixed number of 
quantiles—ten deciles in our case. Why deciles? Cutting a feature into too few quantiles loses 
too much information and therefore lowers predictive power. Using too many quantiles is hard 
for humans to perceive, and also increases the risk of overfitting the limited amount of data 
available. We decided that using 10 deciles (yielding nine binary indicators) strikes the right 
balance between coarseness and predictive power. While we did not perform experimentation to 
validate 10 deciles as the optimal choice, we agreed that cutting a feature into four quartiles 
constituted too much coarsening. 

We acknowledge that discretization represents a loss of information, and that we are effectively 
leaving some amount of predictive power “on the table.” It is true that a rule’s precision can only 
improve with a finer discretization. In situations where enough data is available to justify a finer 
discretization, a straightforward adaptation of our approach yields a computationally efficient 
procedure for obtaining finer-grained association rules: take as a starting point the best decile 
rules; these will involve only a small set of raw variables. Explode the continuous variables 
among this set into a larger number of binary indicators, using a finer mesh of cut points (e.g., 
percentile indicators), and forward the enlarged set of features to the rules-generation software. 
The resulting ‘best’ rules will refine the original decile rules. Section 4.2.1 illustrates the gain in 
predictive power that can be achieved through finer discretization. 

3.5.4 Ensuring Validity of Rules 

As discussed above, our discretization of continuous variables into a limited number of binary 
features will maintain predictive power while assuring that the rules obtained are not simply 
memorizing idiosyncrasies of the training data set. We further avoid overfitting and increase 
generalizability of our rules by adopting the following best practices: 

• Select rules in conformance with expert hypotheses. Subject matter experts assess how 
defensible a rule is; statistical experts verify whether confounding factors are leading to rules 
that are not portable. Where there is concern within a particular population that 
interrelationships exist between real-world attributes, a correlation analysis can reveal 
whether attributes are closely related. One should verify via social-science-based theories 
that a particular feature is justifiable as a predictor for the intended attribute. 

• Permit fewer assertions per rule, especially if there is a limited amount of data available for 
training. 

• Maintain consistency in data collection between players. We recognize that some participants 
will possess knowledge of other VWs and MMOGs and may be quite skilled in those games. 
The confounding effect of skills transferred from prior game play experience can be reduced 
(but not eliminated) by introducing participants to unfamiliar virtual worlds, so that all 
players start with the same amount of knowledge of these new worlds, and by observing 
gameplay up to the same time limit.  

• Segment players by level of gaming expertise. The confounding effect of skills transfer can 
be addressed by developing separate rule sets for different levels of gaming skill. Appendix 
B discusses a small study in which we assigned expertise ratings (novice, intermediate, 
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expert) to Rift players and observed differences in behavior by expertise. With a larger 
sample, we should be able to crystallize these findings into valid expertise-appropriate rules 
for predicting RW characteristics. 

• Consider features that are independent of prior game experience and skill. As an alternative 
to segmentation by expertise, we can focus our analysis on features such as avatar selection, 
avatar naming, chat, and the movement-based features as opposed to ludic features that may 
benefit from familiarity with MMOGs or experience with questing and combat. 

• Construct features that are world-independent. By reporting features as percentages of time 
played, and/or expressing assertions in quantile terms, we ensure features do not depend on 
the duration of the observation period or on the mechanics or constraints of gameplay.  

3.5.5 Measures of Performance 

We evaluate the performance of our derived rules, as well as the union rule, according to metrics 
such as coverage, precision, recall, and F-measure. For the rule “If A, then B”, the counts for 
True Positive, False Positive, False Negative, and True Negative are displayed in a confusion 
matrix as follows: 

 A ~A 
B TP FN 

~B FP TN 

The metrics are defined in terms of these counts, with ! = TP + FP + FN + TN denoting the total 
number of instances: 

Coverage = !TP+ FP!  

Precision = TP
TP!FP (3) 

Recall = TP
TP+ FN 

F-measure = 2 ∙ Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall  

Note that the confusion matrix reports instances where the assertion A does not hold; the recall 
and F-measure metrics by definition incorporate such cases.  

In addition to !, the size of the population studied, we also report ! = TP + FN, the size of the 
class of interest.  
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In Phase One, we reported the accuracy (i.e., (TP + TN)/!) of the classification rules we derived. 
With our Phase Two methodology, the concept of accuracy is no longer meaningful. Accuracy is 
an appropriate performance metric for classification rules of the form “If A, then B, else C…,” 
but not for association rules of the form “If A, then B,” which are statements about a single class 
value, with no inference about other possible class values.  

3.5.6 Assessing Variability of Rules 

An association rule has been developed on a data set. Did it succeed in achieving the 
performance target? We acknowledge that measures such as precision and recall are subject to 
chance variability; they would come out differently on a different sample (not to mention on a 
different virtual world). We should therefore temper the observed precision and recall by the size 
of the likely error in these measures. A box-and-whisker plot (Figure 13) can illustrate the 
uncertainty in the calculated precision, recall, and F-measure for each rule. 

 

Figure 13: Example of Box-and-whisker Plots for Precision and Recall  

Value attained on 
development set 

At most 1.5 IQR 

IQR 

Lower quartile Median Upper 
quartile 
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How does one assess uncertainty in a metric that is calculated just once on a single data set? We 
adopt a bootstrap approach: In the absence of additional data sets on which to calculate metrics 
such as precision and recall, the bootstrap approach generates artificial data sets that are similar 
to the original by drawing at random with replacement. On each of 1000 such bootstrap 
samples of the same size as the original, we evaluate the metric for the rule of interest, and we 
construct a box-and-whisker plot of the resulting set of 1000 artificial metric values. 

We generate box-and-whisker plots in the R statistical environment9, using default settings: Given 
a data set of (artificial) metric values, the ‘box’ extends from the lower quartile to the upper 
quartile of the data set. The median is marked with a vertical bar. The ‘whiskers’ extend from 
either quartile to the most extreme data point that is no more than 1.5 interquartile ranges away 
from the box. Every data point lying outside the extremes of the whiskers is marked with an open 
circle. For comparison, the metric value attained on the original data set is marked in red. 

The box-and-whisker plots underscore our uncertainty in the ‘true’ value of these measures of 
performance. Did the rule truly exceed the target threshold for precision? Would we have come 
up short on a different sample? The bootstrap approach enables us to use an innovative new 
criterion for measuring the degree to which a rule achieves the performance target: Simply 
compute the proportion of bootstrap samples for which the rule’s precision exceeds the 
performance threshold. This proportion quantifies our degree of success and provides an 
indication that we have met the intended level of performance. We note that the use of this 
proportion can be interpreted as a sort of 'assurance,' and we are unaware of the concept being 
described or named elsewhere. If this assurance is found to be high on these artificial samples, 
then we reason that the precision should exceed the performance threshold for a large proportion 
of real-life samples. We display assurance alongside the calculated precision as an additional 
measure of performance. 

Even if a given rule has achieved the performance target, it may be undesirable in other ways. 
We must balance the desire for high precision against the value of having a rule with high recall, 
bearing in mind the uncertainty in the calculation of these measures. Additional considerations 
include the simplicity of the rule; the applicability (and performance) of the rule in other realms; 
the statistical significance of the rule (is it real, or a product of noise in the data?); and the 
intuitive appeal of, or theoretical justification for the rule. 

   

_______________ 
9 www.r-project.org/ 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Overview and Results Summary 

As discussed previously, the VERUS Ground Truth studies generated data on our RW target 
variables for each of our study participants. Activities and behaviors measured directly in VWs 
were then used to develop models that map VW activity to RW characteristics. Table 14 defines 
the target RW variables.  

Table 14. Target RW Variables for VERUS Phase Two 

Survey Items RW Characteristics Target Precision 
Threshold 

The dependent variables are 
the self-reported items 
collected through our Core 
survey, which measures the 
RW characteristics of our study 
participants. 

Gender 
Age Group 
Ethnicity 
English as Native Language 
Education 
Socioeconomic Status 
Income Level 

90% 
85% 
75% 
75% 
75% 
75% 
75% 

 

Section 4.2 presents our detailed findings for each of the RW characteristics we examined.  

A key integrating factor across all of our studies was the VERUS Core survey, which all 
participants completed. This gave us a consistent set of individual demographics and other RW 
data, allowing us to develop a more comprehensive picture of the gamer population and the VW 
behaviors that characterize them.  

Our modeling and data analyses from distinct VWs achieved or exceeded the Reynard Phase 
Two performance objective metrics for seven RW characteristics in one or more of the worlds. 
These characteristics (with maximum achieved accuracy) were: 
• Gender (98%)  

• Approximate age group (88%)  
• Ethnicity (83%)  

• English as Native Language (77%)  
• Education (79%)  

• Socioeconomic Status (83%)  
• Income Level (85%) 
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4.2 Detailed Results by RW Characteristic 

4.2.1 Gender 

Predicting Gender from Guardian Academy Avatar Gender, In-game Activity, and 
Movement (See Table 15 and Table 16) 
For predicting real-world gender, we have found that the avatar gender alone is an effective 
behavioral indicator, particularly for predicting RW males. We sought to improve on this 
‘baseline’ rule by investigating what additional gender differences might be evinced through 
gameplay. To this end, we considered a multimodal data set that augmented avatar gender with 
in-game and movement features observed in Guardian Academy. Data was collected from all 
venues in Phase Two: lab studies, studies of minors, LAN events, and NUBS studies. Players 
were observed for at least 20 minutes and up to 45 minutes of gameplay. 

Combining movement features with avatar gender yields rules that substantially improve over 
the default assumption that RW gender equals VW gender, but with reduced recall. The precision 
of the ‘baseline’ avatar-gender-only rule is 93.5% (with recall 81.2%) for predicting male 
gender, and 60.7% (with recall 84.5%) for predicting female gender. For the prediction of male 
gender, augmenting the baseline rule with movement features yields rules with precision 
exceeding 98%, but at the cost of a significant drop in recall (and coverage). The implication is 
that, for the relatively small proportion of players that satisfy the assertion, the prediction of male 
gender is near perfect. For the prediction of female gender, the augmentation with movement 
features brings us very close to the target precision threshold of 90%, with good recall. 

Studies of gender and mobility suggest that both domestically and occupationally, women’s 
allocated (“rightful”) space is measurably less than men’s. Historically and culturally, the 
restriction of women to domestic rather than to public space demonstrates this to be a 
longstanding and widespread norm. With respect to mobility, women are consistently less able 
(“free”) to move about in general, and to explore new territory in particular, than are men, and 
this is true across ages, over time, and across racial and cultural contexts. In terms of objectively 
measured spatial abilities, females consistently prove less adept at navigation than males. Given 
that spatial restriction is a diminution of rights, and that virtual-world game communication and 
interaction are proving to be hostile to female gamers, we reasoned that these consistently 
gendered mobility norms would be as or more evident in player/avatar movement in virtual 
space. This is also consistent with the Virtual Morris Water Maze studies of spatial cognition that 
we carried out in Phase One10, where the female participants – even ‘experts’ – generally covered 
less space than males in trying to locate the hidden platform than males.  
  

_______________ 
10 de Castell, S., et. al. (2010). The Eyes Have It: Measuring Spatial Orientation in Virtual 
Worlds to Explain Gender Differences in Real Ones. Technical Report, Simon Fraser University 
Library. Available at: http://ir.lib.sfu.ca/bitstream/1892/10881/1/TheEyesHaveIt_June2010.pdf. 
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1. IF A
vatar gender is M

ale A
N

D
 A

rea covered exceeds 114 (the 60
th percentile), TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

2. IF A
vatar gender is M

ale A
N

D
 Propensity to explore (Place entropy) exceeds 4.46 (the 60

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is M

ale. 
3. IF A

vatar gender is M
ale A

N
D

 Propensity to w
ander (Step entropy) exceeds 3.40 (the 60

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is M

ale. 

Table 15. 
R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 A

vatar G
ender, In-gam

e A
ctivity, and M

ovem
ent  

in G
uardian A

cadem
y: n=380, c=282 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) C

onfusion M
atrix 

C
overage 

Precision 
(A

ssurance) 
R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

Base-line Avatar is M
ale 

M
ale 

 
A 

~A 
B 

229 
53 

~B 
16 

82 
 

64.5%
 

93.5%
 (98%

) 
81.2%

 
86.9%

 

1 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 
Area covered > 
60%

ile 

M
ale 

 
A 

~A 
B 

100 
182 

~B 
1 

97 
 

26.6%
 

99.0%
 (100%

) 
35.5%

 
52.2%

 

2 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 
Propensity to 
explore > 60%

ile 

M
ale 

 
100 

182 
  

1 
97 

 

26.6 
99.0 (100) 

35.5 
52.2 

3 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 
Propensity to 
w

ander > 60%
ile 

M
ale 

  
101 

181 
  

1 
97 

 

26.8 
99.0 (100) 

35.8 
52.6 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
M

ale 
 

126 
156 

  
2 

96 
 

33.7 
98.4 (100) 

44.7 
61.5 
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1. IF A
vatar gender is Fem

ale A
N

D
 A

rea covered is below
 37 (the 40

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is Fem

ale. 
2. IF A

vatar gender is Fem
ale A

N
D

 Propensity to explore (Place entropy) is below
 3.27 (the 40

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is 

Fem
ale. 

3. IF A
vatar gender is Fem

ale A
N

D
 Propensity to w

ander (Step entropy) is below
 2.89 (the 40

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is 

Fem
ale. Table 16. 

R
ules Predicting Fem

ale G
ender from

 A
vatar G

ender, In-gam
e A

ctivity, and M
ovem

ent  
in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=380, c=97 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

B
ase-line A

vatar is Fem
ale 

Fem
ale 

82 
15 

53 
230 

 

35.5%
 

60.7%
 (0%

) 
84.5%

 
70.7%

 

1 
A

vatar is Fem
ale 

A
N

D
 A

rea covered 
< 40%

ile 

Fem
ale 

48 
49 

7 
276 

 

14.5%
 

87.3%
 (30%

) 
49.5%

 
63.2%

 

2 
A

vatar is Fem
ale 

A
N

D
 P

ropensity to 
explore < 40%

ile 

Fem
ale 

47 
50 

7 
276 

 

14.2 
87.0 (29) 

48.5 
62.3 

3 
A

vatar is Fem
ale 

A
N

D
 P

ropensity to 
w

ander < 40%
ile 

Fem
ale 

53 
44 

7 
276 

 

15.8 
88.3 (36) 

54.6 
67.5 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
Fem

ale 
56 

41 
7 

276 
 

16.6 
88.9 (41) 

57.7 
70.0 
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Experim
ent: Predicting G

ender using Percentiles vs. D
eciles (see Table 17 and Table 18) 

To investigate the effect of feature discretization on rule perform
ance, w

e refined the rules obtained in the previous section, using the 
algorithm

 sketched in Section 3.5.3. W
e sought rules identical in form

 to those above, but allow
ed the cutoffs to be specified to the 

percentile level. U
sing percentile cutoffs w

e w
ere able to find rules that strictly dom

inated each of the decile rules (including the union 
rules), exceeding perform

ance according to every criterion. 

For predicting M
ale gender, individual rules saw

 substantial im
provem

ents in coverage, recall and F-m
easure (save R

ule 3, w
hich 

rem
ained a decile rule), but for the union rule the gains w

ere m
odest, on the order of one or tw

o percentage points; in the case of 
precision, the gain w

as lim
ited som

ew
hat by the lack of room

 for im
provem

ent. 
1. IF A

vatar gender is M
ale A

N
D

 A
rea covered exceeds 92 (the 53

rd percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is M

ale. 
2. IF A

vatar gender is M
ale A

N
D

 Propensity to explore (Place entropy) exceeds 4.24 (the 53
rd percentile), TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

3. IF A
vatar gender is M

ale A
N

D
 Propensity to w

ander (Step entropy) exceeds 3.40 (the 60
th percentile), TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

Table 17. 
Percentile R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender: n=380, c=282 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall Fm
easure 

Base-line Avatar is M
ale 

M
ale 

 
A 

~A 
B 

229 
53 

~B 
16 

82 
 

64.5%
 

93.5%
 (98%

) 
81.2%

 
86.9%

 

1 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 Area 
covered > 53%

ile 
M

ale 
 

A 
~A 

B 
117 

165 
~B 

1 
97 

 

31.1%
 

99.2%
 

(100%
) 

41.5%
 

58.5%
 

2 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 
Propensity to explore > 53%

ile 
M

ale 
 

117 
165 

 
1 

97 
 

31.1 
99.2 (100) 

41.5 
58.5 

3 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 
Propensity to w

ander > 60%
ile 

M
ale 

 
101 

181 
 

1 
97 

 

26.8 
99.0 (100) 

35.8 
52.6 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
M

ale 
 

132 
150 

 
2 

96 
 

35.3 
98.5 (100) 

46.8 
63.5 
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For predicting Fem
ale gender, the gains in coverage, recall and F-m

easure w
ere sim

ilar to those for the M
ale gender rules, but w

ith 
greater im

provem
ent in precision. The transition to percentile cutoffs also yielded a rule (R

ule 4 below
) w

hose precision exceeded the 
90%

 target, but w
ith reduced recall and coverage com

pared to R
ule 1. 

1. IF A
vatar gender is Fem

ale A
N

D
 A

rea covered is below
 47 (the 44

th percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is Fem

ale. 
2. IF A

vatar gender is Fem
ale A

N
D

 Propensity to explore (Place entropy) is below
 3.35 (the 41

st percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is 

Fem
ale. 

3. IF A
vatar gender is Fem

ale A
N

D
 Propensity to w

ander (Step entropy) is below
 2.93 (the 42

nd percentile), TH
EN

 G
ender is 

Fem
ale. 

Table 18. 
Percentile R

ules Predicting Fem
ale G

ender: n=380, c=97 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

B
ase-line A

vatar is Fem
ale 

Fem
ale 

82 
15 

53 
230 

 

35.5%
 

60.7%
 (0%

) 
84.5%

 
70.7%

 

1 
A

vatar is Fem
ale A

N
D

 A
rea 

covered < 44%
ile 

Fem
ale 

52 
45 

7 
276 

 

15.5%
 

88.1%
 (36%

) 
53.6%

 
66.7%

 

2 
A

vatar is Fem
ale A

N
D

 
P

ropensity to explore < 
41%

ile 

Fem
ale 

49 
48 

7 
276 

 

14.7 
87.5 (31) 

50.5 
64.1 

3 
A

vatar is Fem
ale A

N
D

 
P

ropensity to w
ander < 

42%
ile 

Fem
ale 

55 
42 

7 
276 

 

16.3 
88.7 (39) 

56.7 
69.2 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
Fem

ale 
59 

38 
7 

276 
 

17.4 
89.4 (46) 

60.8 
72.4 

4 
A

vatar is Fem
ale A

N
D

 A
rea 

covered < 36%
ile 

Fem
ale 

43 
54 

4 
279 

 

12.4 
91.5 (67) 

44.3 
59.7 
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These findings suggest that a data set of the size furnished by G
uardian Academ

y is am
enable to a finer discretization: there is 

predictive benefit to exploding features into m
ore than ten binary indicators. W

e note, though, that the perform
ance of the union rule is 

only m
odestly im

proved under this finer discretization.  

C
ross-w

orld Study: Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 A

vatar Selection Features in R
ift vs. W

orld of W
arcraft  

(See Table 19 and Table 20). 

In predicting R
W

 gender from
 avatar selection features, w

e had m
ore success predicting R

W
 m

ales than R
W

 fem
ales. (This is largely 

due to the fact that R
W

 m
ales select fem

ale avatars m
ore frequently than R

W
 fem

ales select m
ale avatars.) W

hile no rule for 
predicting fem

ale gender m
et the 90%

 precision threshold w
ith acceptable recall, w

e found that for predicting m
ale gender, a 

consideration of both avatar race and avatar gender yields a sharper rule than the default rule ‘If avatar is m
ale, then R

W
 m

ale’. For 
predicting m

ale gender, the conjunction of the default gender assum
ption w

ith the assertion that the avatar is not of Elven race yields a 
rule w

hose precision com
fortably exceeds the 90%

 threshold. This behavior w
as found to hold in both Rift, w

here the augm
ented rule 

w
as evaluated on all Phase Tw

o participants, and W
orld of W

arcraft, on all Phase O
ne lab and LA

N
 participants. The perform

ance and 
box-and-w

hisker plots are show
n below

.. 

The high precision of R
ule 2 im

plies that R
W

 fem
ales w

ho select m
ale avatars tend to select Elven races. W

hat explains this rule? O
ne 

of the patterns observed in Phase O
ne and Phase Tw

o lab-based studies about avatar ‘sex sw
apping’ concerned fem

ale participants’ 
choice of m

ale avatars. A
m

ong fem
ale players w

ho did sex-sw
ap, w

e observed that they overw
helm

ingly selected relatively 
androgynous-looking m

ale avatars: those from
 the Elven races in W

oW
 (B

lood Elf, N
ight Elf) and the H

igh Elven and K
elari races in 

Rift. M
ale avatar m

odels from
 these races feature lithe, slender bodies, as opposed to the m

ore m
uscular, bulky avatar m

odels 
associated w

ith m
ale H

um
an O

rcs, Trolls, and Tauren in W
oW

; or H
um

an, Eth, and B
ahm

i in Rift. Sim
ilarly, w

e did not observe 
fem

ale players sex-sw
ap w

ith m
ore dim

inutive races (G
nom

es in W
oW

, D
w

arves in both W
oW

 and Rift) or grotesque races (U
ndead in 

W
oW

). This suggests that, particularly under conditions of observation, fem
ale players w

ho sex-sw
ap are m

ore likely to do so using 
m

ale avatars w
ith lithe, com

paratively androgynous bodies. 
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1. IF A
vatar gender is M

ale, TH
EN

 G
ender is M

ale. 
2. IF A

vatar gender is M
ale A

N
D

 A
vatar race is non-Elven, TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

Table 19. 
R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 A

vatar Features in R
ift: n=147, c=99 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Avatar is M

ale 
M

ale 
83 

16 
12 

36 
 

64.6%
 

87.4%
 (24%

) 
83.8%

 
85.6%

 

2 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 Avatar 
race is non-Elven 

M
ale 

54 
45 

2 
46 

 

38.1 
96.4 (99) 

54.5 
69.7 
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Table 20. 
R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 A

vatar Features  
in W

orld of W
arcraft: n=187, c=134 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Avatar is M

ale 
M

ale 
101 

33 
7 

46 
 

57.8%
 

93.5%
 (93%

) 
75.4%

 
83.5%

 

2 
Avatar is M

ale AN
D

 Avatar 
race is non-Elven 

M
ale 

67 
67 

1 
52 

 

36.4 
98.5 (100) 

50.0 
66.3 
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C
ross-w

orld Study: Predicting G
ender from

 N
am

es in Sherw
ood vs. G

uardian A
cadem

y (see Table 21, Table 22, 
Table 23, and Table 24) 
W

e exam
ined the relationship betw

een R
W

 gender and avatar nam
e to determ

ine to w
hat extent avatar nam

es conform
 to predictions 

described in the linguistics literature. Since there is a greater degree of freedom
 in choosing avatar nam

es (use of num
bers, spaces, 

underscores, capitalization, pop-culture references, etc.), w
e anticipated significantly greater variability am

ong avatar nam
es than is 

the case w
ith given or personal nam

es. Fifteen rules, listed below
, w

ere proposed: ten for predicting m
ale gender and five for 

predicting fem
ale gender. Som

e w
ere em

pirically observed. M
ost w

ere based on observations from
 the sound sym

bolism
 research, 

such as fem
ale nam

es ending in low
 and front vow

els; m
ale nam

es ending in back vow
els; m

ale nam
es containing ‘z’ and ‘x;’ and 

fem
ale nam

es containing ‘sh.’ The hypothesis that nam
es in the V

W
 w

ill follow
 sim

ilar conventions to the R
W

 leads to the use of U
S 

C
ensus nam

e lists for m
ales and fem

ales as a source of data.  

Each rule w
as evaluated against the 207 avatar nam

es collected from
 Sherw

ood. O
m

itted from
 consideration w

ere nam
es 

autom
atically assigned to players unable to choose a nam

e them
selves. The results are presented below

, w
ith rules sorted by precision. 

For predicting m
ale gender, only the first tw

o rules exceeded or approached the precision threshold of 90%
. R

ule 1, w
ith 100%

 
precision, albeit w

ith very low
 coverage and recall, w

as not one predicted by linguistic theory. The first tw
o rules happened to be 

disjoint; their union also exceeded the precision threshold. 
1. 

IF A
vatar nam

e contains a num
ber, TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

2. 
IF A

vatar nam
e contains ‘x’ or ‘z,’ TH

EN
 G

ender is M
ale. 

Table 21. 
R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 N

am
es in Sherw

ood: n=207, c=105 

R
ule 

If in VW
, avatar nam

e …
 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
C

ontains a num
ber 

M
ale 

5 
100 

0 
102 

 

2.4%
 

100%
 (99%

) 
4.8%

 
9.1%

 

2 
C

ontains ‘x’ or ‘z’ 
M

ale 
15 

90 
2 

100 
 

8.2 
88.2 (46) 

14.3 
24.6 

3 
Ends w

ith fricative consonant 
M

ale 
16 

89 
3 

99 
 

9.2 
84.2 (28) 

15.2 
25.8 
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R
ule 

If in VW
, avatar nam

e …
 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

4 
Ends in ‘er’ 

M
ale 

5 
100 

1 
101 

 

2.9 
83.3 (37) 

4.8 
9.0 

5 
C

ontains a m
ale U

S C
ensus nam

e 
M

ale 
18 

87 
4 

98 
 

10.6 
81.8 (17) 

17.1 
28.3 

6 
C

ontains a non-alphanum
eric character 

M
ale 

4 
101 

1 
101 

 

2.4 
80.0 (37) 

3.8 
7.3 

7 
Ends in back vow

el (‘o’ or ‘u’) 
M

ale 
9 

96 
3 

99 
 

5.8 
75.0 (13) 

8.6 
15.4 

8 
Ends in back or alveolar stop 

M
ale 

16 
89 

7 
95 

 

11.1 
69.6 (1) 

15.2 
25.0 

9 
Begins w

ith capital letter 
M

ale 
69 

36 
38 

64 
 

51.7 
64.5 (0) 

65.7 
65.1 

10 
Ends in any consonant 

M
ale 

64 
41 

37 
65 

 

48.8 
63.4 (0) 

61.0 
62.1 

U
nion 1 O

R
 2 

M
ale 

20 
85 

2 
100 

 

10.6 
90.9 (61) 

19.0 
31.5 
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The task of predicting Fem
ale gender w

as m
ore difficult. O

nly R
ule 1 below

 exceeded the 90%
 precision threshold, w

ith m
oderate 

recall. 

1. 
IF A

vatar nam
e contains a Fem

ale U
S C

ensus nam
e, TH

EN
 G

ender is Fem
ale. 

Table 22. 
R

ules Predicting Fem
ale G

ender from
 N

am
es in Sherw

ood: n=207, c=102 

R
ule 

If in VW
, avatar nam

e …
 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
C

ontains a fem
ale U

S C
ensus nam

e 
Fem

ale 
31 

71 
3 

102 
 

16.4%
 

91.2%
 (62%

) 
30.4%

 
45.6%

 

2 
Ends in ‘a’ 

Fem
ale 

30 
72 

7 
98 

 

17.9 
81.1 (7) 

29.4 
43.2 

3 
Begins w

ith a low
ercase letter 

Fem
ale 

64 
38 

35 
70 

 

47.8 
64.6 (0) 

62.7 
63.7 

4 
Ends in ‘y’ 

Fem
ale 

16 
86 

10 
95 

 

12.6 
61.5 (0) 

15.7 
25.0 

5 
C

ontains palatal fricative (‘sh’) 
Fem

ale 
7 

95 
6 

99 
 

6.3 
53.8 (0) 

6.9 
12.2 
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To determ
ine the suitability of these rules across virtual w

orlds, w
e evaluated them

 on all 656 G
uardian Academ

y avatar nam
es 

collected from
 both Phase O

ne and Phase Tw
o, again om

itting auto-assigned nam
es. The tw

o data sets differ in significant w
ays: 

participants in Sherw
ood w

ere m
ore likely to em

ploy com
m

only seen nam
es, w

hereas players in G
uardian Academ

y used num
bers in 

their nam
es m

ore frequently. 

A
m

ong the rules to predict m
ale gender, the ranking by precision differs m

arkedly from
 Sherw

ood. R
ules 6 and 8 had the highest 

precision; no rule approached the 90%
 threshold. 
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Table 23. 
R

ules Predicting M
ale G

ender from
 N

am
es in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=93, c=57 

R
ule 

If in VW
, avatar nam

e …
 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
C

ontains a m
ale U

S C
ensus nam

e 
M

ale 
4 

53 
0 

36 
 

4.3%
 

100%
 (98%

) 
7.0%

 
13.1 

2 
Ends w

ith fricative consonant 
M

ale 
9 

48 
3 

33 
 

12.9 
75.0 (12) 

15.8 
26.1 

3 
C

ontains ‘x’ or ‘z’ 
M

ale 
8 

49 
4 

32 
 

12.9 
66.7 (5) 

14.0 
23.2 

4 
C

ontains a non-alphanum
eric character 

M
ale 

0 
57 

0 
36 

 

0 
-- 

0.0 
0.0 

5 
Ends in back or alveolar stop 

M
ale 

5 
52 

3 
33 

 

8.6 
62.5 (7) 

8.8 
15.4 

6 
Ends in back vow

el 
M

ale 
6 

51 
1 

35 
 

7.5 
85.7 (43) 

10.5 
18.1 

7 
Ends in any consonant 

M
ale 

28 
29 

10 
26 

 

40.9 
73.7 (1) 

49.1 
58.9 

8 
Ends in ‘er’ 

M
ale 

4 
53 

1 
35 

 

5.4 
80.0 (34) 

7.0 
12.9 

9 
Begins w

ith capital letter 
M

ale 
37 

20 
18 

18 
 

59.1 
67.3 (0) 

64.9 
66.1 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 3 
M

ale 
12 

45 
4 

32 
 

17.2 
75.0 (9) 

21.1 
32.9 
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Table 24. 
R

ules Predicting Fem
ale G

ender from
 N

am
es in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=93, c=36 

R
ule 

If in VW
, avatar nam

e …
 

Then R
W

 
gender is …

 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
C

ontains a fem
ale U

S C
ensus nam

e 
Fem

ale 
1 

35 
0 

57 
 

1.1%
 

100%
 (60%

) 
2.8%

 
5.4%

 

2 
Ends in ‘a’ 

Fem
ale 

10 
26 

3 
54 

 

14.0 
76.9 (15) 

27.8 
40.8 

3 
Ends in ‘y’ 

Fem
ale 

6 
30 

5 
52 

 

11.8 
54.5 (1) 

16.7 
25.5 

4 
C

ontains palatal fricative (‘sh’) 
Fem

ale 
6 

30 
3 

54 
 

9.7 
66.7 (7) 

16.7 
26.7 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 
Fem

ale 
10 

26 
3 

54 
 

14.0 
76.9 (15) 

27.8 
40.8 
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4.2.2 
A

ge 

Predicting A
ge from

 Sherw
ood and G

uardian A
cadem

y N
am

es (n=469) 
(See Table 25) 
A

n exam
ination of the patterns in the avatar nam

es selected in Sherw
ood and G

uardian Academ
y (both Phase O

ne and Phase Tw
o) 

yielded very sim
ple rules that exceeded the target precision threshold of 85%

, albeit w
ith low

 recall. The notion w
as that younger 

users w
ould be m

ore innovative and m
ore likely to break the conventions of standard nam

ing, w
hile older users w

ould create nam
es 

that conform
ed m

ore to traditional nam
ing conventions. The first rule looks at w

hether a num
ber is used anyw

here in the nam
e. R

ule 
tw

o checks w
hether an avatar nam

e is also a nam
e listed in the U

S C
ensus report of 1,000 m

ost com
m

on nam
es for 2010.  

A
. IF A

vatar nam
e contains a num

ber, TH
EN

 A
ge is U

nder 18. 
B

. IF A
vatar nam

e is a com
m

on C
ensus nam

e, TH
EN

 A
ge is 18+. 

Table 25. 
R

ules Predicting A
ge from

 N
am

es in Sherw
ood and G

uardian A
cadem

y (n=469):  
U

nder 18 (c=188), 18+ (c=281) 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 A
ge 

is …
 (B

) 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall Fm

easure 

A 
Avatar nam

e contains a num
ber 

U
nder 18 

63 
125 

11 
270 

 

15.8%
 

85.1%
 (52%

) 
33.5%

 
48.1%

 

B 
Avatar nam

e is a com
m

on C
ensus 

nam
e  

18+ 
59 

222 
8 

180 
 

14.3 
88.1 (80) 

21.0 
33.9%
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Predicting A
ge from

 G
uardian A

cadem
y N

am
es and C

hat (n=250) (See Table 26) 
U

sing chat features and avatar nam
es from

 G
uardian Academ

y players, w
e exceeded an 80%

 threshold for precision in predicting the 
age categories under 18, age 18-24, and over 24. V

ery young participants tend to use a ‘telegraphic’ chat style, w
ith low

 use of articles 
and other gram

m
atical particles, low

 use of overt pronouns (w
hen the m

eaning is understandable), and frequent use of “shouting” (all 
C

A
PS) in both nam

es and chat. A
dults have a chat style that conform

s m
uch m

ore closely to standard w
ritten language, w

ith use of 
overt pronouns, qualifiers, and articles, and flourishes of w

ritten language such as ellipsis. 
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The follow
ing rules w

ere based on chat features and avatar nam
es derived from

 Phase Tw
o G

uardian Academ
y players. D

ata w
ere 

collected from
 all venues in Phase Tw

o: lab studies, studies of m
inors, LA

N
 events, and N

U
B

S studies. 

A
. IF A

vatar nam
e is all capitals A

N
D

 use of articles is below
 0.0889 (the 80

th percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is U

nder 18. 
B

. IF use of pronouns is below
 0.130 (the 40

th percentile) A
N

D
 use of articles exceeds 0.0476 (the 60

th percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is 

18-24. 
C

. IF use of qualifiers/tentative language exceeds 0.0625 (the 90
th percentile) A

N
D

 use of articles exceeds 0.0714 (the 70
th 

percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is O

ver 24. 

Table 26. 
R

ules Predicting A
ge from

 N
am

es and C
hat in G

uardian A
cadem

y  
(n=250): U

nder 18 (c=93), 18-24 (c=121), O
ver 24 (c=36) 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 age 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

A 
Avatar nam

e is all caps AN
D

 Article 
use < 80%

ile 
U

nder 18 
11 

82 
1 

156 
 

4.8%
 

91.7%
 (80%

) 11.8%
 

21.0%
 

B 
Pronoun use < 40%

ile AN
D

 Article use 
> 60%

ile 
18-24 

16 
105 

4 
125 

 

8.0 
80.0 (31) 

13.2 
22.7 

C
 

Tentative language use > 90%
ile AN

D
 

Article use > 70%
ile 

O
ver 24 

5 
31 

1 
213 

 

2.4 
83.3 (51) 

13.9 
23.8 
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Predicting M
inor A

ge from
 G

uardian A
cadem

y N
am

es and In-gam
e A

ctivity 
(See Table 27, Table 28, and Table 29) 
R

ules predicting m
inor age w

ere based on observations during Phase Tw
o of m

inors playing G
uardian Academ

y. The data subm
itted 

for analysis consisted of features derived from
 avatar nam

es and in-gam
e activity. The target age classes (8/9, 10/11, and 13-17) w

ere 
inferred from

 the grade levels of the m
inor groups participating in the study. 

W
e observed that m

inor participants’ play of G
uardian Academ

y looked very different from
 adults’. O

verall, the younger the player, 
the less experience he or she had playing in virtual w

orlds/M
M

O
G

s. Thus, w
e observed that our youngest participants (age 8/9) often 

preferred to engage in player-versus-player activities (a feature of the console-based video gam
es they play at hom

e), such as dueling, 
rather than engaging in the m

ore com
m

on M
M

O
G

 player-versus-environm
ent activities, such as character developm

ent, questing, or 
exploring the w

orld. 

1. IF Q
uests com

pleted are below
 8 (the 30

th percentile) A
N

D
 Store activity exceeds 2.0 (the 70

th percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is 8/9. 

2. IF PvP kills exceed 3 (the 90
th percentile) A

N
D

 A
vatar nam

e contains an English w
ord, TH

EN
 A

ge is 8/9. 

Table 27. 
R

ules Predicting M
inor A

ge = 8/9 (G
rade 3/4) from

 N
am

es and In-gam
e A

ctivity  
in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=91, c=25 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 age 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
Q

uests com
pleted < 30%

ile AN
D

 
Store activity > 70%

ile 
8/9 

9 
16 

2 
64 

 

12.1%
 

81.8%
 (44%

) 36.0%
 

50.0%
 

2 
PvP kills > 90%

ile AN
D

 Avatar nam
e 

contains an English w
ord 

8/9 
7 

18 
2 

64 
 

9.9 
77.8 (30) 

28.0 
41.2 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 
8/9 

12 
13 

4 
62 

 

17.6 
75.0 (17) 

48.0 
58.5 
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1. IF PvE
 deaths (player deaths by m

onsters) exceed 3 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 G
roup invites exceed 4 (the 90

th percentile), 
TH

EN
 A

ge is 10/11. 
2. IF PvE

 deaths exceed 3 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 PvP kills exceed 3 (the 90
th percentile), TH

EN
 A

ge is 10/11. 
3. IF Q

uests accepted exceed 14 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 PvP kills exceed 1 (the 70
th percentile), TH

EN
 A

ge is 10/11. 
4. IF Player deaths (PvE

 + PvP deaths) exceed 8 (the 80
th percentile) A

N
D

 T
im

e in group exceeds 1234 (the 70
th percentile), 

TH
EN

 A
ge is 10/11.!

Table 28. 
R

ules Predicting M
inor A

ge = 10/11 (G
rade 5/6) from

 N
am

es  
and In-gam

e A
ctivity in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=91, c=33 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 age 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
PvE deaths > 70%

ile AN
D

 G
roup 

invites > 90%
ile 

10/11 
10 

23 
0 

58 
 

11.0%
 

100%
 

(100%
) 

30.3%
 

46.5%
 

2 
PvE deaths > 70%

ile AN
D

 PvP kills > 
90%

ile 
10/11 

9 
24 

1 
57 

 

11.0 
90.0 (72) 

27.3 
41.9 

3 
Q

uests accepted > 70%
ile AN

D
 PvP 

kills > 70%
ile 

10/11 
9 

24 
1 

57 
 

11.0 
90.0 (72) 

27.3 
41.9 

4 
Player deaths > 80%

ile AN
D

 Tim
e in 

group > 70%
ile 

10/11 
10 

23 
3 

55 
 

14.3 
76.9 (26) 

30.3 
43.5 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 O
R

 4 
10/11 

23 
10 

4 
54 

 

29.7 
85.2 (54) 

69.7 
76.7 
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1. IF Q
uests com

pleted exceed 12 (the 90
th percentile), TH

EN
 A

ge is 13-17. 

2. IF A
m

ount of in-gam
e currency from

 selling item
s exceeds 21 (the 90

th percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is 13-17. 

3. IF Potions used exceed 1 (the 50
th percentile) A

N
D

 PvE
 kills exceed 82 (the 70

th percentile), TH
EN

 A
ge is 13-17. 

Table 29. 
R

ules Predicting M
inor A

ge = 13-17 (G
rade 8-12) from

 N
am

es  
and In-gam

e A
ctivity in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=91, c=33 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 age 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
Q

uests com
pleted > 90%

ile 
13-17 

9 
24 

1 
57 

 

11.0%
 

90.0 (74%
) 

27.3 
41.9 

2 
Am

ount of in-gam
e currency > 

90%
ile 

13-17 
10 

23 
2 

56 
 

13.2 
83.3 (46) 

30.3 
44.4 

3 
Potions used > 50%

ile AN
D

 PvE 
kills > 70%

ile 
13-17 

14 
19 

3 
55 

 

18.7 
82.4 (41) 

42.4 
56.0 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
13-17 

17 
16 

5 
53 

 

24.2 
77.3 (21) 

51.5 
61.8 
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4.2.3 
Ethnicity 

Predicting Ethnicity from
 R

ift In-gam
e A

ctivity (See Table 30 and Table 31.)  
Rules for predicting A

sian and Caucasian ethnicity w
ere obtained from

 Phase Tw
o lab studies of Rift players. A

ll 78 players for w
hom

 
gam

eplay w
as coded in N

oldus The O
bserver w

ere included in the analysis; in-gam
e features w

ere derived from
 the N

oldus event logs. 

 G
am

eplay observations show
 that A

sian players are m
ore likely (as com

pared to C
aucasians) to have an orientation tow

ards highly 
efficient, goal-oriented gam

eplay. In contrast, C
aucasian players seem

 on the w
hole less goal-oriented about questing and m

oving 
around, w

ith higher levels of standing still, m
ost likely indicating a narrative and/or social orientation – engaging w

ith the gam
e’s 

story and interface or sim
ply socializing w

ith fellow
 players (and even researchers in the laboratory sessions). This m

ay be a result of 
the other gam

es that participants from
 each sub-population claim

ed to enjoy: A
sian players in the lab-based studies generally tended 

tow
ards real-tim

e strategy (R
TS) and m

ultiplayer online battle arenas (M
O

B
A

), w
hereas C

aucasian players tended tow
ards single-

player role-playing gam
es and ‘sandbox’ gam

es (such as M
inecraft). In other w

ords, A
sian participants’ prior gam

ing experience w
as 

in genres that rew
ard efficiency; C

aucasian participants’ prior experience w
as in genres that rew

ard exploration. A
t a base level, the 

rules described below
 entail the idea that A

sian players, even novices, are ‘prim
ed’ to be m

ore efficient and ‘loiter’ less, strive for 
higher achievem

ent, and stay focused on goals even w
hen gam

ing; w
hile C

aucasian players are inclined to be m
ore sociable, 

interactive, and com
m

unicative w
ith the people they play gam

es w
ith. 

1. IF Proportion of tim
e in PvE

 com
bat exceeds 15.3%

 (the 80
th percentile), TH

EN
 Ethnicity is A

sian. 
2. IF Proportion of tim

e in PvE
 com

bat exceeds 14.3%
 (the 70

th percentile) A
N

D
 Proportion of tim

e standing still is below
 57.4%

 
(the 40

th percentile), TH
EN

 Ethnicity is A
sian. 

3. IF PvE
 kills exceeds 27 (the 70

th percentile) A
N

D
 Proportion of tim

e standing still is below
 45.3%

 (the 10
th percentile), TH

EN
 

Ethnicity is A
sian. 
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Table 30. 
R

ules Predicting A
sian Ethnicity from

 In-gam
e A

ctivity in R
ift: n=78, c=39 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
Ethnicity is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
PvE com

bat > 80%
ile 

Asian 
12 

27 
4 

35 
 

20.5%
 

75.0%
 (54%

) 
30.8%

 
43.6%

 

2 
PvE com

bat > 70%
ile AN

D
 

Standing Still < 40%
ile 

Asian 
10 

29 
1 

38 
 

14.1 
90.9 (94) 

25.6 
40.0 

3 
PvE kills > 70%

ile AN
D

 
Standing Still < 10%

ile 
Asian 

4 
35 

0 
39 

 

5.1 
100 (98) 

10.3 
18.6 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
Asian 

16 
23 

5 
34 

 

26.9 
76.2 (58) 

41.0 
53.3 
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1. IF A
verage quest duration exceeds 475 (the 80

th percentile) A
N

D
 Skill use instances are below

 32 (the 30
th percentile), TH

EN
 

Ethnicity is C
aucasian. 

2. IF Q
uests rew

arded are below
 3 (the 20

th percentile) A
N

D
 PvE

 com
bat events are below

 14 (the 30
th percentile), TH

EN
 Ethnicity 

is C
aucasian. 

Table 31. 
R

ules Predicting C
aucasian Ethnicity from

 In-gam
e A

ctivity in R
ift: n=78, c=31 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
Ethnicity is …

 (B
) C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Average quest duration > 80%

ile 
AN

D
 Skill use instances < 30%

ile 
C

aucasian 
8 

23 
1 

46 
 

11.5%
 

88.9%
 (92%

) 
25.8%

 
40.0%

 

2 
Q

uests rew
arded < 20%

ile AN
D

 
PvE com

bat events < 30%
ile 

C
aucasian 

7 
24 

1 
46 

 

10.3 
87.5 (86) 

22.6 
35.9 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 
C

aucasian 
10 

21 
2 

45 
 

15.4 
83.3 (80) 

32.3 
46.5 
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4.2.4 
English as N

ative Language 

Predicting N
ative English Speakers from

 C
hat (See Table 32) 

N
ative English speakers are captured by com

bining tw
o rules about chat. Features derived from

 all chat collected from
 players in 

Sherw
ood, G

uardian Academ
y, W

oW
, and Rift in all venues (lab studies, m

inor studies, LA
N

 events, N
U

B
S studies in the U

K
 and 

D
ubai), in both Phase O

ne and Phase Tw
o, contributed to these rules. 

Low
 frequency of utterances conform

ing to a ‘bad syntax’ m
easure w

as correlated w
ith native speakers. The assessm

ent of syntax 
quality w

as based on the confidence m
easure returned by a syntactic phrase parser. N

ative speaker status also correlated highly w
ith 

infrequent use of extrem
ely active w

ords (i.e., those w
ords w

ith high dictionary of affect in language [D
A

L] score for activation, such 
as ‘abortion,’ ‘abuse,’ ‘achievem

ent,’ ‘lover,’ ‘w
eapons’). C

om
bining these tw

o features yielded a rule w
ith high precision and 

reasonable recall. 

1. 
IF use of bad syntax is below

 0.000594 (the 40
th percentile) A

N
D

 use of high activation w
ords is below

 0.50 (the 20
th 

percentile), TH
EN

 N
ative E

nglish Speaker. 

Table 32. 
R

ules Predicting N
ative English Speakers from

 C
hat: n=540, c=289 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then …
 (B

) 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
U

se of bad syntax < 40%
ile AN

D
 

U
se of high activation w

ords < 20%
ile 

N
ative English 

speaker 
63 

226 
19 

232 
 

15.2%
 

76.8%
 (66%

) 
21.8%

 
34.0%
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4.2.5 
Education 

Predicting Education from
 EVE O

nline Econom
ic B

ehavior (See Table 33 and Table 34) 
R

ules predicting education w
ere based on econom

ic features observed from
 tw

o different sam
ples of players of EVE O

nline. The first 
group of 37 players w

as recruited at player m
eet-ups w

hich occurred betw
een D

ecem
ber 2011 and A

pril 2012, and the second from
 a 

later player gathering w
hich occurred in June 2012. B

ecause of the sm
all sam

ple size, w
e grouped the target into tw

o classes: H
I,C

C
 

consists of players w
ho have com

pleted secondary/high school or trade school/technical school/com
m

unity college, w
hile U

G
,G

R
 

consists of players w
ho have com

pleted an undergraduate or graduate or professional school education. To m
inim

ize the risk of 
overfitting, the proposed rules are as sim

ple as possible, consisting of only one condition. There are concerns about the 
generalizability of these rules due to sm

all sam
ple sizes, and w

e also found that behavior betw
een the sam

ples w
as quite different, 

w
hich seem

s m
ost likely explained by differing in-gam

e conditions at the tim
e w

hen the sam
ple data w

as collected. 

Previous literature in the area of experim
ental econom

ics has found that risk-seeking attitudes and behavior are often positively 
correlated w

ith education. In addition, our Phase O
ne study confirm

ed, to som
e degree, that these attitudes hold for virtual-w

orld 
behavior. Previous studies have found m

ixed evidence w
ith regard to age (w

ith som
e studies finding a positive correlation betw

een 
age and risk-taking behavior, som

e finding a negative one, and others finding no significant relationship). H
ow

ever, in m
any subject 

pools, age and education are very strongly correlated, and this is a potential confound. O
ur current dataset is unusual in that it contains 

both high variance in age characteristics and a relatively w
eak correlation betw

een age and education, so it offers a unique opportunity 
to further investigate this relationship. O

n this basis, w
e hypothesized that participants w

ho engage in risk-taking econom
ic behavior 

tend to have higher levels of educational achievem
ent. 

O
ur analysis confirm

s the hypothesis, and w
e find that a high level of m

arket exposure is an indicator of high education level. W
e also 

found that participants w
ho tend to avoid trading activity are far m

ore likely to have low
er levels of education. W

e confirm
ed that this w

as 
due to risk preferences by validating our behavioral indicators w

ith industry-standard tasks from
 the experim

ental econom
ics literature.  

1. IF T
rading is below

 4 (the 40
th percentile), TH

EN
 Education is H

I,C
C

. 

Table 33. 
R

ule Predicting H
igh School or C

om
m

unity C
ollege (H

I,C
C

) from
 Econom

ic B
ehavior in EVE O

nline:  
n=58, c=28 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 education is …
 (B

) 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
Trading < 40%

ile 
H

I,C
C

 
14 

14 
8 

22 
 

37.9%
 

63.6%
 (16%

) 
50.0%

 
56.0%
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1. IF E
xposure exceeds 30 (the 60

th percentile), TH
EN

 Education is U
G

,G
R

. 

Table 34. 
R

ule Predicting U
ndergraduate or G

raduate (U
G

,G
R

) from
 Econom

ic B
ehavior in EVE O

nline:  
n=58, c=28 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
education is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Exposure > 60%

ile 
U

G
,G

R
 

16 
14 

8 
20 

 

41.4%
 

66.7%
 (22%

) 
53.3%

 
59.3%
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4.2.6 
Socioeconom

ic Status 

Predicting M
inor Socioeconom

ic Status from
 G

uardian A
cadem

y N
am

es and In-gam
e A

ctivity  
(See Table 35 and Table 36) 
W

hile m
any assertions have been m

ade about m
inor populations in N

orth A
m

erica, including that they are inherently “digitally 
native” (Prensky, 2010), based on our past experience w

ith m
inors, including extensive research in schools, w

e found that digital 
“nativity” w

as m
ore like naiveté for m

ost m
inors.  

In Phase O
ne, w

e observed the follow
ing behaviors in our population of m

inors, m
ost of w

hom
 w

ere from
 low

-SES backgrounds: 
• 

They w
ere m

uch less fam
iliar w

ith M
M

O
G

 conventions than our adult population. 
• 

They tended to engage in PvP w
hen playing G

uardian Academ
y, as a m

eans of collectively learning the gam
e’s com

bat 
m

echanics; as a result, they died frequently. 
• 

They used their R
W

 nam
es, both w

hen nam
ing their avatars and w

hen com
m

unicating w
ith one another, despite deliberate 

instruction to the contrary. 

W
e hypothesized, based on our Phase O

ne observations, that m
inors from

 low
er-SES populations w

ould have less fam
iliarity w

ith 
M

M
O

G
s than those from

 higher SES populations, and that this lack of M
M

O
G

 literacy (and in fact, broader com
puter-based 

com
petency) w

ould be apparent in the follow
ing: 

• 
m

ore PvP play 
• 

m
ore deaths 

• 
m

ore likely to include their ow
n nam

e in their avatar nam
e  

Phase Tw
o afforded a broader range of m

inors from
 m

ore diverse socioeconom
ic backgrounds, including several school populations 

from
 m

id- to high-SES, enabling us to disaggregate SES from
 age. The rules below

 capture each of these hypotheses, w
ith m

ore PvP 
and PvE deaths am

ong younger and low
er-SES players; avatar nam

es that m
ake use of an English w

ord (often sim
ply an English 

nam
e); and m

ore overall PvP kills. A
m

ong the higher-SES participants, there w
ere m

ore num
bers in nam

es (indicating, w
e believe, 

that the participants anticipated not being able to select the nam
e they w

anted), m
ore quests accepted, and m

ore overall group play. 

The rules below
 w

ere based on observations of m
inors playing G

uardian Academ
y during Phase Tw

o. The data subm
itted for analysis 

consisted of features derived from
 avatar nam

es and in-gam
e activity. The target classes w

ere Low
 SES and H

igh SES, proxy groups 
inferred from

 the school that the player attended; w
e regarded self-reported assertions of SES as unreliable, since m

ost survey 
respondents considered them

selves m
iddle-incom

e. 
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1. IF Q
uests accepted are below

 10 (the 30
th percentile) A

N
D

 Potions purchased are above 2 (the 90
th percentile), TH

EN
 SES is 

L
ow

. 

2. IF PvP kills exceed 6 (the 90
th percentile) A

N
D

 A
vatar nam

e contains an English w
ord, TH

EN
 SES is L

ow
. 

3. IF A
vatar nam

e contains a num
ber A

N
D

 A
vatar nam

e contains a non-w
ord character, TH

EN
 SES is L

ow
. 

Table 35. 
R

ules Predicting M
inor Low

 SES from
 N

am
es and In-gam

e A
ctivity  

in G
uardian A

cadem
y: n=91, c=25 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 SES 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Q

uests accepted < 30%
ile AN

D
 

Potions purchased > 90%
ile 

Low
 

4 
21 

0 
66 

 

4.4%
 

100%
 (99%

) 
16.0%

 
27.6%

 

2 
PvP kills > 90%

ile AN
D

 Avatar 
nam

e contains an English w
ord 

Low
 

5 
20 

1 
65 

 

6.6 
83.3 (77) 

20.0 
32.3 

3 
Avatar nam

e contains a num
ber 

AN
D

 Avatar nam
e contains a non-

w
ord character 

Low
 

4 
21 

1 
65 

 

5.5 
80.0 (71) 

16.0 
26.7 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
Low

 
10 

15 
2 

64 
 

13.2 
83.3 (82) 

40.0 
54.1 
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1. IF Q
uests accepted exceed 15 (the 80

th percentile), TH
EN

 SES is H
igh. 

2. IF T
im

e in group exceeds 1234 (the 70
th percentile), TH

EN
 SES is H

igh. 

3. IF A
vatar nam

e does not contain an English w
ord, TH

EN
 SES is H

igh. 

Table 36. 
R

ules Predicting M
inor H

igh SES from
 N

am
es and In-gam

e A
ctivity  

in G
uardian A

cadem
y: n=91, c=66 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 SES 
is …

 (B
) 

C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Q

uests accepted > 80%
ile 

H
igh 

21 
45 

0 
25 

 

23.1%
 

100%
 (100%

) 
31.8%

 
48.3%

 

2 
Tim

e in group > 70%
ile 

H
igh 

26 
40 

1 
24 

 

29.7 
96.3 (100) 

39.4 
55.9 

3 
Avatar nam

e does not 
contain an English w

ord 
H

igh 
56 

10 
14 

11 
 

76.9 
80.0 (86) 

84.8 
82.4 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 O
R

 3 
H

igh 
62 

4 
15 

10 
 

84.6 
80.5 (89) 

93.9 
86.7 
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4.2.7 
Incom

e Level 

Predicting Incom
e from

 G
uardian A

cadem
y N

am
es, In-gam

e A
ctivity, and M

ovem
ent (See Table 37, Table 38, and 

Table 39) 
The rules below

 w
ere based on observations during Phase Tw

o of G
uardian Academ

y players in laboratory settings, at LA
N

 events, 
and at events at N

U
B

S. The features considered w
ere derived from

 avatar nam
es, in-gam

e activity, and m
ovem

ent features observed 
on 20 to 45 m

inutes of gam
e tim

e. The target classes w
ere Low

 Incom
e, M

edium
 Incom

e, and H
igh Incom

e, corresponding to the 
responses N

ot Enough, Just Enough, Enough, and M
ore than Enough (respectively) to the survey question “D

oes your fam
ily incom

e 
allow

 you to m
eet your household's everyday needs?” The analysis data set endured a significant reduction in size due to survey non-

response.  

A
s stated earlier, risk seeking behavior has been found to be correlated w

ith incom
e (D

ohm
en et al., 2009; H

artog et al., 2002): those 
w

ith higher incom
e are w

illing to accept greater risk. R
isk can be m

easured in G
A by observing battle and health behavior: w

hich 
m

onsters a player chooses to attack, player level of health w
hen they attack, and the num

ber of tim
es a player buys and uses health 

potions. 

R
eal-w

orld incom
e w

as m
easured on a three-point ordinal scale (high incom

e, m
iddle incom

e and low
 incom

e). U
sing data collected 

in the U
K

 from
 G

uardian Academ
y players in Phase Tw

o, the num
ber and percentages falling into each category are: 

• 
H

igh incom
e: n=37(35%

) 
• 

M
id incom

e: n=51(48%
) 

• 
Low

 incom
e: n=18(17%

) 

A
s hypothesized, these data w

ere negatively and significantly correlated w
ith the num

ber of health potions used as a risk m
easure; 

those w
ith higher incom

e used health potions less (p=0.04). 

A
s a validation exercise, these participants w

ere set additional real-w
orld tasks w

hich are know
n to m

easure risk-taking behavior 
including the ultim

atum
 gam

e. The ultim
atum

 gam
e is a decision task in w

hich tw
o players interact to decide how

 to divide a sum
 of 

m
oney that is given to them

. Player 1 proposes how
 to divide the sum

 betw
een the tw

o players, and the Player 2 can either accept or 
reject this proposal. If Player 2 rejects, neither player receives anything. If Player 2 accepts, the m

oney is split according to the 
proposal. The offer the first player m

akes can be used a m
easure of risk – the higher the offer, the less risk-seeking the player is. 
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U
sing data collected from

 G
A and from

 the (real-w
orld) ultim

atum
 gam

e task, the num
ber of health potions used w

as significantly 
correlated w

ith the am
ount offered by Player 1 (p=0.06), giving confidence that the num

ber of health potions used is a valid m
easure 

of risk. 

A
nalysis of the data revealed the follow

ing: 

1. IF Potions used exceeds 4 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 A
rea covered exceeds 262 (the 90

th percentile), TH
EN

 Incom
e is L

ow
. 

2. IF Player deaths (PvE
 + PvP deaths) exceed 5 (the 70

th percentile) A
N

D
 N

um
ber of group invitations accepted exceeds 2 (the 

90
th percentile), TH

EN
 Incom

e is L
ow

. 

Table 37. 
R

ules Predicting Low
 Incom

e from
 N

am
es, In-gam

e A
ctivity, 

and M
ovem

ent in G
uardian A

cadem
y: n=106, c=18 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 Incom
e 

is …
 (B

) 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) R

ecall 
Fm

easure 

1 
Potions used > 70%

ile AN
D

 Area 
covered > 90%

ile 
Low

 
2 

16 
0 

88 
 

84.9%
 

100%
 (86%

) 
11.1%

 
20.0%

 

2 
Player deaths > 70%

ile AN
D

 G
roup 

invitations accepted > 90%
ile 

Low
 

3 
15 

1 
87 

 

84.9 
75.0 (60) 

16.7 
27.3 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2 
Low

 
5 

13 
1 

87 
 

86.8 
83.3 (76) 

27.8 
41.7 
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1. IF Potions used exceed 4 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 Propensity to w
ander exceeds 3.63 (the 70

th percentile), TH
EN

 Incom
e is 

M
edium

. 

2. IF PvP deaths exceeds 1 (the 70
th percentile) A

N
D

 Q
uests accepted exceeds 14 (the 70

th percentile) TH
EN

 Incom
e is H

igh. 

Table 38. 
R

ules Predicting M
edium

 Incom
e from

 N
am

es, In-gam
e A

ctivity and M
ovem

ent  
in G

uardian A
cadem

y: n=106, c=51 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
Incom

e is …
 (B

) C
onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Potions used > 70%

ile AN
D

 Propensity 
to w

ander > 70%
ile 

M
edium

 
13 

38 
7 

48 
 

18.9%
 

65.0%
 (20%

) 
25.5%

 
36.6%

 

2 
PvP deaths > 70%

ile AN
D

 Q
uests 

accepted > 70%
ile 

M
edium

 
14 

37 
7 

48 
 

19.8 
66.7 (24) 

27.5 
38.9 

U
nion 

1 O
R

 2  
M

edium
 

24 
27 

12 
43 

 

34.0 
66.7 (15) 

47.1 
55.2 
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1. IF Player deaths (PvE

 + PvP deaths) are below
 2 (the 30

th percentile) A
N

D
 A

verage health rem
aining w

hen health potion 
used exceeds 69 (the 70

th percentile), TH
EN

 Incom
e is H

igh. 

Table 39. 
R

ule Predicting H
igh Incom

e from
 N

am
es, In-gam

e A
ctivity and M

ovem
ent in G

uardian A
cadem

y: 
n=106, c=37 

R
ule 

If in VW
 …

 (A
) 

Then R
W

 
Incom

e is …
 (B

) 
C

onfusion 
M

atrix 
C

overage 
Precision 

(A
ssurance) 

R
ecall 

Fm
easure 

1 
Player deaths < 30%

ile AN
D

 H
ealth 

w
hen potion used > 70%

ile 
H

igh 
11 

26 
2 

67 
 

12.3%
 

84.6%
 (83%

) 
29.7%

 
44.0%
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 General Observations 

During the three years of the VERUS project, we structured our work, which examined gaming 
behavior in several different MMOGs, around a suite of in-laboratory and field-situated studies 
spanning several countries and population mixes.  

From the outset, one of the central strategies for our project was to emphasize the exploration of 
gamer behaviors that we believed could transcend virtual environments. Of course, many in-
game decisions and actions are significantly defined by the affordances of the environment. 
However, since participants retain their personal RW characteristics (i.e. demographics, etc.) as 
they move between VWs, our core hypothesis was that these RW attributes would also map to 
aspects of their activities in multiple worlds. Our findings indeed suggest that individuals retain 
some key behavioral features across their gameplay activities – for example, attributes of their 
text chat and avatar naming patterns.  

In pursuit of this strategy, we asked VERUS participants to play an online public virtual game of 
their choosing, such as Maple Story, World of Warcraft, Rift, or EVE Online as well as one of the 
two specially instrumented environments we used for the project. This gave us an opportunity to 
observe their behaviors in two quite different virtual contexts. In the first case, gameplay takes 
place in a more ‘naturalistic’ virtual milieu that players are already familiar with. This allows 
researchers to examine in-world activities in more ecologically valid settings, where participants 
go about their routine gaming tasks in a ‘business-as-usual’ context.  

On the other hand, the specialized instrumentation in Sherwood and Guardian Academy – our 
dedicated game environments – provided us with far richer sources of log data and telemetry 
than we could obtain in the public worlds. These private VWs supported researcher-guided in-
world tasks in a controlled environment. We used two Guardian Academy shards to segregate 
our youth and adult players into separate but essentially identical virtual environments. This 
allowed us to conduct protected longitudinal studies of our population of minors, at the same 
time allowing adult players to log in and play whenever it suited them.  

Table 40 summarizes the performance of the rules that we developed during the overall VERUS 
project. In one or more of our VWs, we achieved or exceeded the Phase Two targets for gender, 
age group, ethnicity, English as a native language, socioeconomic status, and income level. 

We observed that players’ decisions about the appearance and design of their avatars appear to 
be good predictors of their RW gender. These design decisions are limited – or possibly 
amplified – by the affordances of each individual game. This finding seems to resonate with the 
work of other Reynard program teams, who also observed consistency in gender mapping in 
their avatar design analyses. In this context, we were pleased to note that this relationship also 
appears to travel across worlds – a result that enhances the basic theory.  
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Table 40. Predictive Model Results 

RW 
Characteristics Analysis Type VWs Studied N11 Results 

Gender 

Avatar gender,  
In-game activity, 

Movement 

Guardian 
Academy 380 

Male: 98% 
Female: 89% 

Avatar selection 
Rift 147 Male: 96% 

WoW 187 Male: 98% 

Avatar name Sherwood 273 
Male: 91% 
Female: 96% 

Age Group 

Avatar name 
Sherwood 
Guardian 
Academy 

469 
Under 18: 85% 
18+: 88% 

Avatar name, chat Guardian 
Academy 250 

Under 18: 92% 
18-24: 80% 
Over 24: 83% 

Avatar name,  
In-game activity 

Guardian 
Academy 

91 
minors 

8,9: 75% 
10,11: 85% 
13-17: 77% 

Ethnicity In-game activity Rift 78 
Caucasian: 83% 
Asian: 76% 

Language Chat 

WoW 
Sherwood 
Guardian 
Academy 

Rift 

540 
English as  
Native 
 Language: 77%  

Education Economics Study EVE Online 58 

High School, 
Community  
College: 64% 
Undergraduate, 
Graduate: 67% 

Socioeconomic 
Status 

Avatar name, In-
game activity 

Guardian 
Academy 

91 
minors 

Low: 83% 
High: 81% 

Income Level 
Avatar name, In-

game activity, 
movement 

Guardian 
Academy 106 

Low: 83% 
Medium: 67% 
High: 85% 

 

_______________ 
11 Records were dropped from analysis if required features were not captured, or if the value of 
the RW characteristic is unknown due to participants who declined to state in the survey. 
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An example across multiple worlds is our determination that an individual who chooses a male 
avatar not of an Elf race is highly likely to be RW male; we found that this behavior pattern 
holds as strongly in Rift as in WoW. Also, as noted earlier, avatar names offer a significant 
amount of information about player gender. Within the Sherwood world, we found that insights 
based on the avatar name alone predicted gender with high precision and reasonable recall.  

Both Sherwood and Guardian Academy were unfamiliar to all our participants, and therefore 
provided an equivalent learning curve for everyone. Hence, they enabled us to obtain data from 
people encountering a new game environment, all starting from the same footing. This helped us 
to overcome the individual differences in prior player experience that many game studies 
researchers encounter when merging and analyzing gameplay data in public VWs. Thus, using 
our Guardian Academy data, we were able to detect differences in in-game observable behavior 
between players who had played MMOGs in the past, and those who had not. To a moderate 
extent, we also detected such differences among the individuals who played Rift, which was a 
new and unfamiliar public game that was released early in Phase Two of our project.  

Our analysis of movement in Guardian Academy yielded an interesting observation that echoes 
findings from other studies of gender and mobility: Male players tend to ‘occupy space’ more 
than female players. This was evidenced by the tendency of males to cover more area during 
gameplay, to wander (step entropy), and to explore (place entropy). 

Finally, in EVE Online, our analysis showed that we could predict education based on the 
amount and type of trades that players conducted. More highly educated players tended to trade 
more, while less educated players tended to trade less in the market. The first set of data we 
collected also suggested further links between education and market behaviors, such as 
speculation and the degree to which individuals prefer to keep their assets liquid (rather than 
engaging in commodity trading). These results did not seem to be supported by further data 
collection.  

However, our second sample coincided with a particularly erratic period in the EVE economy 
caused by several changes that were made by the developers at that time. This unsettled the in-
world economy and led to very unusual trading patterns at a macro-level, which may have 
eliminated or obscured the effects we were searching for. We considered delaying data collection 
to obtain more reliable data, but were constrained by the end of the project deadlines. However, 
this is an area with considerable potential for future research, and we hope to have the 
opportunity to collect more data in the future. 

 

5.2 Quantitative Analysis Strategy 

During the project, we adjusted our analysis strategy to address several insights that were 
identified along the way. As we embarked on Phase Two of VERUS, we adopted a unified 
strategy of rules development that nonetheless accommodated the multimodal nature of our data 
streams and the multi-disciplinary focus of our research team. Our laboratory and field 
researchers clearly had the appropriate domain experience and subject matter expertise to 
identify features to validate hypotheses and confirm findings from the social science literature. 
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From these starting points, we thoroughly explored the data, using correlation analysis to retain 
features with predictive power and reduce them to a minimally correlated subset. The reduced 
feature set was then passed to the Tertius module of the machine-learning workbench Weka. The 
resulting list of association rules was reviewed and validated by our subject matter experts. In 
some cases, the original hypotheses were confirmed, while in others, some surprising – though 
thoroughly plausible – insights emerged. The best combination of these rules, whose union 
maximizes recall while maintaining or exceeding the target precision threshold, is presented in 
this report. 

We used a bootstrap approach, discussed in Section 3.5.6, to assess the uncertainty in the 
performance measures that we computed on our rules. Our box-and-whisker plots illustrate the 
variability in precision and recall that can be expected when our rules are applied to similar data 
sets. In the application of this approach, we introduced an innovative new ‘assurance’ technique 
that quantifies the degree to which our rules succeeded in meeting the target precision threshold. 

Our feature and rules development methodology, with its emphasis on simplicity and ease of 
interpretation, assures validity of rules and minimizes overfitting. We aimed for individual rules 
with at most two variables. We discretized continuous variables into binary indicators, each one 
an assertion about exceeding a quantile threshold. The advantages of this coarsening into 
quantiles include interpretability, seamless portability to new virtual worlds, and reduced 
computational effort.  

We minimized overfitting by imposing a limit on the complexity of the rules. Since our rules 
were subject to human review, we avoided the problem of lack of generalizability associated 
with blindly accepting the top-scoring results returned by the rules-mining software. Because our 
rules generation approach is non-parametric, there are no cross-validation experiments to 
conduct to identify the optimal number of features to include in a discriminant function, or to 
select the best member from a family of competing model forms.  

We believe that this methodology, a close collaboration between machine learning and human 
judgment, returns rules of high quality. This hybrid approach offers the best of both worlds, 
enabling a machine to automate tasks such as sifting through the data to identify candidate rules, 
but enforcing human participation in defining the features and interpreting the results.  

5.3 VERUS Qualitative Analyses 

A core feature of the VERUS laboratory studies was the researcher-driven series of gameplay 
observations that were mapped into the coded virtual world behaviors described earlier. Beyond 
providing quantitative inputs to the technical analysis specialists, these structured observations 
formed the basis of several comprehensive examinations of player attributes along several 
innovative dimensions. These original lines of inquiry centered on four overlapping aspects of 
gamer traits: the behavioral features of in-world leadership, the qualities of in-world expertise, 
the influence of RW relationships among players, and EVE Online observational studies. The 
underlying basis of this research is summarized here; a more comprehensive description of this 
work is provided in the appendices to this report.  
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Leadership. Current research on leadership in online games has centered on the application of 
virtual forms of leadership in real-life domains. Within the VERUS study, we took advantage of a 
valuable opportunity to empirically document the production and negotiation of leadership in 
discrete, short-term gameplay sessions, and to map these behaviors to players’ RW attributes. 
We explored VW leadership in a short-term, emergent form, rather than studying longer-term 
and more established forms of leadership. In this process, we developed a leadership schema, 
which provides structure to our theories of leadership styles based on a detailed analysis of our 
coding of the observational data.  

Expertise. The development of a clear conception of expertise, and determining ways to 
evaluate it, have attracted considerable attention in social scientific research on MMOGs. The 
ability to meaningfully and accurately identify both what expertise is, and how it can be 
assessed, is key to understanding gamer behavior in a variety of contexts. However, the tendency 
to date has been to use reductionist measurements of expertise that fail to represent what expert 
play really involves in specific games, or to demonstrate how expertise might be transferred 
across games. For VERUS, we were keen to generate a more robust and multi-modal model of 
expert MMOG play, in particular because of the extent to which expertise intersects with other 
RW attributes in shaping player in-game behavior, thereby confounding attempts to 
unambiguously identify those attributes. 

RW Relationships. Our initial lab studies of individuals and small groups playing MMOGs 
strongly suggested that players’ VW behaviors are heavily contingent on the contexts of their 
play, in particular who they co-situate with while playing. We learned from participants that for 
many of them, playing online games with romantic partners was an important way for them to 
spend time together. Our observations also suggested that certain aspects of MMOG play were 
more common with romantic couples than with other co-situated players. These activities 
included sustained close avatar proximity, initiating and completing the same in-game activities 
at the same time, and the selection of avatars with complementary capabilities. As the VERUS 
project progressed, we made couples’ play a focus of recruitment and analysis in several 
laboratory-based studies to more fully document if and how romantic couples’ play styles might 
differ from the in-world activities of other pairs of co-situated players. 

Observational Study of EVE Online Gameplay. A detailed study of EVE Online 
gameplay behavior was undertaken using a small group of players who either participated in our 
lab-based studies or were recruited at LAN events. (This qualitative observational study was 
separate from the quantitative behavioral economics work discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.5, 
which was carried out by other VERUS scholars with a different set of participants.) EVE Online 
is unusual in several ways; for example, much of the in-world activity and coordination are 
negotiated and managed outside the game. Also, EVE play is very much an assemblage, 
involving multiple platforms for game-related communicative action and interaction. Our 
observational research gave us valuable insights into the challenges of inferring RW attributes 
from casual observation of players in-world. For example, at LAN events, our researchers found 
that some individuals simultaneously played eight (or more) accounts. Thus, the collective 
activity of multiple EVE avatars can be controlled by a single player. Such “multi-boxing” 
behavior is not readily apparent through in-game observations and probably warrants further 
research. 
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5.4 Challenges for International Game Studies Research 

In the early stages of our project, we encountered a number of challenges in the process of 
obtaining ethics approvals for our work, which purposely spanned several international locations. 
A number of these issues related to the varying approaches to ethics reviews in different 
countries, particularly with regard to determining who should be the appropriate arbiter of what 
constitutes minimal risk for social science research within particular jurisdictions. Some 
institutional review procedures, which had been previously used for overseeing on-the-ground 
ethnographic studies in other countries, were found to be insufficient for this project. It was 
determined that our participant documentation, online surveys, and observational protocols 
would need to be approved by research ethics specialists with links to local institutions in each 
jurisdiction of interest.  

Obtaining such local institutional approvals proved difficult for several reasons. Although many 
jurisdictions have comprehensive ethics procedures for reviewing clinical trials and medical 
device studies, far fewer have recognized processes for approving the kind of qualitative social 
science and observational research we planned to undertake. In some cases, our researchers were 
advised that it would be professionally inappropriate to request formal reviews from individuals 
with specialties so far outside our domain of interest. In other situations, the issue of affiliation 
with local institutions was a challenging hurdle. On more than one occasion, it was made clear 
that obtaining a local ethics board review would be infeasible unless our project included 
sponsored investigators and/or engaged researchers at the particular local institution itself.  

One potential solution was to retain the services of an international consulting firm with 
resources and skills for efficiently coordinating ethics reviews in multiple jurisdictions. While a 
number of such entities specialize in medical device projects and distributed clinical trials, we 
were unable to identify any organization that offers equivalent services for international social 
science research. The unfortunate effect of these various challenges was that we had to step back 
from our planned fieldwork in several Asian and European countries.  
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APPENDIX A: LEADERSHIP IN VIRTUAL WORLDS 

Introduction. Leadership in online games is a relatively recent line of inquiry by scholars who 
have begun exploring the possible applications of virtual forms of leadership in various real life 
domains, including the workplace and spaces of civic engagement. While current research 
focuses on long-term leadership roles and their application to these contexts, the work we report 
on here, carried out at the YU and SFU laboratories as part of the VERUS study, is among the first 
of its kind to empirically document the production and negotiation of leadership in discrete, 
short-term gameplay sessions, and to map these behaviors to players’ real-world (RW) attributes. 
In this report, we explain why we explored virtual world (VW) leadership in short-term and 
emergent form as opposed to studying longer-term and established forms of leadership, and how 
we examined this in Noldus The Observer through the development of a leadership schema. We 
then provide an overview of our theory of leadership styles based on the analysis of Noldus-
enabled data and conclude by considering the contribution this work makes to the small but 
growing body of research on leadership in virtual environments. 

Background. The literature on leadership in MMOGs primarily considers the relationship 
between formalized, long-term leadership (e.g. the role of guild leader in most fantasy-based 
games) and RW management success. This research views MMOGs as laboratories in which to 
study potential real-life organizational processes (Goh and Wasko, 2009a, 2011). The underlying 
presumption is that insofar as white-collar workplaces can become, or are already like online 
games, then the skills cultivated by in-game leaders can transfer to real life contexts (Reeves and 
Malone, 2007). The hypothesis is that both real-life 21st century organizations and in-game 
guilds face constant technological and logistical challenges requiring innovative problem-solving 
and the coordination of diverse skill sets. This work parallels anecdotal and journalistic stories in 
online news and gaming-related sites regarding the (dis)connects between virtual play and 
real-life employment1. It also aligns with other studies that examine online play as the potential 
site of educational and/or social benefits, such as civic experiences (Lenhart et. al., 2008). 

The research on both managerial leadership and civic engagement in relation to MMOGs focuses 
on certain limited kinds of play-based activities: the practices of guilds (Goh and Wasko, 2009a) 
and end-game raiding groups (Chen, 2009), both of which require formalized, long-term 
leadership positions with responsibilities for establishing goals and priorities (Reeves and 
Malone, 2007) and training and recruiting new members (Goh and Wasko, 2009b). This work 
also points to features of both players and avatars that tend to enable (or disable) their capacity to 
take on leadership positions. For example, male avatars and players from classes on the front 
lines of in-game combat, such as warriors and paladins, are more likely to occupy formal 
leadership roles (Goh and Wasko, 2009a, 2009b; Lehdonvirta et. al., 2012). 
In contrast to this research on formalized, long-term leadership in MMOGs, a small number of 
qualitative studies have examined how leadership is negotiated within and across gameplay. 
These studies do not examine leadership as a fixed role that is assigned or taken on in game-
based divisions of labor. For example, Reeves and Malone (2007) observe that leadership in 
_______________ 
1 See, for example, debates online about whether to put one’s experience guilds on a résumé 
(Sorden, 2008).  
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MMOGs is contingent on the in-game context and the relationships between players. Similarly, 
van Dijk and Broekens (2010) propose a distinction between formalized, or authoritative 
leadership, and distributed leadership where leadership roles and responsibilities are constantly 
negotiated and shared depending on specific in-game situations.  

Addressing the importance of verbal communication to the performance of leadership in discrete 
situations, Chen (2009) and Reeves and Malone (2007) demonstrate that this negotiation of 
leadership is often carried out through the strategic and deliberate use of particular 
communication channels offered by the game: channels that can be proximal and distant, non-
verbal and verbal, and enable group members to review each other’s in-game effectiveness. 
O’Connell et al. (2010), in their study of a time-delineated, team-based competitive VW treasure 
hunt, found that successful groups were characterized by short, frequent bursts of communication 
between team members, orchestrated or initiated by the de facto leader.  

While this research collectively presents a set of behaviors and communication patterns 
characteristic of (and required by) players in positions of in-game leadership, none of it pays 
attention to the role of other players or non-player agents such as game mechanics, rules, and 
communication facilities in co-producing leadership. This co-production perspective formed the 
analytical focus for our examination of leadership in Rift. 

Rationale. In the iterative construction of a closed coding schema to analyze leadership 
behaviors among lab-based participants playing Rift in small groups at SFU and YU, researchers 
analyzed the minute mechanics of leading and explored the ways leadership is assumed, 
ascribed, and co-produced in micro-instances of play. Our research investigated how leadership 
circulates in short sessions of play, contingent on both human and non-human actors in the game, 
and we examined the role of communication in this negotiation. These analyses took into 
account contextual variables, such as players’ skill sets and relationships to each other, and the 
influence of game mechanics in bounding and prescribing players’ behaviors and communication 
practices. Beginning from the conclusion by Reeves, Malone, and O’Driscoll (2008), that 
leadership is “a task, not an identity – a state that a player enters and exits rather than a personal 
trait that emerges and thereafter defines the individual” (p. 62), we ask, how is leadership 
produced or performed relative to game mechanics, other players, technological affordances, and 
the balance between ability/skill and game challenge?  

Study design. The construct of leadership as a research variable surfaced formally in the 
second phase of the VERUS research when we had the opportunity to systematically explore 
through an explicitly leadership-focused study design and more sophisticated analytical 
techniques (using Noldus’ qualitative analysis software The Observer). Based on the literature 
described earlier, we developed a leadership-focused schema for coding audio-visual data 
collected during YU and SFU lab sessions. This Noldus-based schema was informed by the 
exploratory work on multiple VWs carried out in Phase One and the literature on leadership in 
MMOGs reviewed above. The items in this coding schema combined indicators of in-game 
progression and events (quests completed, areas explored, avatars dying or leveling up) with 
verbal utterances between players expressive of leadership or its negotiation (such as giving 
commands, requests for clarification and help, deferrals, suggestions, and statements of avatar 
position or status, which we labelled “check-ins”). To obtain satisfactory inter-rater reliability, 
researchers working with the schema developed a comprehensive inventory of communicative 
acts associated with different discourse-based codes. 
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Since literature on the topic indicates a correlation between leadership roles and players’ age, 
sex, and expertise, researchers constructed a study design based on combinations of these 
variables. The schema included 24 players organized along four dimensions: age, sex, expertise, 
and guild leadership2. Researchers coded the play sessions of 12 male and 12 female players, 
including in each session four novices, four expert non-guild leaders, and four (self-identified) 
guild leaders, as well as equal numbers of participants over and under age 23 (the median age of 
lab-based study participants).  

Leadership Styles. Alongside researchers’ field notes from each of the VERUS lab-based 
sessions included in this study design, the visualizations of the Noldus-based observations 
provided an empirical basis from which to develop characterizations of three specific leadership 
styles and to connect these styles to players’ RW characteristics. 

Strong leadership. We identified a strong leadership style when a clear-cut leader is easily 
identified from the coded gameplay footage. This is typically observed in pairings of players 
with different levels of experience, with the more expert player typically taking on the leadership 
role. In this style of leadership, the leader’s session is characterized by giving commands, 
making suggestions to and decisions for the other group members, and providing help in 
response to the follower requesting clarification and seeking permission. Communication 
clusters around in-game combat and quest progression.  
This style of leadership was observed most often from male players with more expertise than 
their female or younger partners. However, this can be confounded when a female or younger 
player has more expertise than the male, suggesting that strong leadership may be as much a 
function of differing levels of expertise as it is related to gender or age.  

Self-interested leadership. This style of leadership is seen in a player who commands other 
party members and makes suggestions and decisions to further his or her personal interests rather 
than to meet shared group goals such as completing quests. In this mode of leadership, the player 
assigns actions and gives orders to achieve what he or she wants to do but rarely offers help. This 
leadership style is marked by higher frequencies of failed leadership attempts, in which the other 
player either ignores or rejects the would-be leader’s directives.  

Collaborative leadership. In the third style of leadership, the leader’s emphasis is on 
facilitating cohesion rather than explicitly giving orders to another player. It is most often seen in 
groups or pairings of experienced or expert players where less help is needed. Communication in 
this case tends to be more oriented towards letting other players know whereabouts and status 
(“checking in”), deciding on goals through discussion, and making suggestions for courses of 
action. Overall, this style is characterized by a higher than average level of coordinated play with 
lower than average authoritative utterances.  
Collaborative leadership was observed most often among participants with similarly high levels 
of expertise, where a shared understanding of the requirements to complete in-game objectives 
_______________ 
2 Data on players RW attributes were obtained through the VERUS survey. For expertise, we drew 
from our “Expertise Assessment,” which rated each lab-based participant as either a novice, 
intermediate, or expert MMOG player based on a combination of self-report (through survey and 
interview data) and researcher observations during the participant’s play session. 
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means that leadership roles do not need to be assumed by any one player; the “leader” is, in 
effect, the game. Expert players do not take orders from each other, but have learned to identify 
and follow cues provided by the game’s environment, interface, and non-player characters. Here, 
as with strong leadership, player expertise is more important than other RW attributes. We 
observed this style of leadership among male-male, male-female, and female-female pairings, as 
well as among pairings of players with differing age levels and ethnic backgrounds. 

Contribution. In addition to documenting the importance of communicative utterances to 
performances of leadership and the influence of player expertise on the negotiation of (or need 
for) explicit leadership roles, this analysis makes an important contribution to leadership 
research. It is the first qualitative, objective exploration of MMOGs to examine leadership 
through the micro-analyses of gameplay, viewing leadership as a dynamic phenomenon that 
emerges through the contingent relationships among players’ embodied identities, technological 
affordances, defined gameplay scenarios, and well-specified levels of expertise. This micro-
analytic work supplements rather than detracts from work that looks at more established, long-
term leadership in games, illustrating the various mechanics and processes through which 
leadership is negotiated from moment to moment. In doing so, one crucial outcome of this work 
is that we can empirically document, through analyses of collaborative leadership, that among 
players of comparable expertise, leadership, per se, all but vanishes from players’ actions. In 
these instances, we can see how the leadership role actually transfers from human to non-human 
actors; when competent players can read and take their cues from the game, the need for explicit 
direction among players disappears. 
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APPENDIX B: MEASURING PLAYER EXPERTISE 

Introduction. Social scientific research on MMOGs holds considerable interest in formulating 
a clear concept of expertise and developing ways to evaluate it. Whether for educational, 
commercial, or scientific studies, the ability to meaningfully and accurately identify and assess 
expertise is central to understanding player behavior in online games. To date, however, 
quantitatively driven studies in this area have tended to use reductionist measurements of 
expertise that neither fully represent expert play in specific games, nor demonstrate how 
expertise might transfer across games. Generating a more robust and multi-modal model of 
expert MMOG play is of central importance to the VERUS study to the extent that expertise 
intersects with other RW attributes in shaping player in-game behavior, confounding attempts to 
identify those attributes. 

Background. Typical of current approaches to measuring player expertise in online role-
playing games, Huffaker et al. (2009) and Shim et al. (2009) calculate expertise by the amount of 
experience points achieved over a certain period of time; Wang et al. (2011) base expertise on 
the sum total of avatar statistics (the numerical level of various attributes affecting avatar power, 
including strength, stamina, health, agility, and so on). The objective is to generate a quantifiable 
model of expertise that can be deployed in large scale studies to categorize and analyze patterns 
of player activity. Using operations research as a model, Shim et al. define expertise as follows:  

In much the same way manufacturing performance is measured in terms of 
performance, quality and inventory, we define performance in EverQuest II as a 
function of productivity and quality. We define productivity as a measure of how 
many tasks a given player completes and how many points he/she gains as a 
result of completing the task(s) in a given time duration (p. 1199). 

Similarly, Huffaker et al. (2009), drawing from industrial and organizational psychology, define 
experts as “those who are able to achieve most in the game; and those who are able to do so in 
the most efficient manner” (p. 2). While the latter model differentiates between “achievement” 
experts, players with high-level avatars, and “performance” experts, players who may or may not 
have high-level avatars, but who level up relatively quickly, both approaches draw from game-
based data (time and experience points) to generate a formula for expertise-as-efficiency. There 
are, however, significant limitations in measuring expertise as efficiency on the basis of a small 
number of performance metrics.  

First, the focus in each study on single avatars, rather than all the avatars on a player’s account, 
means that the player’s achievements across multiple avatars are not captured; these are 
measurements of an avatar’s performance, not a player’s capacity for masterful play.  
Second, the use of a small number of variables to measure performance (whether experience 
points accrued over time or the total score for an avatar’s statistics) restricts expert play to a very 
narrow bandwidth of in-game activities. Equally relevant but less quantifiable expressions of 
expertise include a focus on player-vs.-player combat, narratively-driven role-play, exploration 
of the game’s world geography, and accumulating in-game currency, among others. Not 
including these aspects of expertise relegates them to the domain of inefficient, inexpert play, 
and overlooks important factors in RW behavior.  
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Third, performances of and criteria for expert play, even when narrowly conceptualized as 
efficiency, vary significantly from one game to another. In a game like EVE Online, for example, 
it makes little sense to measure expertise in terms of the accumulation of points over time 
because the advancement of experience levels is a direct and automated function of time logged 
in the game world. Players soon learn that they can ‘level up’ in the game by leaving the game 
running even when they are not actually playing. 

The range of expert behaviors excluded from these efficiency-based, single avatar-focused 
models of expertise was demonstrated during the Phase One laboratory-based studies at SFU and 
YU, where participants were invited to play, either alone or in small groups, in the VW of their 
choice. Some WoW players routinely spent several hours, several times a week playing nothing 
but “Capture the Flag” or other PvP game modes using low-level avatars, and expressed no 
interest in any other forms or aspects of the game.  

A number of participants made use of the specific features of different MMOGs to cultivate and 
perform different kinds of expertise. They used WoW for role-play to leverage that game’s 
dedicated role-play servers, and used Guild Wars to focus on action-oriented PvP combat. At 
both LAN studies events and in the YU and SFU laboratories, we encountered many participants 
who reported playing numerous MMOGs at a time without committing to any particular game. 
These players demonstrated a masterful degree of operational competence and understanding of 
genre conventions, but never gained high avatar levels in any single game.  
Another important Phase One insight about MMOG expertise is that highly efficient MMOG 
play has a standardizing effect on player behavior. At the advanced levels of MMOG play, in 
situations such as dungeon raids in WoW, success requires highly-constrained configurations of 
avatar skills and tactics with little room for creative behavior among players1. One participant, 
while playing WoW in the YU lab, called this the “synchronized swim” of high-end play. At 
lower levels of play, particularly in WoW and other similar fantasy-themed MMOGs, efficient 
progression through avatar advancement requires a fairly routinized and predictable patterning of 
in-game activities: travel to an outpost, accept quests from non-player characters (NPCs), carry 
out quest objectives through combat and resource-gathering, collect quest rewards, travel to the 
next outpost. The more efficiently this pattern is carried out, the less margin there is for 
individualistic or idiosyncratic expression. To the casual observer, two similarly efficient players 
will exhibit similar behaviors, regardless of their RW characteristics. In other words, the kind of 
expert play that focuses on efficient progression through character levels and the completion of 
other prescribed game objectives, indicative of “hardcore” or “instrumental” orientations to 
MMOG play (Taylor, 2006), flattens in-game observable differences between players. 

Rationale. To accommodate the different expressions and manifestations of expertise that we 
observed in Phase One, and to account for the ways particular forms of expertise seem to 
standardize player behavior, we began, in fall 2010, to develop a framework for analyzing and 
ultimately quantifying player expertise along a series of modalities. The Expertise Construct 
presents four interrelated but distinct areas of competency that we observed and discussed with 

_______________ 
1 The 2005 story of “Leroy Jenkins,” where a player involved in a large-scale WoW raid rushed 
headlong into a difficult area while the rest of his party were preparing themselves, “aggroing” 
the enemies and causing the entire party to be destroyed, is a (staged) illustration of the risks and 
penalties involved in deviating from the script of high-level WoW play. 
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participants in Phase One: investment, discourse, skill, and knowledge. While the description of 
and rationale behind each is more fully developed in Taylor, de Castell, Jenson, and Humphrey 
(2011), we provide a brief outline of them here. 

Investment. Investment refers to the resources, including time, that a player commits to 
exploring an MMOG. These resources include hours per week spent playing, as well as real and 
virtual currency spent on enhanced membership, promotional items for avatars, gaming 
equipment, and so on.  

Skill. The skill modality of expertise expresses the operational competency of players, and in 
particular, reflects the general set of proficiencies derived from extensive experience with 
multiple games, genres, interfaces, and input devices. Skillful play is expressed through adept 
spatial navigation, effective use of avatar abilities, infrequency of avatar death, and the 
navigation and customization of interface elements. Skillful play is also expressed across games, 
in the capacity to move relatively effortlessly from one MMOG to the next, mobilizing 
competencies around avatar movement and conventional MMOG mechanics. 

Knowledge. The knowledge modality addresses the extent to which a player understands the 
internal workings of the game, both in terms of its rules and mechanics (ludic knowledge) and 
with respect to the game’s story (narrative knowledge). Ludic knowledge is reflected in 
awareness of a game’s character customization, progression, combat, and trading systems, and is 
expressed paradigmatically through the efficient and highly goal-oriented play of the power 
gamer [Taylor, 2006]. Narrative knowledge relates to a player’s understanding of the game 
world’s story and lore and the backgrounds of different in-game characters, populations, and 
environments. It is expressed not only (and most obviously) through role-play, but also through 
intertextual references to other games and media franchises, as well as the creation of fiction, 
images, and videos (Machinima) based on the game. 

Discourse. Discourse refers to a player’s communicative competence, as expressed through 
mastery of vernacular specific to the game, genre, and broader Internet/gaming cultures, as well 
as the optimal deployment of communication through particular media (VOIP, dedicated in-
game chat channels). 

These separate modalities are intended to capture the range of highly sophisticated orientations 
to and expressions of MMOG play that were observed from watching participants play in various 
MMOGs in Phase One. Taken together, these modalities represent a more comprehensive 
account of expertise than those offered by current quantitative studies of MMOG play, which 
tend to valorize the more efficiency-oriented markers of player achievement quantitatively 
recorded and scored by games (gear score, avatar level, etc.) as the most valid, legitimate, and 
most easily measured expressions of expert play. 

The following section documents the translation of investment, skill, and (ludic) knowledge into 
quantifiable sliders, that generate separate scores for individual participants and for each 
modality, based on module-specific data points. These “Investment” and (combined) 
“Skill/Ludic Knowledge” scores served as variables that were used to analyze the behaviors of 
different player sub-populations. We also overview the deployment of the combined Skill & 
Ludic Knowledge slider in analyses using Noldus’ The Observer XT. 
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Measuring Investment. Participants’ investment in MMOG play was the first expression of 
expertise that was used to generate a quantifiable score for players. To do so, we identified a 
series of VERUS survey questions that addressed the degrees and kinds of participant investment 
in MMOG play.2 Answers to each question were scored from -3 to +3; the sum of these 
question-specific scores produces an aggregate investment score, plotted along an ordinal scale 
ranging from -14 (low investment) to +14 (high investment).  

Sex-swapping and Expertise. An application of the investment score was reported at the 
Phase One Final Review Meeting in Feb 2011. The intersection of expertise and avatar sex-
swapping is a much-discussed and debated topic among both games researchers and players. To 
disaggregate sex-swappers from expert players, we generated investment scores for each male 
WoW player in our study population who either reported playing or was observed playing with at 
least one female WoW avatar. We then separated male sex-swappers who played with at least one 
female avatar from a conventionally non-attractive WoW race (Tauren, Troll, Dwarf, Undead, 
Orc, Gnome) from male players who only sex-swapped using WoW races considered more 
attractive (Blood Elf, Night Elf, Human, Drainei). Plotting incidences of sex-swapping with non-
attractive vs. attractive female avatars (Figure B.1), showed that male players with higher 
investment scores are more likely than male players with low investment scores to play with 
non-attractive female avatars.  

 
 

Figure B.1: Distribution of Male Player Investment with Attractive and  
Unattractive Avatars 

_______________ 
2 Specifically, we compiled survey data reporting on: hours per week spent in the participant’s 
MMOG of choice, number of characters, whether they have a regular timeslot for play, whether 
they have used RW currency to buy virtual items, and the number of friends in the virtual world 
that they know offline. 
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In other words, the tired and oft-repeated line that male players play as female avatars to “stare at 
a pretty butt” was less applicable to expert (qua highly-invested) players than to novices. We 
observed that expertise was a significant determinant of avatar gender choice. 

Measuring Skill and Ludic Knowledge. Ludic knowledge is crucial in providing a 
compelling example of the importance of player investment in measuring expertise. However, 
because the investment metric was comprised initially of external (and self-reported) variables 
rather than in-game observables, ludic knowledge had limited usefulness to the VERUS project in 
Phase One. In Phase Two, therefore, we focused efforts on developing and iterating a metric 
capable of measuring a player’s skill and ludic knowledge through variables recorded in 
Guardian Academy (GA).  

Since GA is not publicly accessible, it enabled us to capture “first-time play” for all Phase Two 
participants, even the most experienced participants. Therefore, we could measure how 
individual players’ skill (operational competency) and ludic knowledge (awareness of MMOG 
conventions) transferred from their prior gaming experiences into a standardized virtual game 
environment sharing the kinds of user input, interface, and progression mechanics common to 
other popular fantasy-based MMOGs. Combining skill and ludic knowledge into one metric 
provided a broad and rich basis for comparing participants’ overall familiarity with the material 
and virtual apparatuses required for play in most MMOGs. 

As with the survey-based investment metric, the Guardian Academy-based skill and ludic 
knowledge slider plots participants along an ordinal scale (-12 to +12) based on an aggregate of 
individually scored variables collected over the first 45 minutes of play. Variables include 
number of avatar deaths, level achieved, number of self-heals and buffs (abilities that increase an 
avatar’s resilience or power) used, number of quests completed, use of NPC merchants to buy or 
sell equipment, and of the acquisition of better weapons and armor. Taken together, these in-
game observables provide indicators of competent and efficient play generalizable across most 
fantasy-based MMOGs.  

Of the 380 participants whose gameplay data we plotted on the skill and ludic knowledge slider, 
the median score was two. A score of two or more in the first 45 minutes of play indicated that 
the player made it out of the tutorial, did not die a significant amount in PvE, and learned to use 
skills (including self-heals and buffs). A participant’s score for this slider reflects his or her 
ability to both recognize and act on the core gaming conventions that Guardian Academy draws 
on: how to accept, carry out, and be rewarded for quests; how to heal and enhance the avatar’s 
abilities and avoid death; how to obtain better gear; how to make effective and efficient use of 
class skills. None of these things individually represents a particularly skillful (or novice) level 
of play, but taken together, their score represents a baseline competency in and knowledge of 
MMOG conventions.  

Age and expertise. The skill and ludic knowledge slider provided a means of comparing 
different sub-populations in our study in terms of their generic competency and familiarity with 
MMOGs. Figure B.2 illustrates the clear skills gap in MMOG play between adults (198 
participants) and minors (182) in our population, with substantially more adults (69%) scoring at 
or above the median score of 2, compared to only 36% of minors.  
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Figure B.2: Scoring Adult and Minor Populations for Skill and Ludic Knowledge  
in Guardian Academy 

The adults had a baseline of technical proficiency that the minors did not, confirming our 
observations that most adults, even participants without a lot of experience with MMOGs, were 
familiar with some kind of game genre and most had a baseline operational competence. 
Children in our study, by comparison, often did not have a similar baseline operational 
competence. This finding was expected given that the majority of minors in our sampling were 
recruited from schools in lower socio-economically privileged neighborhoods, where access to 
computers continues to be uncommon, while the adults were recruited from university and public 
gaming event populations. However, this finding convincingly illustrates the dangers in 
attributing native computer proficiency to children, by virtue of their age. 

Measuring Expertise in Noldus’ The Observer. Along with the scored skill slider for 
instrumented Guardian Academy play, we wanted to operationalize the identification of expertise 
in typical MMOG play, which became the focus of our laboratory-based studies in Phase Two. 
While the scored skill and ludic knowledge slider provides an empirically derived statistical 
overview of expertise-as-efficiency, we wanted to understand how events happen as gameplay 
unfolds over time, how gameplay events intersect, and whether this type of analysis, using 
similar variables as those examined in GA, could provide a glimpse into whether and how 
expertise transfers across games (in this case, from GA to Rift, a commercial, three-dimensional 
MMOG). Since almost all participants in the Phase Two YU and SFU lab-based studies played 
both GA and Rift for 45 minutes each, and all but two participants had no prior experience 
playing Rift, we had two different game-based virtual environments in which to analyze and 
contrast participants’ MMOG-related competencies. 

The Noldus coding scheme developed to analyze participants’ expertise in Rift was based on the 
Expertise Construct articulated in Taylor, de Castell, Jenson, and Humphrey (2011). As with the 
GA-based analyses outlined above, the Noldus expertise schema focused primarily on the skill 
and ludic knowledge modalities, as these are most readily empirically documented. The finalized 
operational model of expertise for VERUS contained 55 codes in total, with 10 core code 
categories and 11 modifier categories organized under the same categories. Particular attention 
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ensured that key indicators of skill and ludic knowledge (avatar death, level up, quest complete, 
acquiring and equipping items) were deployed in both the GA slider and Rift Noldus-based 
coding scheme. 

Part of the standardized coding process with this refined expertise schema included an inter-
coder reliability (ICR) procedure. ICR is a standard measure of consistency and reliability when 
coding qualitative data with multiple coders. It ensures the consistent application of annotation 
rules for empirical work in need of subsequent quantitative analysis. While ICR can be measured 
in several different ways, we chose to use the widely accepted Cohen’s Kappa. Once we reached 
a Cohen’s Kappa value of 0.8 (considered an almost perfect agreement), we used Noldus to code 
30 videos.  

The Noldus-based study of expertise in Rift involved 30 participants, divided equally among 
male and female, and novice, intermediate, and expert. In designing this study, it was important 
for us to formulate an externally derived standardized assessment of participant expertise. This 
ensured that study participants were not selected based on the same variables we were attempting 
to analyze. This external expertise assessment included intake interview, survey, and 
observational data, compiled and analyzed by research assistants. 

We also integrated the Noldus-based expertise coding into the data sets for other Noldus-driven 
analyses (event chart analysis in particular) to correlate a larger variety of game events with 
expertise-specific codes. Coded Rift sessions allowed us to analyze when and how skill and ludic 
knowledge from GA, a two-dimensional browser-based game, transferred to the more graphically 
intensive, technically and ludically complex, three-dimensional world of Rift. Specifically, we can 
document how ludic knowledge cultivated in other two-dimensional online gaming environments, 
such as free-to-play Maple Story and Runescape, is applicable to both GA and Rift.  

Participants whose gaming experience came primarily from two-dimensional MMOGs were able 
to identify the progression structure and combat mechanics involved in both lab-based games, 
but most had significant trouble navigating their characters through the three-dimensional 
environments of Rift, which requires both character and camera control. In other words, where 
ludic knowledge may be readily transferable across fantasy-based MMOGs, skill (defined in our 
expertise construct as operational competency) is heavily contingent on players’ familiarity with 
specific GUI configurations, camera perspectives, and inputs.  

The Noldus-based expertise coding also enabled us to both qualitatively and quantitatively 
analyze the significance of certain behaviors in Rift that are unobservable or impossible to carry 
out in GA. For instance, a working hypothesis related to jumping as an indicator of novice play 
proved to be contingent upon context after we analyzed different participants’ jumping patterns. 
Contrary to our initial hypothesis, experts frequently jumped a lot, but they were more likely to 
use jumping as a flag to other party members (“over here!”), or for terrain exploration; they also 
tended to jump rhythmically when traveling across the map, perhaps as a way of breaking the 
monotony of traveling from point A to point B. In some rare instances, experts jumped to disrupt 
their avatar from carrying out an unwanted action (such as stopping their avatar from casting a 
spell that was no longer needed). Novices, on the other hand, were much more likely to jump 
during combat in conjunction with button-mashing behaviors. Rather than jumping itself, 
jumping combined with other contextual events or states indicated novice play.  
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Contribution. Through extensive qualitative analysis of experts at play in several different 
virtual worlds, we generated an understanding of expertise that takes into account the multiple 
expressions of competence well past the limiting notion that expertise consists primarily in the 
efficient completion of progression-oriented activities prescribed by the game. Our expertise 
construct, in theory, recognizes that some expressions of competency (such as role play) are less 
efficient, but no less sophisticated. Similarly, our model recognizes that different MMOGs elicit 
and enable different sets of competencies and orientations to play. For example, expert PvP 
gamers have very little capacity to demonstrate or cultivate their skill in games with limited PvP 
opportunities.  

We instrumented three of the modalities of expert MMOG play we identified – investment, skill, 
and ludic knowledge –in quantitative examinations of our study populations. In doing so, we 
were able to deploy our qualitatively-derived insight that expertise is at least as powerful as other 
RW attributes in shaping in-game behavior. The instrumentation supported quantitative analyses 
of avatar sex-swapping behavior with regards to investment and familiarity with MMOG 
conventions as they pertain to skill and ludic knowledge. 

We were also able to begin exploring how skill and ludic knowledge transfer across different 
games by examining participants’ performance in two novel VW environments, a consideration 
that remains under-explored in studies of MMOG play. We accomplished this by using a shared 
set of core variables that, while they addressed only progression-oriented performance, provided 
a more multi-faceted model of MMOG proficiency than the one-dimensional metrics employed 
in recent studies3. 

Limitations. Despite building a theoretical model that recognizes multi-faceted expressions of 
expertise, we were only able to instrument and quantitatively analyze progression-oriented 
behaviors – those most readily recorded and scored through in-game metrics. Within the 
limitations of the VERUS project, we were not able to devise quantitative measures for other, less 
progression-focused expressions of expertise such as role-playing and helping other players; 
these context-specific and analog behaviors are not readily instrumented making data collection 
difficult. 

Additionally, the Phase Two study design for lab-based research was built around time-
delineated play in novel virtual environments. Since no participants had played GA prior to their 
research session, and very few had played Rift, we were able to set up two standardized VW 
virtual laboratories for the study of expertise; however, we were unable to examine and analyze 
expert play in the MMOGs participants most often played. It is possible, for instance, to generate 
a greater appreciation for expert communication practices by analyzing high-level Rift play, or 
by focusing on raids in WoW.  

  

_______________ 
3 These include levels achieved over time (Huffaker et al., 2009) and total avatar attribute score 
(Wang et al., 2011).  
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Measuring Expertise from Key Stroke Sequence Patterns. In addition to using the 
Expertise Construct to classify player expertise, we became interested in classification methods 
based on sequences of player input actions (keyboard press or mouse movement/click). The 
analysis of such patterns may provide information about player attributes such as learning 
capacity and memory. 

We were inspired to investigate the notion of expertise from the perspective of “implicit 
learning,” i.e., observing the use of patterned sequences (that the player isn't explicitly aware of 
using) for input actions (key presses, mouse movements, or clicks) that could be used to classify 
player expertise in a way that was consistent with the Expertise Construct. Understanding the 
role of implicit memory in intensive activities, such as combat in virtual environments, could 
offer valuable insights as compared to other learning experiences (e.g., learning to play the 
piano). We offer a brief introduction to implicit learning in the following paragraphs. 

Learning-associated memory consists of several distinct sub-systems in the human brain, not all 
of which can be considered as “declarative” (Sanchez, 2010) memory, which can be articulated 
and deconstructed by the subject demonstrating the awareness of knowledge (e.g., memorizing a 
passage from a book, knowing the notes in the scale of A minor). Previous work has 
demonstrated memory associated with “implicit” learning (synonymous with the term ‘tacit 
knowledge’), memory that cannot be precisely articulated or deconstructed by the subject but 
clearly exists (e.g. explaining how one knows who to ride a bicycle). Reber (1994) demonstrated 
that memory-impaired subjects demonstrated significant recall and recognition difficulty for 
particular tests of declarative knowledge; however, these subjects demonstrated normal learning 
rates in tests that were designed to measure implicit memory performance. Subjects were 
presented with a computer program that would visually cue a sequence of key presses on a 
keyboard, and performance was measured as the speed and accuracy of the key-press response to 
the cue. Impaired and normal subjects exhibited equally improved performance as they were 
exposed to repeated key sequences, but only some of the normal subjects could recognize that 
there was a repeating sequence. This is consistent with the notion that the improved performance 
was due to memory associated with an implicit learning system that was not declarative. 

Fast and accurately recalled key sequences may also be defining features of expert play in virtual 
environments. The difficulty in directly applying methods from the previously cited controlled 
experiments to virtual world play lies in the stochastic nature of virtual environments. 
Independent sessions of play typically randomize many aspects of the game (e.g. precise 
placement and type of NPC opponents, item locations, etc.). In addition to randomness, NPC 
behavior is often coded with sophisticated algorithms that depend significantly on the precise 
player state (so the player can perceive the NPC behavior as reactive), which varies from player 
to player. Randomness and sensitivity make controlled experiments (in the course of normal 
play) difficult to perform. Although we hypothesize that expert play can be characterized by 
specific patterns of key (and mouse) sequences with specific timings, discovering the set of all 
such patterns is beyond the scope of current work. A more feasible initial investigation would be 
to look for ‘non-expert’ key sequences, that is, sequences that are abundant in novice play but 
rare in expert play. We found that for players starting out with new avatars in the starting area 
repeated presses of the ‘1’ key were common during player vs. environment combat 
(corresponding to the first given ‘ability attack’) which led us to consider if ‘1 mashing’ 
positively implied novice play and negatively implied expert play. 
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Data Collection Method. Although video data was collected across a number of games in the 
VERUS project, we restricted our analysis to the Rift game, where some sessions had 
corresponding key logs and we could identify combat sequences in the associated coding (where 
the externally-validated expertise assessment was also stored). Combat sequences and associated 
key logs were extracted as described as follows.  

Video recordings of game play were collected and coded with Noldus as described (Section 
3.1.2), while key logging for sessions was collected with RUI (Kukreja, 2006). The primary task 
in data curation was to design a method to synchronize the Noldus-coded observational 
behaviors with keystroke data from the same research session. A synchronization procedure was 
devised by having each participant activate the game’s chatlog recording service by typing “/log” 
in the text field (chat box) of the game and then pressing the “Enter” key to activate it. In the 
game/screencast view, this action appeared as a distinct white line of text in the chat box 
corresponding to an unambiguous “Enter” keypress in the key log (preceded by the key presses 
for entering the string “/log”). The appearance of the white line of text was added as a specific 
event in the coding schema, and inspection of three randomly chosen sessions suggested that the 
difference in time between observing the white line of text and the logged time of pressing the 
“Enter” key was less than one second. Although RUI recorded both keyboard and mouse 
activity, mouse events could not be associated (with certainty) to in-game actions. Though Rift 
and other virtual worlds are often played with both keyboard and mouse, we hypothesize that 
keyboard activity alone is sufficient to classify expertise. 

Unfortunately many player sessions did not successfully record key logging due to technical 
problems in setting up RUI software on game machines (discovered after data collection). Play 
sessions varied around a mean length of 3000 sec (50 min), with some sessions extending to 
about 6000 sec. We truncated all sessions we were using to 2000 sec so that each session would 
be represented by the same sampling time. In three sessions, key logging was started very late 
(after many combat sessions), so that these experiments weren’t useful for the analysis, since 
they contained no combat sequence in the first 2000 sec of key logging. Our final data set 
consisted of 84 sessions, with the following numbers of players in each skill level category: 

Expert Intermediate Novice 
26 29 29 

 

We extracted key presses that occurred between combat sessions (coded by event types “State 
start” and “State stop” for the behavior type “PvE Combat”) and found 1128 combat sequences 
in total. 
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Results. A clear pattern in combat sequence distributions was that higher identified skill levels 
implied more and shorter combat sequences (Figure B-3). (Note that expert players have more 
combat sequences in spite of slight under-representation of expert players in this dataset). 
Combat proficiency is a commonly accepted measure of expertise in virtual world play; 
therefore, these results demonstrate the soundness and consistency of the underlying data. 

 

Figure B-3. Combat Sequence Duration Distribution 
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In observing the ability- key distribution during combat sequences (Figure B-4), we found 
ability-key frequency roughly corresponded to numerical order (which was also the order in 
which the abilities were introduced in the game). Interestingly, experts seemed to press fewer 
keys overall, though this may not purely be a reflection of key press efficiency that would be 
expected of expert players. Factors such as the under representation of expert players in the data 
or differential usage of the mouse and keyboard could easily account for the observation that 
expert players seem to press fewer keys overall. 

 

Figure B-4. Distribution of Ability Key Presses 
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Finally, we analyzed consecutive ‘1’ key presses during combat. Consecutively pressing the ‘1’ 
key is probably the most common subsequence in key presses during combat. To capture the 
notion of “mashing,” we chose to enumerate the incidences of five consecutive presses, and 
counted the distribution of sequences where five consecutive presses of  ‘1’ were present at least 
four times. The distribution revealed that experts appear far less likely to mash than either 
intermediates or novices (Figure B-5). 

 

Figure B-5. “11111”-key Sequences Count Distribution 

Keystroke Conclusions. The key press distributions reflect the idea that players who mash 
more are probably less skilled than those who mash less. This idea is consistent with the often 
derisive connotation of “mashing” in popular gamer culture and the notion that virtual worlds are 
generally engineered so that expert play is not trivially achieved, since such worlds would likely 
be considered less appealing and “too easy” otherwise. Measuring the abundance of such ‘anti-
expert’ key sequences in players may measure rates of expertise development and correspond to 
other measurable cognitive attributes of the player.  

While we could not directly search for evidence of implicit learning such as that observed in 
previous studies, we hope that this section demonstrates that such learning may be occurring 
during play. Discovering and characterizing expert play in terms of implicit learning may 
provide insight into underlying motor sequential processes and unique ways to identify other 
players.  
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APPENDIX C: CO-SITUATED COUPLES STUDY 

Introduction. It was clear in the exploratory lab studies of individuals and small groups playing 
MMOGs that participants’ in-game behavior is heavily contingent on the contexts of their play—
including, crucially, with whom they are playing co-situated. At the same time, we learned from 
participants that for many of them, playing online games with their romantic partners is one 
significant way of spending time together. From the small number of romantic partners we had in 
our labs in Phase One, we observed orientations to MMOG play that we suspected might be 
unique to romantic couples, including sustained close avatar proximity, initiating and completing 
the same in-game activities at the same time, the selection of avatars with complementary 
capabilities, the use of inside jokes and pet names, and the continuance of closely synchronized 
play while or after bickering. To try to more fully explore these behaviors, more fully document 
if and how romantic couples’ play differs from the play of non-romantic pairs of co-situated 
players, and discover whether it is possible to infer the “real life” romantic status of two given 
players through their in-game behaviors, we made “couples’ play” a focus of recruitment and 
analysis in our Phase Two laboratory-based studies. 

Background. Couples who play together may be obliquely referenced in broader studies of the 
sociality of MMOGs and/or games in general, such as research documenting the creation and 
maintenance of social bonds through gaming. For example, Kallio, Mayra, and Kaipainen (2010) 
offer a categorization of players based on their different orientations to digital games, drawing on 
responses reported in a nationwide survey distributed in Finland, supplemented by interviews 
and focus groups (pp. 329–330). In their categorization of players, they include romantic partners 
as one form of “gaming companions” along with children and friends (p. 340). No further 
exploration of how romantic partners play together, or how their play differs from that of other 
forms of co-situated play, is offered. Looking at sociality in MMOGs, Williams et al. (2006) 
found that female World of Warcraft (WoW) players are more likely to recruit boyfriends, 
spouses, or family members than male players (p. 348). Nardi (2010), on the other hand, reports 
that many of the female players she encountered as part of her ethnographic research in WoW 
were introduced to the game by a husband, boyfriend, brother, cousin or male friend (p. 153). In 
both instances, players who game regularly recruit their non-gaming partners to join them in 
their MMOG of choice.  

There are a few studies that examine substantively couples’ play in MMOGs. Key among these 
is the ongoing work of Carr and Oliver (2009) who study couples playing WoW as a means of 
observing learning in games, and Bergstrom’s (2009) thesis that explores romantic couples 
playing WoW as part of their shared leisure time. Carr and Oliver (2009) collected data through a 
series of interviews conducted in WoW, via text chat between the researcher’s and participants’ 
avatars, with ten players over the course of four months (p. 45). Carr and Oliver found that 
“playing together” can have dramatically different connotations for different couples, ranging 
from doing the same activities in-game simultaneously, to being in the same room while doing 
different things in-game (p. 49), to playing, at different times, on the same WoW account. While 
their work is useful in documenting the different temporal and spatial configurations of couples’ 
play, it is less concerned with exploring the in-game activities of couples playing in an MMOG 
at the same time. Carr and Oliver’s (2009) and Bergstrom’s (2009) studies are useful in 
sketching out the ways MMOG play fits into the everyday lives of couples. No work to date has 
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closely examined the in-game activities of romantic partners. In order to gain a provisional 
understanding of how couples play together, therefore, we turn first to players’ own theories of 
romantic partnerships in MMOGs.1 

There is considerable player “folk knowledge” about couples and MMOG play, found in posts 
and comments on the official World of Warcraft and Rift gaming forums.2 Player understandings 
of couples’ play, while frequently misogynistic and otherwise problematic, are sometimes more 
fleshed out and perceptive than what is found in academic literatures, and constitute a useful 
starting point for theorizing player behavior. Playing with a romantic partner is in some ways 
supported by the design of MMOGs, and in some ways made more difficult, and forum 
discussions explore these affordances and constraints, as well as the differences couples make to 
various game activities. One of the central ludic aspects of couple play that is widely discussed 
in online forums has to do with collaboration in-game, specifically optimal professions/class 
pairings for the couple playing together. While a variety of combinations turn up, pairings almost 
always involve some form of healer or support class. Among the most salient social aspects of 
couples playing together are discussions around couple-friendly spaces, such as less formal 
guilds or party formations that are sympathetic to a couple. Typically, there is also reference to 
couple socialization in-game as the two players being a kind of “package deal.” Commentary 
ranges from positive or humorous to negative or sexist factor into most references to couple play.  

Building on conceptualizations from literature, collected folk knowledge, and our own lab and 
fieldwork observations, we sought a framework for studying couple play that could yield 
characteristics predictive of a romantic partnership in a given player combination from in-game 
observed behavior.  

The next section outlines our study design for identifying romantic co-players, and describes the 
development of an annotation schema for analyzing video of couple gameplay. 

The couples construct. We observed when examining experts playing together that it is 
difficult to distinguish between romantic and non-romantic pairs, as well as between friends and 
strangers, since their similar degrees of expertise compels synchronous play. Similarly, we 
observed female players who played with their romantic partners taking on a leadership position, 
which we did not observe among female players who were playing with their non-romantic 
peers. To systematize these observations and to support evidence-driven theory-formation, we 
build a “couples construct” from the ground up.  

The first pass of a “couples” annotation schema involved manual coding of participant gameplay 
videos using a narratively driven, open-ended coding schema. This was supplemented by field 
note-based prose account of the session, composed by the engaged researchers. Further intensive 
free-hand coding included isolating particular segments of the video, focusing on segments 
regarded as particularly productive for exploring the connections between in-game actions and 
_______________ 
1 Here, we encountered more nuanced theories of player behavior from MMOG forums than 
from extant academic literature.  
2 Search terms used: couples, romantic couples, partners, romantic partners. We also 
investigated the official EVE Online forums using these search terms, but found mostly facetious 
discussions of in-game dating. 
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real-world characteristics. With this newly developed construct for “couples play” the transition 
to video analysis software in Phase Two enabled us to develop a dedicated mini-schema for use 
with Noldus as a way of generating both qualitative and quantitative analysis. The subsequent 
closed-coding “Couples” schema to be used with Noldus was reduced after several iterations to 
22 codes and 8 modifiers.  

Couples Study Design. In light of our interest in understanding couples play, we amended 
the Phase Two protocol by adding a subsection in the intake interview specifically for 
participants who play MMOGs with a romantic partner or significant other, asking about the 
regular play habits of couples—whether they usually play co-situated or online, whether they 
play with others or just the two of them, what class combinations they usually play, and what 
they regarded as advantages and disadvantages of playing together. Part of our mandate for this 
new round of lab sessions was the targeted recruitment of couples, including non-heterosexual 
couples, to complicate any potential for heteronormative bias in the lab pairings.  

In the analysis stage, in order to explore the patterns of “couple” play, or more generally dyad 
play, in terms of the type of relationship between players (ranging from strangers to romantic 
partners), we selected sixteen pairs of participants to code on the basis of the couples mini 
schema using Noldus video analysis software: the data set included four pairs of strangers, six 
pairs of friends, and six pairs of romantic partners (including male/male, female/female, and 
male/female pairs for each group). The purpose of this selection was to produce consistent 
annotations of in-game behaviors in order to analyze and develop more concrete and empirically 
driven theories for identifying couples’ play, by attempting to distinguish between markers of co-
situated participants’ play, and co-situated romantic couples’ play specifically. As a first step 
toward realizing the couples study design, researchers coded a series of test participants 
repeatedly (chosen among both romantic and non-romantic pairs of participants) until they 
attained inter-coder reliability (ICR) using the Noldus software’s built-in ICR module. Inter-
coder reliability is a standard measure of consistency and reliability when coding qualitative 
data. Some of the most common measurements used in human behavior research involve 
percentage agreement (a calculation of the degree to which two coders interpret the same data 
similarly) or Cohen’s Kappa (the same calculation but with an adjustment for “chance” 
agreements). The standard corresponding values that mark acceptable agreement for Kappa 
values are between 0.6 and 0.8, with values over 0.8 considered to be nearly perfect agreement. 
Our goal with the highly interpretive “couples schema” was to achieve an inter-coder reliability 
of over 0.7 over a minimum 5% overlap from our data set, and after several cycles of testing, 
discussion, and refinement of coding rules, our final values exceeded 0.8. To supplement the 
Noldus coding, researchers took qualitative notes to document aspects of the sessions that were 
not captured by the quantitative codes.  

Together, these observations and analyses provide the foundation for a theoretical model of co-
situated play aimed at predicting existing romantic (or otherwise intimate) relationships. This 
model evolved to include several core sub-constructs in addition to established “couple” 
behaviors, such as strategic avatar class selection and progressing through the game at the same 
rate. These empirically derived sub-constructs were based on a “proximity” construct (captured 
through avatar proximity codes for co-situated players), a “collaboration/cooperation” construct 
(reflected in codes such as “attacking same/different mob” and reflecting levels of cooperation 
between players) and a “synchronicity” construct, which was analytically derived from the 
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Noldus coding and describes the general degree of synchronicity of game events between two 
players (i.e., quest accept, quest reward, talking to NPC, completing quest objectives). The 
following sections provide elaborations of these constructs. 

The Proximity Construct. The first iteration of the “Couples Construct” included codes for 
“Avatar Tethering” (the proximity between two avatars), “Group Formation” (how and when co-
situated players formed into an in-game “party”), “Quest Progression” (point codes for 
accepting, completing, and being rewarded for in-game quests), “Combat Patterns,” (whether 
players in a given dyad attack the same or different in-game monsters, or “mobs”), and “In-game 
Communication.” These codes, derived from observations of previous participants, and refined 
in four iterations, were based on hypothesized in-game indicators of romantic involvement 
between players. The ICR process made evident several issues around interpretation and 
application of codes we had thought to be clear but which turned out to be complicated to gauge 
and apply consistently using uniform rules. For instance, before players are officially “in a 
party,” other players’ avatars are only visible to a player (and therefore to the researcher coding 
the observation) if the avatars are in the player’s line of sight, which is very rare in a three-
dimensional game filled with uneven topography and flexible camera views. Once in a party, 
other party members’ avatars are visible on a player’s “mini-map” as small blue dots, making it 
easier to code uniformly. Prior to grouping up, however, two avatars’ proximity to each other is 
very difficult to discern and this led to irresolvable ICR discrepancies. Eventually, it was decided 
that all pre-party proximity between the two given avatars should be coded as “unidentified 
proximity.” To avoid losing too much valuable proximity data this way, we decided to modify 
our protocol by directly encouraging participants to party-up from the start.  

Among the codes removed during the process of obtaining acceptable ICR was the problematic 
“middle distance” code, originally intended to demarcate a distance between close and far where 
both avatars are visible on the screen. Without any strict empirical markers, this code was largely 
based on researcher interpretation of the in-game video footage, which is highly variable depending 
on the player’s current point of view, the presence of other avatars or NPCs, buildings and 
environmental details, spells and other visual effects, and custom camera preferences. In the version 
that was finalized for use with multiple coders, avatars are understood to be “close together” when 
they are both visible on the in-game mini-map, and “far apart” when they are not. Around this time, 
we also introduced the “on top of” or “hugging distance” proximity code, for intimate touching 
distance between avatars (as a possibly important indicator for romantic couples). The “on top of” 
code itself went through a number of revisions, until consensus was reached that it should only be 
used when avatars are either quite literally touching or in near-touch proximity.  

In the final iteration of the “Couples” Noldus schema, we expanded the Avatar Tethering codes 
to reflect more accuracy of distance in order to help us better define the distinction between 
romantic and non-romantic pairs. We modified the code “on top of” to “touching distance” to 
represent a slightly broader radius for the proximity that we hypothesized was shared more by 
romantic couples’ avatars than by non-romantic dyads. We also added a medium proximity 
between “touching distance” and “far away” called “casting distance,” based on the functional 
range at which spells can be cast on other avatars. This code was retroactively applied to all 
previously coded sessions (a total of 32), enabling comparisons across our whole data set using 
the synchronicity construct. To reduce ICR discrepancies, we devised a rigid set of criteria for 
the application of “touching distance” and “casting distance” codes, and also had one coder 
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annotate all sessions. A qualitative analysis of this data set suggested that romantic couples 
spend more time in “casting” and “touching”3 proximity than non-romantic dyads and strangers. 

The Collaboration and Synchronicity Construct. In an attempt to codify empirically 
verifiable game behavioral indicators of real-world romantic involvement, we conducted a series 
of theory-building exercises following the Noldus coding in Phase Two. In the course of these 
meetings, we compiled a spreadsheet of all the romantic couples that had participated in the 
Noldus study, including basic information about real-world sex, avatar sex/class/race, expertise, 
survey data for questions relating to real-world relationships and play habits, and quantitative 
data generated from the Noldus coding. This spreadsheet, along with visualizations of the Noldus 
data, field notes and qualitative notes, helped guide us to a number of preliminary hypotheses. 
First, we observed a similarity between visualizations of couples’ Noldus data. The overall 
patterns of the data visualizations tend to match, particularly codes relating to questing, and 
combat (Figure C-1).  

 
 

Figure C-1: Example of Noldus Coding of a Highly Synchronous  
Romantic Couple, Expert-novice Pair) 

  

_______________ 
3  Specifically, we hypothesize that romantic couples spend more time in “hugging distance” 
than non-romantic players, when not in combat, since two melee fighting characters may find 
themselves in “hugging distance” if they are attacking the same enemy at the same time. 
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However, this informal observation also applied to a number of non-romantic pairings. 
Accordingly, we subsequently posited that “togetherness” was really what was being measured 
by the couples construct: when two players pursue the same in-game goals using similar-level 
avatars (particularly when they play together while co-situated in the same real-world space), as 
opposed to playing together in the same room or communicating via text or voice chat, but 
pursuing different in-game activities, or ignoring one another entirely, their play patterns tend to 
match (Figure C-2). 

 
 

Figure C-2: Example of Noldus Coding for a Novice Friend Pair  
Whose Synchronicity and Collaboration were Fairly Low 

This was an important realization, because it enabled us to start thinking about (1) the ways in 
which “real-world” togetherness can be empirically measured through observations of in-game 
behaviors, and (2) the ways (if any) in which romantic couples specifically can be distinguished 
from non-romantic pairs playing together. A further complication is that, as indicated by our 
research on expertise, the higher the degree of expertise in any two players, the more similarities 
we observe in their gameplay, even if they are not playing together. Figure C-3 shows the coding 
for two experts who played completely separately but exhibit a similar style of game progression 
playing the same class and faction with the same level of expertise.  
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Figure C-3: Noldus Coding for Two Experts Who Played Completely Separately 
but Show a Similar Style of Game Progression 

Likewise, it is difficult to determine whether the close synchronization between two experts 
playing together (or even an expert and a novice when co-situated) is a function of a pre-existing 
real-world relationship, or simply a function of their mutual expertise. These questions are 
clearly central to any work on couples play. 

Building on this theory of “togetherness,” our current working set of empirically driven 
hypotheses has been dubbed the “synchronicity construct” (since it deals with dyads playing 
together, and not simply romantic couples), and is primarily designed to measure the extent and 
forms of close collaboration between two participants, to determine whether or not they have a 
pre-existing relationship (PER), and secondly, whether there is any basis for inferring that 
relationship is romantic. Going forward, these are the key hypotheses driving this work: 

• The first member of the PER to enter the game-world will wait for the second before 
advancing in the game 

• PERs accept quests around the same time 

• The first member of the PER to complete a quest will wait for the second to finish the quest 
before turning it in for a quest reward, and may actively help the second complete the quest 

• PERs accept quest rewards around the same time 
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• PERs tend to engage in combat while in close proximity 

• PERs will help one another fight mobs 

• Overall, PERs will spend more time attacking the same mob than not 

Collectively, these hypotheses express the degree to which both players in a given dyad are 
committed to progressing at the same rate; they allow us to determine the degree of 
synchronicity between two players. “Strong synchronicity” across all these indicators suggests 
either that the two players have a pre-existing “real life” relationship, or, as noted above, that 
they have similarly high degrees of expertise (they are equally “compelled” by the game into 
similar courses of action). The following hypotheses further refine the construct related to 
romantically involved participants: 

• Romantic couples tend to choose avatars that match their real-world sex (sex fidelity) 

• Romantic couples are more likely to use intimate emotes (such as /kiss) 

• Romantic couples are more likely to use the /follow command to automatically follow the 
other player's avatar 

• Romantic couples spend more time in touching proximity (“on top of”) 

Given a high degree of synchronicity (how high specifically remains to be determined), we 
believe that the presence of any of these indicators suggests that the synchronicity is romantic in 
nature, and not merely friendly, or an artifact of similar levels of (ludic knowledge and skill-
based) expertise. 

Conclusion 
The next steps in this exploration are to begin to integrate the data described above more fully 
with other data sources, including the intake interview questions, the survey, keystroke logs, and 
most importantly the “event chart” coding, a separate form of Noldus observation that we have 
recorded for every participant, which charts the second-to-second minutiae of gameplay 
(movement, jumping, mouse clicks, etc.) as well as real-world participant behaviors (posture, 
discourse, affect, etc.). These complementary sources will help to test our current hypotheses, 
and to further integrate the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of the project. In context of 
the VERUS project, examining couples offers a unique opportunity to consider the specific forms 
of sociality of digital gameplay. By observing the particular ways in which pairs of people 
(romantic or otherwise) play MMOGs together, we are able to examine the affordances of the 
game, the social and cultural environment of specific MMOGs and of games in general, the 
influence of extrinsic social and cultural factors, and how all of these co-produce patterns of 
virtual world play that predict real-world personal relationships. 
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APPENDIX D: EVE ONLINE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 

Introduction. EVE Online is a Massively Multiplayer Online Game with approximately 
350,000 subscribers. EVE represents an interesting venue for research as it has to date been 
understudied in comparison to other MMOGs like Everquest and World of Warcraft. This 
appendix is divided into three sections: (1) the primary differences between EVE and other 
popular MMOGs; (2) a review of the literature that engages with EVE; and (3) a concise 
description of the VERUS project’s observational research on EVE. In general, it is argued that:  

• EVE houses a fairly homogeneous play community. 

• EVE’s single shard server influences the way that players talk about their play and this game. 
Long-term players are likely to situate themselves in the larger history of the game (as in 
other games), and situate themselves in relationship to their major alliances (unlike other 
games) to help contextualize their own history in the game. 

• The affordances and interface of EVE are different enough that skilled EVE players may still 
have difficulties transferring skills to other MMOGs. 

EVE players were difficult to locate through the YU and SFU lab-based study recruitment. 
However, by attending events that are known to attract EVE players such as LAN parties, we 
gained access to a larger population of EVE players. The participants in this observational study 
were drawn from a population of EVE players that was different from those who participated the 
VERUS behavioral economics study, which was carried out by other members of our team. 

Background. EVE Online is a space-themed MMOG, released in 2003 by CCP Games. It is 
currently the only game in the CCP roster, but it will soon be complemented by a PlayStation 
FPS title (“Dust 514”) that will be integrated with the EVE Online universe through the 
PlayStation Network in the final quarter of 2012. As is the practice among many other MMOG 
developers, expansions have been released periodically, increasing the playable content beyond 
what was available as part of the game’s initial build. Since its release, the game has undergone 
various modifications and changes, and CCP maintains a detailed archive of these changes and 
expansions on their official game website. These expansions are made available to all current 
EVE players twice a year (usually one spring release and one fall release) and without charge. 

Despite conforming to the generally accepted criteria for a game to be considered a MMOG,1 
EVE breaks from a few key conventions of the genre. Players do not have a humanoid or 
anthropomorphized avatar, a feature commonly found in other MMOGs. Instead, players see a 
passport-sized “photograph” of their own character, but are mostly known to each other by their 
user names. When looking at another player’s character, one sees a spaceship and the player’s 
name, but even this spaceship is not a permanent representation of a player within the game-

_______________ 
1 To be considered a MMOG, a game should meet the following criteria: A persistent 
gameworld; avatar mediated play; physical rules that equally affect all players; social interaction; 
vertical gameplay (a player’s avatar must always have the ability to continue advancing, e.g., 
increasing his level or improving his armor); perpetuity (Chan and Vorderer, 2009, pp. 88). 
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world. Ships can be modified, upgraded, or even permanently destroyed. In a recent expansion 
(“Incarna,” released Jun 2011), CCP introduced fully rendered avatars and a sophisticated 
character creator that allowed players to modify their avatar’s body to the detail of their muscle 
development. That new avatar is only visible to an individual player as it walks around inside the 
player’s personal “Captain’s Quarter,” which is not accessible to any other players. As of the 
most recent EVE expansion (“Inferno,” released Apr 2012), players continue to interact with 
each other via their spaceships, and Captain’s Quarters remain inaccessible to other players. 

In EVE, player death carries harsher consequences than it does in other MMOGs. If a ship 
sustains enough damage from attacks by other players or NPCs, it will explode. A player can 
attempt to escape from the wreckage in a pod, but the pod can be vulnerable to attack, and can 
also be destroyed. If the pod is destroyed and a player wishes to continue, a clone that is being 
held in stasis must be activated from one of the space stations scattered around the universe. 
Anything a player was carrying in his ship’s cargo hold will also be destroyed. This “xp loss” 
through death is an infrequent feature in current MMOGs, which instead make avatar death an 
inconvenience (running from a graveyard to an in-game body, which simply takes time and is not 
necessarily a penalty) and/or a financial penalty (having to pay to repair an avatar’s armor that 
was damaged by death). 

This leads to EVE’s third departure from MMOG conventions. In most MMOGs, killing 
computer-controlled monsters (frequently referred to as “mobs”) and completing quests to gain 
experience points forms the basis of play. In EVE, skills are earned as a direct result of the 
amount of time a player spends in-game, and as the level of skill advances, the length of time 
needed to earn the skill increases exponentially. A basic level-1 skill may take 15 to 20 minutes 
to accomplish while, to achieve an extremely advanced level-5 skill, it is not uncommon for 
training times to last 30 days or longer. If clones are not kept up to date and ship and pod are 
destroyed, any additional training will be lost and need to be restarted.  

An implication of the above is that players who have been playing the game regularly since 
release will have more trained skills than players who started the game at a later date. Unlike 
games such as World of Warcraft, where after the maximum level is obtained the playing field 
begins to level out, new EVE players will always be (seemingly) at a disadvantage. This does not 
always hold as some corporations have built their success on using new players to swarm and 
overpower their enemies, as is the tactic favored by Goonswarm, a notorious corporation known 
for its unorthodox play style2; however, it is the case that the majority of corporations tend to 
favor a more traditional approach to combat that relies on extremely advanced skills to be 
effective. 

  

_______________ 
2 Goonswarm will be discussed further in the literature review section of this appendix. 
Additionally, Goonswarm maintains a publically accessible wiki that contains useful information 
about many topics, including its take on the new EVE player experience: 
https://wiki.goonfleet.com/About_EVE. 
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Narrative and Play Structure. Set far in the future, EVE Online takes place in the fictional 
universe of New Eden. After humanity perfects long-range space travel, a group of travelers pass 
through a wormhole that soon collapses, leaving them stranded. These pioneers colonize this 
new area of space, forming the game’s four major races:  

1. Amarr. The largest nation in this fictional world, it is a society based on slave labor and ruled 
by a theocratic monarchy with an omnipresent religion. 

2. Caldari. A corporate dictatorship that prizes strength, efficiency, and dignity. 

3. Gallente. The only “true” democracy of New Eden, a society focused on both liberal 
ideology (brotherhood and equal rights to all) and scientific advancement. 

4. Minmatar. Emancipated slaves of the Amarr Empire, their post-slavery society is 
characterized by tribal leadership and individualism.  

Upon entering the game for the first time, new players are asked to choose one of the four races, 
and then select a sub-race. These races and sub-races have different specialties and tactical 
advantages, much like the way WoW classes each have their own special magical spells or 
abilities, and each race has its own unique attributes3. Unlike WoW, where a player’s racial 
choice immediately ties him to a fixed allegiance (“Alliance” or “Horde”), that sets up a pre-
determined rivalry in the game, all of the races in EVE Online can communicate with each other.  

All players interact in a single shared universe, capable of handling over 50,000 simultaneous 
connections to the server. Unlike most fantasy-themed MMOGs, where players are divided into 
hundreds of smaller servers that house parallel versions of the gameworld, all EVE players are on 
the same server and can interact with each other. This allows for events such as the “Second 
Great War” to be something that all players can (if they so choose) participate in, and almost all 
will be aware of and in most cases, affected by. It creates a sense of a shared universe with a 
shared history that is not driven by the creators of the game, but instead made and shaped by 
thousands of players.  

Researching EVE. Aside from the behavioral economics work carried out by other VERUS 
scholars, the EVE data for this study were collected from players participating in lab-based 
studies in the YU and SFU labs and through recruitment at LAN studies events. 

  

_______________ 
3 For a detailed discussion of the playable races and mythology/lore of WoW, see Krzywinska 
(2006, 2008). 
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Lab-based Studies. Like all other participants in the lab-based studies, EVE players were 
recruited through campus-based posters and snowball sampling. Overall, EVE players made up a 
relatively small segment of our lab-based population (Table D-1). 

Table D-1: Breakdown of Lab Participants by Game 

Game Frequency 
(of 268) Percent 

EVE 9 3.4 
Maple Story 27 10.1 

WoW 64 23.9 
Other 38 14.2 

York University Lab 
In Phase One of VERUS, there were two EVE players who came into the YU lab to participate in 
the study. The first was unable to play due to technical difficulties, but the second, Yorklab160 
was talkative, offering up information and explanations, largely unprompted by the researcher. 
He discussed his preferred activities in the game (mining and manufacturing), his relationships 
with his fellow corps-mates, and his plans to circumvent PvP attacks on miners such as himself. 
Prior to his introduction to EVE, Yorklab160 was an avid World of Warcraft player and 
frequently made references to World of Warcraft, which acted as an introduction for the 
researchers to player theories about the differences between various game affordances, as well as 
to player theories about the different personalities and “player types” that certain MMOGs are 
thought to attract.  

The first official EVE session of Phase Two4 was a romantic couple that met while playing 
World of Warcraft, had left WoW, and were both playing EVE. Unlike many of the other 
romantic couples that came through the lab, this couple did not play EVE together, that is, in the 
same corporation and in close concert with each other. Yorklab252 had been playing EVE longer 
than his partner (Yorklab251) and when he was asked to recount his most memorable moment 
playing any MMOGs, he began to describe events from the Second Great War. Yorklab252’s 
insertion of himself into the larger player-created history of EVE made reference to events that 
happened before he started playing the game. This session lead to the researchers earmarking 
other instances of participants situated themselves into the larger history of the game, paying 
close attention to the ways in which EVE, World of Warcraft, Maple Story, and players of other 
games described their most memorable moment playing a MMOG. More so than players of 
multi-shard, fantasy-based MMOGs, EVE players tended to focus on larger stories about 
conflicts between alliances, and like Yorklab252, situated themselves in relationship to the major 
players in famous EVE battles.  

_______________ 
4 In the transition between Phase One and Two, the YU lab ran an experimental EVE session 
involving two players from the same corporation. The majority of their play time was spent 
flying through space to meet each other, highlighting the vastness of the EVE universe and the 
necessity of asking future participants to “group up” prior to their session. 
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The final EVE players to visit the YU lab (Playces230 and Playces231) were experienced 
MMOG players. Despite having had an active EVE account for only a month, Playces231 had 
done extensive research on and preparation for the game, organizing in advance the resources he 
accumulated in-game from other friends that played. Like many of the other players encountered 
during this research, he did not enter this game “cold,” but enlisted himself into a type of player 
network considered to be necessary to be successful in this MMOG. Playces231 was also 
observed calculating his corporation’s earnings on an Excel spreadsheet while he waited for his 
ship to travel to a new location. Even for relatively new players such as Playces231, a portion of 
“playing” this particular MMOG happens outside the game software.  

LAN Studies. In Aug 2010, permission was obtained from the organizers of Insomnia, a series 
of UK-based LAN events, to have a researcher attend, administer the VERUS survey, and invite 
players to play Guardian Academy. Between Aug 2010 and Nov 2011, at least one researcher 
(Taylor) attended these LAN events, typically held over a public holiday weekend. At the third 
event researchers attended in Aug 2011, the research team met UK-based members of 
Goonswarm, who (like many other MMOG players at the event) typically used Insomnia parties 
to spend time together and play EVE co-situated. At both the Aug 2011 and Nov 2011 events, 
these “Goonswarmers” introduced the researchers to other EVE players, and researchers were 
able to solicit VERUS surveys and Guardian Academy play from 32 regular, active EVE players.  

Attending the LAN events also gave us the opportunity to observe EVE play outside of the YU 
or SFU labs. It is important to note that these observations were not “natural” and, as with all 
observation-based research, our presence as researchers influenced the activities that unfolded. 
For example, at the Aug 2011 Insomnia event, a group of four EVE players offered to organize a 
PvP battle, to show the researchers what combat in the game entails. The original agreement 
among the players (all members of the same corporation) was that they would fight, but cease 
firing before any of the participants were in danger of having their ship destroyed. Unbeknownst 
to the fourth player, the other three participants had colluded and decided to focus their attacks 
on him exclusively, and blow up his ship. This was an unexpected turn of events, and the fourth 
player was visibly agitated, losing a ship of considerable value. This battle would likely have not 
occurred if not for a researcher present at the event. Indeed, the outcome was likely carried out to 
illustrate to the researchers the cutthroat nature of the EVE universe by double-crossing a corps-
mate and friend—an orchestrated performance, for a relatively unfamiliar but curious audience, 
of the cutthroat reputation of this game. 

Interested in further observations of EVE play, the researchers organized a 2v2 PvP tournament 
at the Nov 2011 LAN. This time the battles were held on Singularity, the EVE test server, 
minimizing the actual losses by the players defeated in battle. Additionally, researchers saw 
further examples of collusion and double-crossing. For example, in one battle the teams agreed 
to meet in a particular solar system, but one of the teams (which included the player who, at the 
previous event, had been attacked by his three corp-mates) ambushed the other before they were 
ready to battle. The reaction to this was not anger or shock, but instead it seemed to be shrugged 
off as “part of the game.” However, it is also important to note that there was no real loss as this 
was on the test server, which may have muted any feelings of anger or agitation. This 
“backchannel” collusion will form the basis for the forthcoming Bergstrom et al. presentation at 
the 2012 meeting of the Association of Internet Researchers. 
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Contributions. The lack of attention given to EVE by academic researchers is likely due to its 
reputation as a game with a large barrier to entry, which is in turn informed by arguments that a 
researcher must be proficient in a game in order to study it. This is not necessarily the case, as 
our research has shown that collecting data about EVE is not only possible, but relatively easy to 
do once the key informants have been identified. However, EVE players may be made artificially 
invisible by more certain methods of study recruitment (including university campus recruit-
ment), as the EVE community is fairly homogenous, being predominantly male, predominantly 
white, highly educated players, frequently working in technology-related fields, and older than 
the expected age of a MMOG player. 

EVE and its players made up a small portion of our overall study, but their inclusion in both the 
lab-based and LAN studies has done much to problematize our notions about the conditions 
under which it is possible to infer RW attributes from casual observation of players in-world. At 
LAN events, researchers frequently observed participants playing multiple accounts at once, and, 
in interviews, some players described playing eight (or more) accounts simultaneously. While 
this is something that players were forthcoming about in interviews and out of game 
observations, this “multi-boxing” behavior would not be so readily apparent through in-game 
observation. For example, what may look like a small group of players working together to mine 
and refine ore may, in fact, be multiple avatars spread over multiple accounts, controlled by a 
single player. The development of techniques to further explore this topic probably merits 
additional research. 

Similarly, as we observed from players in lab sessions and heard from LAN participants in 
interviews, much of the “play” in EVE—coordinating corporation and alliance-based operations, 
recruiting and retaining new corp-mates, alerting corp-mates to new developments in the 
universe, cementing (or dissolving) alliances, and distributing resources among corporation 
members—is done outside the game, through SMS, corporation websites, VOIP, and so on. Add 
to this the observation that when players are logged in to the EVE universe, they may be doing 
any number of activities specific to EVE’s game flow—tabulating an Excel spreadsheet of in-
game resources, playing other games, or even walking away from their computer to do 
something else while they wait for their avatar to complete an automated mining operation or get 
from point A to point B—and we see that EVE play is very much an “assemblage” (Taylor, 
2009) involving multiple platforms for game-related communicative action and interaction.  

Indeed, the taken-for-granted unit of analysis for the Reynard project, involving a single player 
actively navigating his or her avatar (in this case, a ship) through a virtual environment, 
interacting with other players in-game as he or she does so, is only one among many possible 
sociotechnical configurations that EVE players carry out in their day-to-day play. While EVE is 
certainly unique in the extent to which this is so, this insight has proven useful to us in pointing 
up the limitations of examining a player’s behavior in any single MMOG, when, in fact, his VW 
“persona” (and its resonance with his RW attributes) might be best understood precisely through 
the ways he makes use of, and behaves in multiple communicative media and virtual 
environments.  
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND ACRONYMS 

Acronym Description 

AA Advanced Analytics (group at SRI) 

ANT Actor Network Theory 

API application programming interface 

BAA Broad Agency Announcement 

BI behavioral indicator 

BUNS Backstage User Network Studies 

CSV comma separated value 

DAL Dictionary of Affect in Language 

ECF extreme case formulation 

EVE EVE Online 

FPS first-person shooter 

GA Guardian Academy 

HTTPS hypertext transmission protocol, secure 

IRB Institutional Review Board 

ISK Inter Stellar Kredit 

LAN Local Area Network 

LIWC linguistic inquiry and word count 

MARVEL Multimodal Analysis of Real/Virtual Environments  

MMO massively multiplayer online (game) (short form of MMOG) 

MMOG Massively Multiplayer Online Game 

MMORPG Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game 

MOBA multiplayer online battle arenas 

MUD multiuser dungeon 

NPC nonplayer character 
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NUBS Nottingham University Business School 

NVC nonverbal communication 

PII personally identifiable information 

Play:CES Play in Computer Environments Studio (YU) 

PvE player versus environment 

PvP player versus player 

RPG role playing game 

RTS real-time strategy 

RW real-world 

SES socioeconomic status 

SFU Simon Fraser University 

SME subject matter expert 

SRI SRI International 

SSL secure socket layer 

STAR Speech Technology and Research (SRI lab) 

SVM support vector machines 

UAE United Arab Emirates 

VERUS Virtual Environment Real User Study 

VMWM Virtual Morris Water Maze 

VW virtual world 

WoW World of Warcraft 

YU York University 

  

 


